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FRONT SUSPENSION ASSEMBLY
NOTICES
1. During service, wear necessary protective equipments to avoid potential accident.
2. Before servicing the suspension, make sure the vehicle is safely lifted.
3. When working on the shock absorber spring, be careful of unexpected pop-up of the 

spring,which may cause personal injury.
4. When checking the suspension, replace the self-locking nuts and rusty nuts to 

ensure vehicle safety.
5. Do not weld or modify the load parts of the suspension.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information. 

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Oil leakage in 
shock absorber

1.Seal (defective or broken)
Chapter 31. Front suspension - front shock 
absorber, replacement

2.Shock absorber (broken)
Chapter 31. Front suspension - front shock 
absorber, replacement

Deviation

1.Tire (worn or incorrect pressure)
Chapter 33. Tire & wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
overhaul

2.Wheel alignment (incorrect)
Chapter 31. Front suspension - front wheel 
alignment, adjustment

3.Steering system (defective)
Chapter 37. Steering mechanism - steering 
mechanism,overhaul

4.Suspension system (defective)
Chapter 31. Front suspension - front suspension 
assembly,check

Abnormal
wear in tire

1.Wheel alignment (unqualified)
Chapter 31. Front suspension - front wheel 
alignment, adjustment

2.Tire (pressure unqualified)
Chapter 33.Tire & Wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
onboard checking

3.Wheel (unbalanced)
Chapter 33.Tire & Wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
adjustment

4.Sharp object on road
Chapter 33.Tire & Wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
onboard checking
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ROAD TEST

fuwx31001
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PARTS DRAWING

1 Upper Swing Arm 6 Lower Swing Arm Ball Joint Fitting

2 Shock Absorber 7 Sleeve

3 Lower Swing Arm 8 Clip

4 Stabilizer Bar 9
Lower Swing Arm Rear Shaft with
Adjusting Cam Module

5 Stabilizer Bar Connection 10 Upper Swing Arm Shaft
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ONBOARD CHECKING

1. Check tire wear and pressure.(Chapter 33. Tire & Wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
onboard checking)

2.  Check the radial runout of the wheel.
 Radial runout standard : 0.4mm
3. Check the axial runout of the wheel.
 Axial runout standard : 0.25 mm
4. Check whether the retaining bolts of the front suspension are secured.
5. Check whether the retaining bolts of the steering mechanism are secured.
6. Check for loose ball joints or leakage.
7. Check whether the shock absorber is working properly.
8. Check for aging or crack in the sleeve of the lower swing arm and replace it if 

needed.
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FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ADJUSTMENT

1. Before adjusting the front wheel alignment parameters, perform a vehicle posture  
 adjustment and inspection
(a). Check the type pressure:  

Tire Size Front Tire (kPa) Rear Tire (kPa)

265/70R16 112T 240 240

265/65R17 112T 240 240

NOTICE:
If the tire specification or inflation pressure doesn't meet the standard, increase the 
pressure or replace the damaged tire.

(b). Shake the vehicle up and down to stabilize  
  the suspension system.

(c). Check the swing of the wheel with dial 
 indicator.
  Swing: ≤ 1.2mm

NOTICE:
If the swing doesn't meet the standard, check for 
distortion or damage on the wheel and bearing.

2. Check all important connections on the front wheel suspension
(a). Check whether the retaining bolts of the front suspension connections are secured.
(b). Check whehter the connecting ball and retaining bolts and nuts of the steering 

transmission shaft are secured.
(c). Check whether the front wheel bearing is secured.
(d). Check whether the ball pin is secured.
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3. Adjust the Front Wheel Alignment
NOTICE:

•The front wheel alignment parameters shall be adjusted with no load.
•The difference bwteeen the front wheel alignment parameters of left and right wheels shall 

be no more than 30'.
•Adjusting sequence of front wheel alignment: kingpin caster - wheel camber - kingpin 

inclination- front wheel hub.

(a). Install Wheel Alignment Analyzer.
NOTICE:

Measure the front wheel alignment parameters 
according to the user's manual and requirements 
of the wheel alignment analyzer.

4. Adjust the Kingpin Caster
 (a). Without load, adjust the adjusting cam 

module of the lower swing arm front shaft 
or the lower arm rear shaft. Adjust the 
caster.

 (b). Increase the kingpin caster by rotating the 
front camshaft towards the outside of the 
frame or the rear camshaft towards the 
inside of the frame, vice versa.

NOTICE:
Each scale of the cam changes the caster for 
7'.Turn the adjusting cam for no more than 4.5 
scales from the central line. 
 (c). After adjustment, tighten the retaining nuts.
  Torque: 150~190N·m
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(d). Check the front wheel caster.
  Front wheel caster standard:3.5°±30′
 It is designed to keep the directional 

stability of the vehicle and offer the feature 
of steering return.

5. Adjust the Wheel Camber
 (a). After the adjustment of the kingpin caster, 

adjust the adjusting cam module of the 
lower swing arm front shaft and the lower 
arm rear shaft at the same time.

 (b). Rotating the same degree in the same 
direction ensures that only the wheel 
camber is changed while the caster 
remains the same. Increase the camber 
by rotating them towards the outside of the 
frame at the same time and descrese it 
by rotating them towards the inside of the 
frame simultaneously.

NOTICE:
Each scale of the cam changes the caster for 
7'.Turn the adjusting cam for no more than 4.5 
scales from the central line. 
(c). After adjustment, tighten the retaining nuts.
 Torque: 150~190N·m
(d). Check the front wheel camber.
  Front wheel camber standard: 12.08°±30'

6. Kingpin Inclination
(a). After the adjustment of the kingpin caster and the wheel camber, the kingpin   
 inclination will be accurate, so there is no need to adjust.
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7. Adjust front wheel hub
 (a). Turn the steering wheel from the left 

extreme position to the right extreme 
poistion, and then from the right to the left. 
Record the total number of rounds after 
such rotation.

 (b). Turn the steering wheel to the 1/2 of the 
total rounds, when the steering arm shall 
be in the central vertical position and the 
two front wheels shall be in the position of 
driving forward.

(c). Release the shield clamp.
 (d). Unscrew the locking nut of the horizontal 

steering rod.

(e). Adjust the wheel front hub by changing the  
  steering tie rod. Shortern the tie rod to   
  increase the positive front hub and extend  
  the tie rod to increase the negative front   
  hub.
 (f). When adjusting the front hub, change the 

tie rods on both sides simultaneously, in 
the same direction and to the same extent.

(g). After the adjustment, tighten the locking   
  nut of the horizontal steering rod.
  Torque: 81~99 N•m
 (h). Install the shield clamp.
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8. Check the front wheel hub
 (a). Measure the distance D between the 

central lines on two front treads of two front 
wheels and the distance B between the 
central lines on two rear treads of two front 
wheels, so that the difference between A 
and D equals to the front hub value.

 Front wheel hub standard(A-B):
 2.2±1mm(10'±5')

NOTICE:
After the adjustment of four wheel alignment parameters, check and adjust the maximum 
turning angles of the wheels RH and LH.

9. Adjust the Maximum Turning Angles of the  
  Wheels RH and LH
 (a). Adjust the left and right wheel turning 

angles by changing the steering tie rod. If 
the inner left turning angle is small,shorten 
the left tie rod and extends the right tie rod 
to the same extent, and vice versa.

 (b). After the adjustment of steering angle for 
the left and right wheels, adjust the front 
wheels to straightly forward direction. If 
the steering wheel fails to be the middle 
vertical status, align and install the steering 
wheel. 

10. Check the Maximum Turning Angle of the  
  Front Wheel

NOTICE:
The turning angles of the wheels RH and LH 
shall be the same. If it doesn't meet the standard, 
readjust it.
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FRONT SHOCK ABSORBER
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front wheels  (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,  
 Replacement")

2. Remove the front shock absorber
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of lower swing 

arm ball joint bracket.

(b). Unscrew the lower mounting bolts of the 
  front shock absorber.

(c). Unscrew the upper mounting bolts of the  
  front shock absorber.
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(d). Remove the front shock absorber.
 

3. Check the shock absorber
(a). Check for leakage in the shock absorber. If any, replace the shock absorber.
(b). Check for damage on the rubber sleeve connection of the shock absorber and   
 replace it if needed.

4. Install the front shock absorber
 (a). Install the front shock absorber.

(b). Tighten the upper mounting bolts of the 
 front shock absorber.
  Torque: 63~77N•m
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(c). Tighten the lower mounting bolts of the 
 front shock absorber.
  Torque: 110~130 N•m

(d). Tighten the retaining bolts of thelower 
 swing  arm ball joint bracket.
  Torque: 120~150 N•m

5. Install the front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

6. Check after the installation
(a). After the shock absorber is installed, drive 10KM on a rugged road and touch the 

surface of the shock absorber by hand. If there is significant difference between 
two shock absorbers, it means that the resistance gap is large. The cooler shock 
absorber met lower resistance. If the surface temperature is no higher than the 
ambient temperature, it means the shock absorber met no resistance and didn't 
work at all, which requires replacement.

(b). When the vehicle engages in an emergency brake in slow motion, if it shakes 
vibrantly, it means the shock absorber is defective. Remove the shock absorber and 
hold it upright on the jawed vice, with the lower end fixed. Press the shock absorbing 
rod by force for several times, and you should feel stable resistance, which is 
greater when pulling up (restoring) than when pressing down. If the resistance is 
unable or there is no resistance at all, it means the oil is insufficient inside the shock 
absorber or the valve parts are defective. Replace it accordingly.

(c). In case of noise in the shock absorber in use, it is because the shock absorber 
knocks the spring or frame, the rubber pad is damaged or lost, the dust cylinder is 
distorted or the oil/liquid is sufficient. Troubleshoot the situation and fix it accordingly.
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UPPER SWING ARM
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,  
 Replacement")

2. Remove the upper swing arm assembly
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the harness 

clamp.

 (b). Remove the split pin and unscrew the 
 retaining nuts of the upper swing arm ball 

joint. 

(c). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the pipe 
 clamp.
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(d). Remove the retaining nuts connecting the 
 upper swing arm shaft and the frame, and 

remove the upper swing arm shaft.

(e). Remove the upper swing arm.

 3. Install the upper swing arm assembly
 (a). Install the upper swing arm.

 (b) Install the upper swing arm shaft and 
 tighten the retaining nuts connecting the 

upper swing arm shaft and the frame.
  Torque: 120~140 N•m
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 (c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the pipe clamp.

(d). Tighten the retaining nuts of the upper 
 swing arm ball joint and install the split pin.
  Torque: 85~145 N•m

NOTICE:
The split pin is disposable and use a new pin after 
each disassembly.

(e). Tighten the retaining bolts of the harness  
  clamp.

4. Install the front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,   
 Replacement")
5. Check and adjust the front wheel alignment (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front  

Suspension - Front Wheel Alignment, Adjustment")
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LOWER SWING ARM
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,  
 Replacement")

2. Remove the lower swing arm
 (a). Remove the split pin and unscrew the 

retaining nuts of the lower swing arm ball 
joint.

(b). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the lower   
  swing arm ball joint bracket.

 (c). Remove the lower swing arm ball joint   
  bracket.
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(d). Unscrew the nuts and remove the bolts 
 connecting the  lower swing arm and the 

frame. 

(e). Remove the lower swing arm.
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3. Install the lower swing arm
 (a). Install the lower swing arm and tighten 

the nuts of the bolts connecting the lower 
swing arm and the frame.

 Torque: 150~190 N•m

(b). Install the lower swing arm ball joint bracket.

(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of lower swing  
  arm ball joint bracket.
  Torque: 120~150 N•m 
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(d). Tighten the retaining nuts of the lower 
 swing arm ball joint and install the split pin.
  Torque: 130~190 N•m

4. Install the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

5. Check and adjust the front wheel alignment (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front Suspension- 
Front Wheel Alignment, Adjustment")
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STABILIZER BAR
PARTS DRAWING

1 Stabilizer Bar Connection 3 Sleeve

2 Stabilizer Bar 4 Clip
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,  
 Replacement")

2. Remove the stabilizer bar connection
 (a). Unscrew the nuts connecting the stabilizer 

bar connection and the cardin joint.

(b). Unscrew the nuts connecting the stabilizer  
  bar connection and the stabilizer bar. 

(c). Remove the stabilizer bar connection.
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3. Remove the stabilizer bar
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the shield.
 

(b). Remove the shield.

 (c). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the engine  
  base plate.

(d). Remove the engine base plate.
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 (e). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the engine  
  base plate bracket. 

(f). Remove the engine base plate bracket. 

(g). Unscrew the bolts connecting the clip and  
  the frame.

 (h). Remove the clip and the sleeve. 
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(i). Remove the stabilizer bar.

 4. Install the stabilizer bar
 (a). Install the stabilizer bar.

(b). Install the clip and the sleeve.
NOTICE:

During installation, the arrow on the clip and the 
opening of the sleeve should face forward.

(c). Tighten the bolts connecting the clip and  
  the frame.
  Torque: 41~51 N•m
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 (d). Install the engine base plate bracket. 

(e). Tighten the retaining bolts of the engine   
  base plate bracket.
  Torque:20~25 N•m 

(f). Install the engine base plate.

(g). Tighten the retaining bolts of the engine   
  base plate.
  Torque: 23±2 N•m
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 (h). Install the shield.

 (i). Tighten the shield retaining bolts.
  Torque:23±2 N•m

5. Install the stabilizer bar connection
 (a). Install the stabilizer bar connection.

(b). Tighten the nuts connecting the stabilizer  
  bar connection and the stabilizer bar.
  Torque: 90~110 N•m 
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(c). Tighten the nuts connecting the stabilizer 
 bar connection and the Cardin joint.
  Torque : 90~110 N•m 

6. Install the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33. Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")
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REAR SUSPENSION ASSEMBLY
NOTICES

1. Please wear the necessary protection gears during repairs, in order to prevent 
accidents.

2. Before the repair of suspension, please check and ensure that the vehicle is 
elevated safely. 

3. During the checking of suspension, replace the self-locking nuts and all rusted nuts 
to ensure the vehicle safety. 

4. It’s prohibited to weld or correct any load carrying part of the suspension. 
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS 

Malfunction 
symptom Possible Cause Reference

Oil leakage of 
shock absorber 

1.Seals (Failed or damaged) 
Chapter 32 Rear Suspension – Rear Shock 
Absorber, Replacement 

2. Shock absorber (Failed)
Chapter 32 Rear Suspension – Rear Shock 
Absorber, Replacement 

Body sagging  

1. Vehicle (Overloaded) —

2. Spring (Disqualified rigidity) 
Chapter 32 Rear Suspension – Rear Leaf Spring, 
Replacement

3. Shock absorber (Worn or 
damaged) 

Chapter 32 Rear Suspension – Rear Shock Absorber, 
Replacement 

Inclination 

1. Tires (Worn or abnormally 
inflated) 

Chapter 33  Tire and Wheel - Tire and Wheel 
Assembly, Service 

2. Leaf spring (Disqualified 
rigidity) 

Chapter 32  Rear Suspension - Spring, 
Replacement 

3. Shock absorber (Worn or 
damaged) 

Chapter 32 Rear Suspension – Rear Shock 
Absorber, Replacement 

Abnormal tires 

1. Wheel alignment 
(Disqualified) 

Chapter 32  Rear Suspension - Rear Wheel 
Alignment, Adjustment 

2. Tires (Disqualified air 
pressure) 

Chapter 33 Tire and Wheel – Tire and Wheel 
Assembly, Onboard Checking

3. Wheels (Unbalanced) 
Chapter 33 Tire and Wheel – Tire and Wheel 
Assembly, Adjustment 

Shimmy of rear 
wheel 

1. Wheel alignment 
(Disqualified) 

Chapter 32  Rear Suspension - Rear Wheel 
Alignment, Adjustment 

2. Tires (Disqualified air 
pressure) 

Chapter 33 Tire and Wheel – Tire and Wheel 
Assembly, Onboard Checking

3. Wheels (Unbalanced) 
Chapter 33 Tire and Wheel – Tire and Wheel 
Assembly, Adjustment 
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PARTS DRAWING

1 Screw spring top rubber seat 10
Top Longitudinal connecting rod pin 
shaft flat pad assembly

2 Rear coil spring 11 Top Longitudinal connecting rod

3
Rear longitudinal arm rear pin shaft 
flat pad assembly

12
Hexagon head bolt ,spring washer 
and flat washer subassembly

4 Right rear longitudinal arm 13 Rear shock absorber assembly 

5 Top swing arm axle nut 14 Rear shock absorber lower pin shaft

6 Rear lateral connecting rod left nut 15 Right rear longitudinal arm assembly 

7 Rear lateral connecting rod 16 Rear lateral connecting rod left nuts

8 Connecting rod nut 17 Rear buffer block assembly

9
Rear lateral connecting rod right pin 
shaft
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ONBOARD CHECKING

1. Check for tread wear pattern  and pressure of tires. (Chapter 33 Tire and Wheel – 
Tire and Wheel Assembly, Onboard Checking)

2. Check the radial run-out error of wheels.
 Shimmy of wheels:  <1.2mm
3. Check rear suspension fastening bolts for looseness.
4. Check shock absorbers for abnormal functioning.
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REAR SHOCK ABSORBER 
REPLACEMENT 

1. Elevate the vehicle

2. Remove the rear shock absorber
 (a). Screw out the lower mounting bolts of rear 

shock absorber. 

(b). Screw out the upper mounting bolts of rear 
  shock absorber. 
 (c). Take out the rear shock absorber.

3.  Check the shock absorber
(a).  Check the shock absorber for presence of oil leakage. If present, replace the leaking 

shock absorber. 
(b).  Compress the shock absorber assembly and check for stable compression and 

extension movements. The shock absorber shall move stably and continuously once 
being released, otherwise the shock absorber is malfunctioned and when necessary 
shall be replaced. 

4.  Check the shock absorber connectors
(a). Check the connectors of shock absorber, including connecting rods and rubber 

bushings, for presence of damage. When necessary, replace with new ones. 
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5. Install the rear shock absorber
 (a). Install the rear shock absorber in place. 
 (b). Tighten the upper mounting bolts of rear 

shock absorber. 
  Torque:41~51N•m

(c). Tighten the lower mounting bolts of rear 
 shock absorber. 
 Torque:  78~96N•m

6.  Check after installation of shock absorber
(a). After the installation of shock absorber, drive the vehicle on a rough road for 

approximate 10km and then stop the vehicle and touch the surfaces of shock 
absorbers with your hand. If there is a high temperature difference between two 
shock absorbers, it indicates that the resistance force differs greatly between two 
shock absorbers, of which the shock absorber with lower temperature has lower 
resistance force. If the surface temperature of any shock absorber is no higher than 
the ambient temperature, it indicates that the shock absorber has no resistance 
force and is failed. In such case, replace the shock absorber. 

(b). In event of emergency braking during slow traveling of the vehicle, if the vehicle 
vibrates strongly, it indicates that the shock absorber is malfunctioned. Remove the 
shock absorber, place vertically, clamp the lower end on a bench vice, and then 
push and pull the shock absorber rod with a high force for several times. In such 
case, there shall be a stable resistance force and the upward pulling (restoration) 
resistance force shall be higher than the downward pushing resistance force. In 
event of unstable resistance force or no resistance force, the shock absorber is 
probably internally short of oil or has damaged valve parts and shall be replaced. 

(c). The abnormal noise malfunction of the shock absorber during the actual use 
is mainly caused by damage or falloff of the shock absorber rubber gasket or 
insufficient oil. Find out the cause and repair accordingly. 
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REAR SWING ARM
REPLACEMENT  

1. Elevate the vehicle and support the rear axle with a support

2.  Remove the rear swing arm
 (a).  Support the rear swing arm with a jack. 

(b). Screw out the rear mounting bolts of rear  
  swing arm.

Notice: 
To ease the disassembly, loosen the front 
mounting bolts of rear swing arm firstly. 

 (c). Lower the jack and take out the rear coil  
  spring.  
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(d). Screw out the front mounting bolts of rear  
  swing arm. 
 (e). Take out the rear swing arm. 

3. Install the rear swing arm
(a). Install the rear swing arm in place. 
(b). Install the front mounting bolts of rear 

swing arm. 
Notice: 

To ease the installation, do not tighten the front 
mounting bolts. 

(c). Install the coil spring in place.  
Notice: 

While installing the coil spring, align the lower end 
with the slot on the rear swing arm. 

(d). Elevate the rear swing arm with a jack. 
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(e). Tighten the rear mounting bolts of rear 
 swing arm.  
  Torque:188~218 N•m

(f). Tighten the front mounting bolts of rear
 swing arm.  
  Torque: 188~218N•m
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TRANSVERSE ROD
REPLACEMENT  

1. Elevate the vehicle

2. Remove the transverse rod
(a). Screw out the left fastening bolts of 

transverse rod. 

(b). Screw out the right fastening bolts of transverse  
  rod. 
 (c). Take out the transverse rod. 

3. Install the transverse rod
 (a). Install the transverse rod in place. 
 (b). Install and tighten the right fastening bolts  

of transverse rod. 
  Torque:  113~138N•m
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(c). Install and tighten the left fastening bolts of  
  transverse rod.
  Torque:100~120N•m
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RADIUS ROD
REPLACEMENT  

1. Elevate the vehicle

2. Remove the radius rod 
 (a). Screw out the front fastening bolts of drag  

link. 

(b). Screw out the rear fastening bolts of radius  
  rod. 
 (c). Take out the radius rod. 

3. Install the radius rod
 (a). nstall the radius rod in place. 
 (b). Install and tighten the rear fastening bolts 

of radius rod.  
 Torque:188~218N•m
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(c). Install and tighten the front fastening bolts  
  of radius rod.
  Torque:  188~218N•m
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TIRE & WHEEL ASSEMBLY
SYSTEM DRAWING

•This model is equpped with tire pressure monitoring system, which improves the safety of 
the vehicle.The tire pressure monitoring system consists of one receiver module and four 
tire pressure monitoring modules.

•This chapter covers how to check and replace the wheels and tires, and how to replace 
the 
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NOTICES

1. Use the tires meeting vehicle requirements.
2. When installing a wheel with directional tread, pay attention to the mark indicating 

the rolling direction.
3. For a new vehicle, it is recommended to rotate the wheels at the end of the first 

10,000KM and every 10,000km later.
4. After rotation, readjust the pressure as required.
5. Tire inflation shall follow the rated pressure value of the model, which shall be 

measured in cool state with an air gauge. Before inflation, check the interface 
between the valve core and the valve and clean the dust. The inflated air shall be 
free of moisture or oil mist. After inflation, check for leakage at the valve and tighten 
the valve cap.

6. Regularly check the wheel alignment, which will avoid unnecessary driving 
resistance and fuel consumption.

7. Don't apply grease on the wheel nuts.
8. Quick acceleration, emergency brake and overly high or low tire pressure will 

reduce its life cycle.
9. When installing a new tire, clean the interface between the rim and the tire.
10. When installing the wheel retaining nuts, mount them with a wrench, lower the 

vehicle and tighten them to the required Torque with the same wrench.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information. 

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Abnormal wear 
in tire

1.Tire (pressure unqualified)
Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Tire & Wheel Assembly, 
Onboard Checking

2.Front wheel hub (unqualified)
Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Front Wheel Alignment, 
Adjustment

3.Wheel (unbalanced)
Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Tire & Wheel Assembly, 
Adjustment

Front wheel 
swings or 
vibrates

1.Front suspension system 
(defective)

Chapter 31 Front Suspension- Front Suspension 
Assembly, Onboard Checking

2.Wheel (unbalanced)
Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Tire & Wheel Assembly, 
Adjustment

3.Shock absorber (broken)
Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Front Shock Absorber, 
Replacement

4.Steering mechanism (seriously 
worn)

Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism- Steering Mechanism, 
Onboard Checking

Discomfort in 
driving

1.Tire (pressure too high)
Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Tire & Wheel Assembly, 
Onboard Checking

2.Shock absorber (broken)

Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Front Shock Absorber, 
Replacement
Chapter 32 Rear Suspension - Rear Shock Absorber, 
Replacement

3.Rear coil spring (failed)
Chapter 32 Rear Suspension – Rear Coil Spring, 
Replacement

Side slide in 
front wheel

1.Tire (pressure unqualified)
Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Tire & Wheel Assembly, 
Onboard Checking

2. Front wheel hub (unqualified)
Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Front Wheel Alignment, 
Adjustment
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ONBOARD CHECKING

1. Check Tread Wear
 (a). Measure the remaining depth of the tire 

tread. If it is below the service limit, replace 
it.

 Limit of tire tread remaining depth: 1.6mm
 (b). Check the wear mark on the side of the 

tire. If it reaches the mark, replace the tire.
NOTICE:

Replace both left and right tires at the same time.

Air pressure is

insufficient

Tire shoulder wear

fuwx33003

 2. Check for abnormal wear in the tire
 (a). Check for wear on the tire shoulder. If yes, 

ensure the tire pressure is correct. Rotate 
the tires after adjusting the pressure.

Charging too much Tread wear

in the middle

fuwx33004

(b). Check for damage in the center of the tread. 
 If yes, check for over-inflation. Rotate the 

tires after adjusting the pressure.
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fuwx33005

The inside

of the

The inside

of the wear

(c). Check for wear on the inner side of the tire. 
 If yes, avoid turning in high speed.  Check 

for loose suspension parts.Check and 
adjust the wheel alignment.

fuwx33006

The inside

of the

The outer wear

(d). Check for wear on the outer side of the tire. 
 If yes, avoid turning in high speed. Check 

for loose suspension parts. Check and 
adjust the wheel alignment.

fuwx33007

The

inside

of the

Toe wear

Driving direction

Tire slip

direction

(e). Check for feather-like wear on the tire. If  
  yes, check and adjust the wheel alignment.
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(f). Check for damage or scratch on the tire 
 and replace it if needed.

3.  Measure the tire pressure in cool state

Tire Size Front Tire(kPa) Rear Tire(kPa) Spare Tire(kPa)
265/70R16 220 240 220

265/65R17 220 240 220

If the tire size or pressure is unqualified, adjust or replace it accordingly.
4. Check Tire Crown,Tire Shoulder & Tire Side
 If any internal damage, peeling, swelling or distortion on the tire crown, shoulder or 

side, replace a new tire.
5. Check the Valve
 In case of valve core leakage, replace it immediately.
6. Check the Rim
 In case of distortion, rust or damage, replace it immediately.
7. Check the Tire Nuts
 Tighten the tire nuts with a Torque wrench at the rated value.
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DETECTION & ADJUSTMENT

1. Tire rotation
NOTICE:

The arrow points at the driving direction. 
 (a). Figure A illustrates the tire rotation including 

the spare tire.
 (b). Figure B i l lustrates the t i re rotat ion 

excluding the spare tire.

2. Wheel dynamic balance
 (a). Clear the impurities in the tread and 

previous balancer.
 (b). Check whether the tire pressure meets the 

rated value.
 (c). Select a cone according to the size of the 

central rim hole, carefully install the wheel 
and tighten the snap nuts. 

 (d). Switch on the dynamic balance analyzer.
 (e). Measure the rim width.
 (f). Measure the tire diameter.
 (g). Measure the distance between the rim 

edge and the dynamic balance analyzer.
 (h). Put down the wheel guard and start to 

measure.
 (i). After measurement, secure the balancer 

subject to the unbalanced position and 
volume indicated by the analyzer. 

 (j). Measure again and make sure the dynamic 
balance value is qualified.

 (k). Remove the tire.

3. Front Wheel Hub Adjustment  (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Front Wheel 
Alignment,Adjustment")
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FRONT TIRE & WHEEL
PARTS DRAWING

1 Rim Cover 4 Rim

2 Wheel Nut 5 Tire

3
Valve & Tire Pressure Monitoring
Module

6 Front Brake Assembly
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REPLACEMENT

1 .  Remove the Front Wheel
 (a). Unscrew the retaining nut of the front wheel.
 (b). Lift up the vehicle.

(c). Unscrew the front wheel retaining nut.

(d). Remove the front wheel.
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2. Replace the Tire
NOTICE:

• When disassembling and installing the tire with tools, be careful not to damage the tire 
and rim.

• When installing a new tire, clean the interface between the rim and the tire.
(a). Remove the tire with a tire changer.

(b). When installing the tire, align the white dot  
  on the tire with the valve.
 (c). Adjust the tire pressure to the rated value.
 (d). Check for leakage on the interface between 

the valve, the tire and the rim.
 (e). Balance the wheels with a wheel dynamic 

balancer.(Refer to"Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel- 
Tire & Wheel Assembly, Onboard Checking 

Measurement & Adjustment")

3. Install the Front Wheel 
 (a). Install the front wheel.

(b). Mount the front wheel retaining nut.
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(c). Lower the vehicle and tighten the front 
 wheel retaining nuts to the rated Torque 

with a Torque wrench.
  Torque(2WD)：95~115N•m
  Torque(4WD)：95~115N•m

NOTICE:
Tighten the front wheel nuts diagonally.
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REAR TIRE & WHEEL
PARTS DRAWING

1 Rim Cover 4 Rim

2 Wheel Nut 5 Tire

3
Valve & Tire Pressure Monitoring
Module
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the Rear Wheel
 (a). Unscrew the retaining nuts of the rear 

wheel.
 (b). Lift up the vehicle.

(c). Remove the retaining nuts of the rear wheel.

(d). Remove the rear wheel.

2. Replace the Tire
NOTICE:

• When disassembling and installing the tire with tools, be careful not to damage the tire 
and rim.

• When installing a new tire, clean the interface between the rim and the tire.
(a). Remove the tire with a tire changer.
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(b). When installing the tire, align the white dot 
 on the tire with the valve.
 (c). Adjust the tire pressure to the rated value.
 (d). Check for leakage on the interface between 

the valve, the tire and the rim.
 (e). Balance the wheels with a wheel dynamic 

balancer.

3. Install the Rear Wheel
 (a). Install the rear wheel.

(b). Tighten the retaining nuts of the rear wheel.
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(c). Lower the vehicle and tighten the rear 
 wheel retaining nuts to the rated Torque 

with a Torque wrench.
  Torque(2WD):95~115N•m
  Torque(4WD):111~131N•m

NOTICE:
Tighten the wheel nuts diagonally.
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SPARE TIRE MOUNTING MECHANISM
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the spare tire
 (a). Open the liftgate and remove the cover 

plate of the toolbox.

 (b). Unscrew the trim cap of the spare tire lifting 
 hole. 

 (c). Unscrew the screw plug of spare tire lifting  
  hole.
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 (d). Rotate the lifting hole of spare tire counter- 
  clockwise with a special wrench to lower  
  the spare tire. 

 (e). Lift up the spare tire and remove the spare 
 tire hanger and then the spare tire.

 2. Remove the spare tire lifter
 (a). Remove the fastening bolts of spare tire   
  lifter.

(b). Remove the spare tire lifter.
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 3. Install the spare tire lifter
 (a). Install the spare tire lifter in place.

(b). Install and tighten the fastening bolts of 
 spare tire lifter.

4. Install the spare tire
 (a). Install the spare tire hanger, with the 

hanger fitting clip inserted into the rim hole.

 (b). Rotate the l i f t ing hole of  spare t i re 
 clockwise with a special wrench to elevate 

the spare tire. 
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 (c). Install the screw plug of spare tire lifting hole.

 (d). Install the trim cap of the spare tire lifting  
  hole.

 (e). Install the toolbox cover plate.
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TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM RECEIVER 
MODULE
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the driver seat (Refer to "Chapter 
 53  Sea ts  -  d r i ve r / f r on t  passenger 

seat,replacement") 
 2. Disassemble the tire pressure monitoring  
  system receiver module
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the t ire 

pressure monitoring system receiver 
module.

(b). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the tire 
 pressure monitoring system receiver 

module.

(c). Remove the tire pressure monitoring 
 system receiver module.
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 3. Install the tire pressure monitoring system  
  receiver module
 (a). Install the tire pressure monitoring system 

receiver module.

(b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the tire 
 pressure monitoring system receiver 

module.
  Torque：9~11N•m

(c). Connect the connector of the tire pressure 
 monitoring system receiver module.

4. Install the driver seat (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seats - driver/front passenger 
seat,replacement") 
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FRONT AXLE ASSEMBLY
NOTICES

1. During service, wear necessary protective equipments to avoid potential accident.
2. Before servicing the front axle, make sure the vehicle is safely lifted.
3. When checking the front axle, replace the self-locking nuts and rusty nuts to ensure 

vehicle safety.
4. Use authorized main reducer gear oil without mixing it with other products.
5. Regularly check the ventilation plug and clear dirt and dust.
6. All rubber parts, such as O-ring, oil seal and gasket, are not reusable.
7. When assembling the main reducer assembly, ensure all parts are clean and free 

of grease and iron scrap. Lubricate it with gear oil before service, unless otherwise 
indicated.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information. 

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Continuous 
knocks (turning)

1. Planetary gear thrust washer 
(worn)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul

2. Planetary gear (worn)
Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul

Continuous 
knocks (at high 

speed)

1. Driving and driven gears (large 
gap or worn)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Checking And Adjustment

2. Driving and driven gears 
(small gap)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Checking And Adjustment

Continuous 
knocks 

(acceleration)

1. Driving and driven gears (large 
gap or worn)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Checking And Adjustment

2. Driving and driven gears 
(small gap)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Checking And Adjustment

Intermitted knocks 
(driving)

1.Half axle spline (great gap or 
worn)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Half 
Axle Assembly, Replacement

2. Driving and driven gears (large 
gap or worn)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Checking And Adjustment

3. Main reducer (impurities)
Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Main 
Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement

Leakge in main 
reducer

1. Ventilation hole (blocked)
Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Axle 
Assembly, Notices

2. Gear oil (too much)
Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Axle 
Assembly, Onboard Checking

3. Bolt (loose or worn)
Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Differential Assembly, Overhaul

4. Driving gear oil seal (broken 
or not functioning)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Driving 
Gear, Overhaul

5. Flange oil seal (damage or not 
functioning)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Differential Assembly, Overhaul

6. Main reducer housing (crack 
or sand hole)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Axle 
Assembly, Onboard Checking
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Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Main reducer 
too hot

1.  Front axle gear oil (too little)
Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Axle 
Assembly, Onboard Checking

2. Driving and driven gears 
(small gap)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Checking And Adjustment

3. Output flange oil seal (too 
tight)

Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Differential Assembly, Overhaul

4. Differential bearing (too tight)
Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Differential Assembly, Overhaul

5.Front wheel brake (biting) Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake,Overhaul
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PARTS DRAWING

fuwx34001

1

6

2

3

5

4

1 Front Main Reducer Fitting 4 Front Main Reducer Fitting

2 Front Main Reducer Assembly 5 Retaining Bolt

3 Front Axle Tube Assembly 6 Inner Axle Assembly
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Onboard Checking

1 .  Check the front axle windage
(a). Park the vehicle on a flat road.
(b). Engage the shift to neutral gear and the park brake handle assembly.

fuwx34093

(c). Mark the transmission shaft cardin joint
 and main reducer pionion flange assembly 

to faciliate assembly.
NOTICE:

Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

fuwx34094

(d). Unscrew 6 bolts and remove the transmission 
 shaft.

fuwx34004

(e). Rotate the main reducer pionion flange 
 assembly counterclockwise by hand, until it 

can no longer turn. Mark the main reducer 
pionion flange assembly and main reducer 
housing to facilitate alignment.

NOTICE:
Ensure the marks are clear and visible.
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fuwx34005

(f). Rotate the main reducer pionion flange 
 assembly clockwise by hand, until it can 

no longer turn, when the distance between 
two marks on the main reducer pionion 
flange assembly and main reducer housing 
is the front axle windage.

 If the measurement exceeds the limit,check 
the driving gear clearance,differential gear 
clearance, side gear clearance, driving 
shaft clearance and inner axle clearance.

fuwx34094

(g). Install the transmission shaft in place 
 subject to the marks and tighten the bolts. 

Torque : 65~79N•m

2.  Check the gear oil level
 (a). Unscrew the bolt of the gear oil filler.

(b). Check the distance between the gear oil 
 level and the filler bottom.
  Limit : 5mm

NOTICE:
Too much or too little gear oil may lead to system 
fault. Drain it or top it up accordingly.
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(c). Tighten the bolt of the gear oil filler.
  Torque : 41~51N•m

3. Check the main reducer housing
(a). Check for crack and leakage on the main reducer housing and replace it if needed.
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FRONT MAIN REDUCER ASSEMBLY
PARTS DRAWING
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1 Driven Gear 8 Driving Gear Bearing Sleeve

2 Bearing Cap Bolt 9 Driving Gear Outer Bearing

3 Differential Bearing Cap 10 Oil Seal

4 Differential Assembly 11 Pinion Flange Assembly

5 Front Axle Tube Assembly 12 Driving Gear Locking Nut

6 Drive Gear 13 Front Main Reducer Housing

7 Driving Gear Inner Bearing 14 Driven Gear Retaining Bolt
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REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Axle Assembly, 
Notices")

2.  Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery,Replacement")

3. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

4.  Remove the front axle base plate (Refer to “Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering 
Wheel, Overhaul”)

5.  Drain the front main reducer gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Main Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement")

6.  Remove the front half axle (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Half Axle,Replacement")

7.  Remove the front main reducer assembly
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the ventilation 

pipe.

fuwx34093

(b). Mark the transmission shaft cardin joint 
 and main reducer pionion flange assembly 

to faciliate assembly.
NOTICE:

Ensure the marks are clear and visible.
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fuwx34094

(c). Unsc rew the  bo l t s  connec t i ng  the 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the main 

reducer pinion flange assembly.

fuwx34199

(d). Disconnect the front axle electric clutch 
  connector, and remove the wiring harness 
  fastener. 

(e). Unscrew the nuts connecting the front main 
 reducer and the frame.
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(f). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the front 
 main reducer fitting.

(g). Remove the front main reduce assembly.
DANGER:

• Be careful to avoid personal injury.
•Support the front final drive using the jack, and 

slowly taken down it under the help from the 
assistant.

•Ensure there is no intervention with surrounding 
parts.

(h). Unscrew the bolts of the front main reducer  
  left fitting.
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(i). Unscrew the bolts of the front main reducer  
  right fitting.

8. Install the front main reducer assembly
 (a). Tighten the bolts of the front main reducer  
  right fitting.
  Torque : 78~98N•m

(b). Tighten the bolts of the front main reducer  
  left fitting.  
  Torque : 78~98N•m
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(c). Install the front main reducer assembly.
DANGER:

•Be careful to avoid personal injury. Ensure there   
 is no intervention with surrounding parts.
 •Refit it using the jack. 

(d). Tighten the retaining bolts of the front main  
   reducer fitting.
  Torque : 113~138N•m

(e). Tighten the nuts connecting the front main  
   reducer and the frame.
  Torque : 113~138N•m
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fuwx34199

(f). Reconnect the front axle electric clutch 
  connector, and refit the wiring harness 
  fastener. 

fuwx34094

(g). Install the transmission shaft subject to the 
 marks and tighten the bolts connecting the 

transmission shaft cardin joint and the main 
reducer pinion flange assembly.   
Torque : 65~79N•m

(h). Tighten the retaining bolts of the ventilation  
  pipe.
  Torque:9~11N•m

9. Install the front half axle (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Half Axle, Replacement")

10. Top up the front main reducer gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Main Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement")
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11. Install the front axle base plate (Refer to “Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering  
Wheel,Overhaul”)

12. Install the front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

13. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 
Battery, Replacement")
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FRONT DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBLY
PARTS DRAWING

1 Planetary Gear Shaft Locking Pin 5 Half Axle Gear

2 Planetary Gear 6 Half Axle Gear Thrust Washer

3 Planetary Gear Pad 7 Differential Housing

4 Planetary Gear Shaft
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CHECKING & ADJUSTMENT

1. Check the driven gear runout
 (a). Rotate the driven gear by hand.
 (b). Measure the runout on the mounting 

surface of the driven gear with a dial 
indicator.

  Standard : ≤ 0.2mm
 If the runout exceeds the limit, replace a 

new one. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul")

2. Check the engagement mark of the driving  
  and driven gears
      (a). Paint 3-4 teeth at 3 different positions of 

the driven gear with red lead powder.
      (b). Roate the driven gear clockwise and 

counterclockwise by hand for several 
rounds.

      (c). Check the engagement mark of the driving 
and driven gears.

 Position: At the center of the driven gear 
surface, near the smaller end.

       Length: ≥ 60% of the tooth length
       Width: ≥ 60% of the tooth width

 I f  the engagement  mark is  incorrect ,   
replace the differential bearing and the driving 
gear spacers.(Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft -Front Differential Assembly, 
Overhaul" And "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Driving Gear,Overhaul")

NOTICE:
It is important to replace the left and right spacers of the differential bearing in pairs. 
Meanwhile, the reduced thickness on one side shall equal to the increased thickness on 
the other side, in order to ensure the pre-tension of the differential bearing unchanged.
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3 . Adjust the engagement mark of the driving and driven gears

Driven Gear Engagement 
Mark Cause Adjustment Steps

Driving gear too far away from
driven gear

1 . M o v e  d r i v e n  g e a r  a w a y 
fromdriving gear

2.Move dr iv ing gear  c loser 
todriven gear

Driving gear too close to driven
gear

1.Move driven gear closer to 
driving gear

2 .Move  d r i v i ng  gea r  away 
fromdriven gear

Driven gear too close to driving
gear

1 . M o v e  d r i v e n  g e a r  a w a y 
fromdriving gear

2 .Move  d r i v i ng  gea r  away 
fromdriven gear

Driven gear too far away from
driving gear

1.Move driven gear closer to 
driving gear

2.Move dr iv ing gear  c loser 
todriven gear

NOTICE:
Adjust the driven gear. (Replace the spacer of the differential bearing. Refer to "Chapter 34 
Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential Assembly, Overhaul") Adjust the driving gear. 
(Replace the spacer of the driving gear. Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft 
- Front Driving Gear, Overhaul") Check the engagement mark again and make proper 
adjustment, until the right mark is achieved.

4. Check the engagement mark again and
 make proper adjustment, until the right 

mark is achieved
 (a). Measure the gear side clearance between 

the half axle gear and planetary gear with a 
dial indicator.

 Gear side clearance between half axle 
gear and planetary gear : 0.05~0.1mm 

 Maximum : 0.2mm
  If the clearance exceeds the limit, check 

the end clearance of the half axle gear. 
(Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft  -  Front Different ial  Assembly, 
Checking & Adjustment")
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NOTICE:
Hold the half axle gear and the planetary gear close to the differential housing, fix any of 
the two gears and measure the central point of the other gear surface. Ensure the head
of the dial indicator is vertical to the measured gear surface. Measure all four gears at 
three or more points on each gear.
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OVERHAUL

1. Notices (Refere to "Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - front axle assembly, 
notices")

2. Drain the front main reducer gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Main Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement")

3. Remove the front half axle (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Half Axle,Replacement")

4. Remove the front main reducer assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission
 Shaft - Front Main Reducer Assembly, Replacement")

5. Remove the rear cover
 (a). Remove the retaining clip and disconnect  
  the ventilation pipe.

(b). Unscrew  the retaining bolt of the rear cover.
 (c). Remove the rear cover.
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6. Remove the differential bearing cap
 (a). Unscrew the differential bearing cap bolt.

(b). Remove the differential bearing cap.

7. Remove the front differential assembly
 (a). Remove the differential assembly.

(b). Remove 2 differential bearing outer rings.
NOTICE:

Carefully store the differential bearing outer rings. 
Mark the  left/right side.
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(c). Remove 2 differential bearing spacer.
NOTICE:

It is important to store the differential bearing 
spacer and the differential bearing outer ring 
together. Store them by left/right separately.

8. Remove the driven gear
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the driven gear.

(b). Remove the driven gear.

9. Check the gear side slearance between   
  half axle gear and planetary gear 
(a). Measure the gear side clearance between the half 

axle gear and planetary gear with a dial indicator.
 Gear side clearance between half axle gear and 

planetary gear : 0.05~0.1mm.
  Maximum : 0.2mm 
 If the clearance exceeds the limit, check the 

end clearance of the half axle gear. (Refer to 
"Chapter 34. Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Differential Assembly, Checking & Adjustment")
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NOTICE:
Hold the half axle gear and the planetary gear close to the differential housing, fix any of 
the two gears and measure the central point of the other gear surface. Ensure the head of 
the dial indicator is vertical to the measured gear surface.

10. Disassemble the differential assembly
 (a). Remove the planetary gear shaft locking  
  pin with hammer and copper rod.

NOTICE:
Don't reuse the removed planetary gear shaft 
locking pin.

(b). Remove the planetary gear shaft with
 hammer and copper rod.

(c). Remove the half axle gear, planetary gear  
  and thrust washer.

NOTICE:
Arrange the washers and gears in pairs and 
do not place disorderly. Record the labels for 
differentiation of left/right half shaft gears.
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(d). Measure the radial clearance between the  
  planetary gear and the planetary gear shaft  
  with jawed vice and dial indicator.
  Radial clearance between planetary gear   
  and planetary gear shaft: ＜ 0.06mm
 If the radial clearance exceeds the limit, 

check the wear of the planetary gear and 
the planetary gear shaft and replace them 
if needed. (Refer to "Chapter 34. Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul")

NOTICE
Hold the planetary gear shaft with jawed vice 
after wrapping it with soft cloth, or it may cause 
damage.
(e). Measure the radial clearance between the  
  half axle gear and the differential housing  
  with jawed vice and dial indicator.
  Radial clearance between half axle gear  
  and differential housing: 0.05~0.1mm 
 If the radial clearance exceeds the limit, 

check the wear of the half axle gear and 
the differential housing and replace them 
if needed. (Refer to "Chapter 34. Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Differential Assembly, 
Overhaul")

11. Remove the differential bearing
 (a). Remove the differential bearing inner rings 

from the differential housing with a puller.
NOTICE:

It is important to store the differential bearing 
inner ring and the differential bearing outer ring 
together. Store them by left/right separately.
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12. Install the differential bearing
 (a). Press the differential bearing inner ring 

onto the differential housing.
NOTICE:

Install it by left/right as marked.

13. Assemble the differential assembly
 (a). Install the half axle gear, planetary gear   
  and thrust washer.

NOTICE:
• Install it subject to the marked directions.To 

replace a new half axle gear thrust washer, 
pick up the thrust washer with proper thickness 
according to the color code. Install only one half 
axle gear thrust washer on each side.

• Firstly install the half shaft gears on two sides, 
arrange the planetary gears from two sides 
symmetrically, and rotate to install.

(b). Install the planetary gear shaft.

(c). Install the planetary gear shaft locking pin.
NOTICE:

Replace a new planetary gear shaft locking pin.
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14. Measure the gear side clearance between  
  half axle gear and planetary gear
 (a). Measure the gear side clearance between 

the half axle gear and planetary gear with a 
dial indicator.

  Gear side clearance between half axle   
  gear and planetary gear: 0.05~0.1mm.
  Maximum: 0.2mm
 If the clearance exceeds the limit, check 

the end clearance of the half axle gear. 
(Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft  -  Front Different ial  Assembly, 
Checking & Adjustment")

NOTICE:
Hold the half axle gear and the planetary gear close to the differential housing, fix any of 
the two gears and measure the central point of the other gear surface. Ensure the head of 
the dial indicator is vertical to the measured gear surface. Measure all four gears at three 
or more points on each gear.

15. Install the driven gear
(a). Check for damage and wear on the driven gear surface and repair or reaplcee 

it if needed. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul")

NOTICE:
• Replace the driving and driven gears in pairs.
• Repair it for minor damage.
• And replace it in case of scratch, peeling, corrosion point, crack or overly wear.

(b). Place the driven gear in place.
NOTICE:

When installing an old driven gear, clear thread 
sealant and other impurities in the gear thread 
hole.
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(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the driven gear.
  Torque : 78~88N•m

NOTICE:
• When removing all retaining bolts, replace new ones.
• When installing bolts, apply two drops of thread
  sealant on the thread.

16. Install the differential assembly
 (a). Install the differential bearing outer rings.

NOTICE:
Install it by left/right as marked.

(b). Install the differential assembly.

(c). Measure the distance bettween the main   
  reducer housing and the mounting end of   
  the differential bearing on the differential  
  housing.
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(d). Install the differential bearing spacer.
NOTICE:

If no replacement, install it by left/right as marked. 
Ensure the spacers on both sides have the same 
thickness.

17. Install the differential bearing cap
 (a). Put the differential bearing caps in place as 

marked.
NOTICE:

Install them as marked.

(b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the differential  
  bearing cap.
  Torque : 54~64N•m

18. Measure the run-out of the driven gear
 (a). Rotate the driven gear by hand.
 (b). Measure the runout on the mounting surface 

of the driven gear with a dial indicator.
  Standard: 0.1mm
 If the runout exceeds the limit, replace a 

new one. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Differential Assembly, 
Overhaul")
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19. Check the engagement mark of the driving and driven gears (Refer to "Chapter 34 
Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential Assembly, Checking & Adjustment")

20. Check the pre-tension of the differential bearing (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Driving Gear, Checking")

21. Install the rear cover
 (a). Apply some sealant on the interface 

between the rear cover and the main 
reducer and install the rear cover in place.

 (b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the rear cover.
  Torque : 15~22N•m

(c). Connect the ventilation pipe and install the  
  retaining clips.

22. Install the front main reducer assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission  
 Shaft - Front Main Reducer Assembly, Replacement")
23. Install the front half axle (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front  
 Half Axle,Replacement")
24. Fill up the gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Main Reducer  
 Gear Oil,Replacement")
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DRIVING GEAR
CHECKING

fuwx34054

1. Check the pre-tension of the driving gear bearing
 (a). Measure the driving gear startup tightening   
  torque with a Torque wrench.
  Startup Torque :  0.49~0.69N·m

NOTICE:
• Don't unscrew the nut to reduce the startup Torque.
• If the startup Torque is below the limit, take the 

following actions.

fuwx34057

(b). Open the nut lock.

fuwx34056

(c). Retighten the nut.
  Torque (increase): 5N·m
  Torque (max.): 245N•mN·m
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fuwx34054

(d). Measure the driving gear startup tightening 
 torque with a Torque wrench again.
  Startup Torque :  0.49~0.69N·m

NOTICE:
• If the startup Torque is still below the limit, 

replace a new driving gear bearing sleeve. 
Replace the bearing if necessary. (Refer to 
"Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Driving 
Gear, Overhaul")

• After replacement, recheck the startup Torque 
until it reaches the required range.

 (e). After the startup Torque reaches the 
required range, lock the nut lock.
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OVERHAUL

1. Notices (Refere To "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Axle Assembly, 
Notices")

2. Drain the main reducer gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - 
Main Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement")

3. Remove the main reducer assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Front Main Reducer Assembly, Replacement")

4. Remove the front differential assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Front Differential Assembly, Overhaul")

fuwx34057

5. Remove the front driving gear
 (a). Open the nut lock.

fuwx34058

(b). Unscrew the nut.

fuwx34180

(c). Mark the pinion flange and main reducer  
  housing to facilitate assembly.

NOTICE:
Ensure the marks are clear and visible.
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fuwx34059

(d). Pull out the pinion flange assembly with a  
  puller.

(e). Remove the driving gear assembly.

(f). Remove the driving gear oil seal.
NOTICE:

Do not reuse the removed oil seal.

(g). Remove the driving gear outer bearing   
  inner ring.
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(h). Remove the driving gear bearing sleeve.

(i). Remove the driving gear inner bearing   
  inner ring.

(j). Remove the driving gear spacer.

6. Check the front driving gear
(a). Check for damage and wear on the driving gear surface and repair or reaplcee 

it if needed. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul")

NOTICE:
Replace the driving and driven gears in pairs. Repair it for minor damage. And replace it in 
case of scratch, peeling, corrosion point, crack or overly wear.
(b). Check for wear of the driving gear shaft journal. Replace a new driving gear in case  
 of severe wear.
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7. Install the driving gear
(a). Measure the thickness of the driving gear spacer. If it exceeds the limit, replace 

a new spacer. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Driving Gear, 
Overhaul")

(b). Install the driving gear spacer.

(c). Install the driving gear inner bearing inner  
  ring.

(d). Install the driving gear bearing sleeve.
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(e). Install the driving gear outer bearing inner 
  ring.

(f). Apply some grease on the lips of the 
 driving gear oil seal.

NOTICE:
Replace a new oil seal.

 (g). Install the driving gear oil seal.

(h). Install the driving gear assembly.
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fuwx34059

(i). Install the pinion flange assembly.

fuwx34058

(j). Tighten the nut.
  Torque:186~245N•m

fuwx34054

(k). Measure the driving gear startup tightening  
  torque with a Torque wrench.
  Startup Torque :  0.49~0.69N•m

NOTICE:
Don't unscrew the nut to reduce the startup 
Torque.

NOTICE
If the startup Torque exceeds the limit, replace the 
driving gear bearing sleeve. (Refer to "Chapter 34 
Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Driving Gear, 
Overhaul") If the startup Torque is below the limit, 
take the following actions.

fuwx34056

(l). Further tighten the nut.
  Torque (increase) : 5N·m
  Torque (max.) : 245N·m
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fuwx34054

(m). Measure the driving gear startup tightening  
  torque with a Torque wrench again.
  Startup Torque :  0.49~0.69N•m

NOTICE:
If the startup Torque is still below the limit, repeat 
Steps (m)-(n) until it reaches the required range. If 
the nut Torque exceeds the maximum value while 
the driving gear startup Torque is still below the 
limit, replace a new driving gear bearing sleeve. 
(Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - 
Driving Gear, Overhaul")

fuwx34057

(n). Lock the nut.

8. Check the engagement mark of the driving and driven gears (Refer to "Chapter 34 
Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Differential Assembly, Checking & Adjustment")

9. Install the front differential assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Front Reducer Assembly, Replacement")

10. Install the main reducer assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - 
Front Main Reducer Assembly, Replacement")

11. Top up the main reducer gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - 
Main Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement")
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FRONT HALF AXLE
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the half axle nut (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front  
 Rim,Replacement")
2. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,  
 Replacement")
3. Remove the front axle base plate (Refer to “Chapter38 Power Steering - Steering  
 Wheel, Overhaul”)

4. Remove the front half axle (left)
 (a). Remove the split pin and unscrew the nuts  
  of the steering ball joint. Loose the steering  
  ball joint.

(b). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the lower   
  swing arm fitting.

(c). Pry the front half axle (left) with a crowbar.
NOTICE:

Do not pull the half axle with strong force to 
avoid the inner CV joint from breaking off. Do not 
damage the dust cover on the CV joint. Use the 
crowbar carefully to avoid damaging the oil seal.
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(d). Remove the front half axle (left).

5. Remove the front half axle (right)
 (a). Remove the split pin and unscrew the nuts  
  of the steering ball joint. Loose the steering  
  ball joint.

(b). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the lower   
  swing arm fitting.

(c). Nut connecting front half axle (right) and  
  intermediate shaft.
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(d). Remove the front half axle (right).

6. Install the front half axle (right)
 (a). Install the front half axle (right).

(b). Nut connecting front half axle (right) and  
  intermediate shaft.
  Torque : 63~77N•m

(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the lower   
  swing arm fitting.
  Torque : 150~180N•m
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(d). Tighten the nuts of the steering ball joint 
 and install the split pin.
  Torque : 84~100N•m

7. Install the front half axle (left)
 (a). Install the front half axle (left) and ensure it  
  is in place.

NOTICE:
Replace a new locating snap ring before installing 
the half axle.

(b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the lower   
  swing arm fitting.
  Torque : 150~180N•m

(c). Tighten the nuts of the steering ball joint   
  and install the split pin.
  Torque : 84~100N•m
8. Install the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 
  Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
  Replacement")
9. Install the half axle nut (Refere to "Chapter 
  34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front Rim, 
  Replacement")
10. Check and adjust the front wheel alignment 
  (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front Suspension- 
  Front Wheel Alignment, Adjustment")
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FRONT AXLE ELECTRIC CLUTCH
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front final drive assembly (refer to “Chaper 34 Axle and propeller shaft 
- Replacement, front final drive assembly”). 

fuwx34201

2. Remove the front shaft pipe assembly.
 (a). Screw out the front shaft pipe assembly 

fixing bolt, and take down the front shaft 
pipe assembly. 

fuwx34202

3. Remove the front axle electric clutch. 
 (a). Take down the front axle electric clutch inner 
  shaft. 

fuwx34203

(b). Take down the front axle electric clutch 
  connecting sleeve. 
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fuwx34204

(c). Drive out the fixing pin shaft of the fork.
NOTICE:

•If there is no sufficient space to remove the pin 
shaft, use a 12V power supply to connect the 
front axle electric clutch motor to extend the fork, 
thus facilitating the removal of pin shaft. 
•The front axle electric clutch motor can’t be 
electrified for long time to avoid damaging the 
motor. 

fuwx34205

(d). Take down the front axle electric clutch 
  fork. 

fuwx34206

(e). Screw out the front axle electric clutch 
  motor fixing bolt, and take down the front 
  axle electric clutch motor. 

fuwx34207

(f). Remove the front axle electric clutch inner 
  shaft. 
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fuwx34208

(g). Remove the front axle electric clutch 
  housing. 

fuwx34209

4. Refit the front axle electric clutch. 
 (a). Refit the front axle electric clutch housing. 

fuwx34210

(b). Refit the front axle electric clutch inner 
  shaft. 

fuwx34206

(e). Refit the front axle electric clutch motor and 
  tighten the fixing bolt.
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fuwx34205

(d). Refit the front axle electric clutch fork.
NOTICE:

Align the pin shaft mounting hole.

fuwx34211

(e). Refit the fork fixing pin shaft. 

fuwx34203

(f). Refit the front axle electric clutch 
  connecting sleeve.

fuwx34202

 (g). Refit the front axle electric clutch inner 
  shaft. 
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fuwx34201

5. Refit the front shaft pipe assembly. 
 (a). Refit the front shaft pipe assembly, and 

tighten the fixing bolt. 
NOTICE:

Apply sealant onto the bonding surface evenly.
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FRONT RIM
PARTS DRAWING

1 Brake Disc 3 Fender

2 Front Rim Assembly 4 Steering Knuckle
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,  
 Replacement")
2. Remove the brake calipers (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul")
3. Remove the brake disc (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul")

fuwx34200

4. Remove the half axle nut
(a).  Remove the driver shaft  nut dustproof 
  cover. 

fuwx34077

(b).  Open the driver shaft nut locking edge, and 
  screw out the driver shaft nut. 

5. Remove the Front Rim Assembly
 (a). Remove the front rim retaining bolts.
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(b). Remove the front rim assembly and fender.

6. Install the front rim assembly
 (a). Install the front rim assembly and fender.

(b). Tighten the front rim retaining bolts.
  Torque:70~90N•m
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fuwx34077

7. Install the half axle nut
 (a). Tighten the half axle nut and install the split 
  pin. 
  Torque:350~380N•m

fuwx34200

(b).  Refit the driver shaft nut dustproof cover.

8.  Install the brake disc (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul")
9.  Install the brake calipers (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul")
10.  Install the front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,   
  Replacement")
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STEERING KNUCKLE
PARTS DRAWING

1 Half Axle Nut 6 Front Half Axle

2 Front Rim Assembly 7 Stabilizer

3 Brake Disc Fender 8 Steering Tie Rod

4 Steering Knuckle 9 Lower Swing Arm Bracket

5 Upper Swing Arm
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the half axle nut (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front 
Rim,Replacement")

2.  Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

3. Remove the brake calipers (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul")
4. Remove the brake disc (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul")
5. Remove the front rim assembly (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - 

Front Rim,Replacement")

6. Remove the front wheel speed sensor
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the harness  
  clamp.

(b). Unscrew the retaining bolt of the front   
  wheel speed sensor.

(c). Remove the front wheel speed sensor.
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(d). Disconnect the front wheel speed sensor  
  harness.

7. Remove the steering knuckle
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the brake   
  hose fitting.

(b). Unscrew the nuts of the stabilizer connector.
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(c). Remove the split pin and unscrew the nuts  
  of the steering ball joint.

(d). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the lower   
  swing arm fitting.

(e). Remove the split pin and unscrew the nuts  
  connecting the upper swing arm and the  
  steering knuckle.

(f). Remove the steering knuckle.
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8. Install the steering knuckle 
(a). Install the steering knuckle.

(b). Tighten the retaining nuts connecting the  
  upper swing arm and the steering knuckle  
  and install the split pin.
  Torque:85~145N•m

(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the lower   
  swing arm fitting.
  Torque:150~180N•m

 (d). Tighten the nuts of the steering ball joint   
  and install the split pin.
  Torque:84~100N•m
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(e). Tighten the nuts of the stabilizer connector.
  Torque : 90~100N•m

(f). Tighten the retaining bolts of the brake 
 hose fitting.
  Torque : 24N•m

9. Install the front wheel speed sensor
 (a). Connect the front wheel speed sensor   
  harness.
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(b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the harness clamp.

(c). Install the front wheel speed sensor.

(d). Tighten the retaining bolt of the front wheel  
  speed sensor.
  Torque :  6~10N•m

10. Install the front rim assembly (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft -   
 Front Rim, Replacement")
11. Install the brake disc (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul")
12. Install the brake calipers (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul")
13. Install the front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,   
 Replacement")
14. Install the half axle nut (Refere to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Front   
 Rim, Replacement")
15. Check and adjust the front wheel alignment (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Front  
 Wheel Alignment, Adjustment")
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TRANSMISSION SHAFT ASSEMBLY
NOTICES

1. Notices on Transmission Shaft Assembly Work
(a). Don't disassemble the transmission shaft assembly if not otherwise required.
(b). If it is necessary to disassemble the transmission shaft assembly, clean all parts   
 after disassembly.
(c). After disassembly, check all the parts one by one and repair or replace them if needed.
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PARTS DRAWING(4WD)

fuwx34164

4
2

1

3

1 Front Transmission Shaft Assembly 3 Hexagon socket cylindrical head bolt

2 Spring Washer 4 Rear Transmission Shaft Assembly
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REPLACEMENT(4WD)

1. Notices (Refere to "Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - transmission shaft 
assembly, notices")

2. Lift up the vehicle

fuwx34093

3. Remove the front transmission shaft assembly
 (a). Mark the front transmission shaft cardin 

joint and the flange assembly.
NOTICE:

Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

fuwx34094

(b). Unscrew the bolts connecting the front 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the front 

main reducer flange assembly.

fuwx34095

(c). Unscrew the bolts connecting the front 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the 

transfer case flange assembly.
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fuwx34157

(d). Remove the front transmission shaft assembly.

fuwx34184

4. Remove the rear transmission shaft assembly
 (a). Mark the rear transmission shaft cardin 

joint and the flange assembly.
NOTICE:

Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

fuwx34185

(b). Unscrew the connecting bolts between rear 
 drive shaft universal joint and transfer case 

flange assembly.

fuwx34096

(c). Unscrew the bolts connecting the rear 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the rear 

main reducer flange assembly.
NOTICE:

During this step, one mechanic is required to hold 
the intermediate transmission shaft.
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(d). Remove the rear transmission shaft assembly.

5. Check the transmission shaft assembly
6. Check the cardin joint (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Cardin 

Joint,Overhaul")

7. Install the rear transmission shaft assembly
 (a). Install the rear transmission shaft assembly 

as marked.
NOTICE:

Install them as marked. During this step, one 
mechanic is required to hold the intermediate 
transmission shaft and the rear transmission 
shaft.

fuwx34096

(b). Tighten the bolts connecting the rear 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the rear 

main reducer flange assembly.
  Torque : 65~79N•m

NOTICE:
During this step, one mechanic is required to hold 
the intermediate transmission shaft in suspension.
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fuwx34185

(c). Tighten the connecting bolts between rear  
  drive shaft universal joint and transfer case  
  flange assembly.
  Torque : 65~79N•m

fuwx34157

8. Install the front transmission shaft assembly
 (a). Insta l l  the f ront  t ransmiss ion shaf t 

assembly as marked.
NOTICE:

Install them as marked.

fuwx34095

(b). Tighten the bolts connecting the front 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the 

transfer case flange assembly.
  Torque : 65~79N•m

fuwx34094

(c). Tighten the bolts connecting the front 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the front 

main reducer flange assembly.
  Torque : 65~79N•m

9. Lower the vehicle
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PARTS DRAWING(2WD)

fuwx34186

12

3

6

7

4

3

5

1 Rear Transmission Shaft Assembly 5 Transmission Shaft Nut

2 Transmission Shaft Bolt 6
Hexagon head bolt, spring washer & 
plain washer subassembly

3 Spring Washer 7 Hexagon flange nut 

4 Transmission Shaft Bolt
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REPLACEMENT(2WD)

1. Notices (Refere to "Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - transmission shaft 
assembly, notices")

2. Lift up the vehicle

fuwx34188

3. Remove the rear transmission shaft assembly
 (a). Make the mounting mark on the  rear 
  propeller shaft universal joint and the 
  transmission flange plate assembly.

NOTICE:
Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

fuwx34189

(b). Make the mounting mark on the  rear 
  propeller shaft universal joint and the rear 
  final drive flange plate assembly.

NOTICE:
Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

fuwx34190

(c). Screw out the connecting bolt between the 
  rear propeller shaft universal joint and the 
  transmission flange plate assembly.
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fuwx34191

(d). Screw out the f ixing bolt of the rear 
  propeller shaft middle bearing bracket.

NOTICE:
During this step, one mechanic is required to hold 
the intermediate transmission shaft.

fuwx34096

(e). Unscrew the bolts connecting the rear 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the rear 

main reducer flange assembly.
NOTICE:

During this step, one mechanic is required to hold 
the intermediate transmission shaft.

(f). Remove the rear transmission shaft assembly.

4. Check the transmission shaft assembly
5. Check the cardin joint (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Cardin 
 Joint,Overhaul")
6. Check the middle bearing (refer to “Chapter 34  Axle and propeller shaft - 
 Servicing, middle bearing”).
7. Install the rear transmission shaft assembly
(a). Install the rear transmission shaft assembly as marked.

NOTICE:
Install them as marked. During this step, one mechanic is required to hold the intermediate 
transmission shaft and the rear transmission shaft.

fuwx34096

(b). Tighten the bolts connecting the rear 
 transmission shaft cardin joint and the rear 

main reducer flange assembly.
  Torque : 65~79N•m

NOTICE:
During this step, one mechanic is required to hold 
the intermediate transmission shaft in suspension.
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fuwx34191

(c). Tighten the fixing bolt of the rear propeller 
  shaft middle bearing bracket. 

NOTICE:
During this step, one mechanic is required to hold 
the intermediate transmission shaft in suspension.

fuwx34190

(d). Tighten the connecting bolt between the 
  rear propeller shaft universal joint and the 
  transmission flange plate assembly.
  Torque:65~79N•m

8. Lower the vehicle
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CARDIN JOINT
PARTS DRAWING

fuwx34159

1

2

3

5

6

4

7

1 Flange Yoke 5 Dust Shield

2 Cross Bearing 6 Needle Bearing

3 Axle Tube Yoke 7 Spring Snap Ring(4WD)

4 Spring Snap Ring(2WD)
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OVERHAUL

1. Notices (Refere to "Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - transmission shaft 
assembly, notices")

2. Remove the rear transmission shaft assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Transmission Shaft Assembly, Replacement")

3. Disassemble the transmission shaft 
 Cardin joint
 (a). Mark the flange yoke, cross bearing and 

axle tube yoke.
NOTICE:

Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

(b). Remove 4 spring snap rings with circlip pliers.
  (2WD)

NOTICE:
Do not reuse the removed spring snap rings.

fuwx34187

• Remove 4 spring snap rings with circlip pliers.
  (4WD)

NOTICE:
Do not reuse the removed spring snap rings.
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(c). Elevate one end of drive shaft and lightly 
 hammer the flange fork with a hammer 

to shake off one needle bearing block. 
Overturn the drive shaft for 180º and shake 
off another needle bearing from the flange 
fork as per same method. 

(d). Secure the crossing shaft, elevate the drive 
 shaft, and lightly knock the root of the shaft 

tube fork with a hammer to shake off the 
needle bearing. Overturn the drive shaft for 
180º and shake off another needle bearing 
as per same method.

(e). Remove the Cross Bearing.

4. Check the cross bearing
 (a). Check the wear on the surface of the cross  
  bearing journal.
 (b). Measure the cross bearing journal with 

micrometer.
 Standard: 18.440mm
 Limit: 18.425mm
 If the wear exceeds the limit, replace a new 

cross bearing.

(c). Measure the clearance between the needle 
 bearing and the cardin fork joint with dial 

indicator.
 If any clearance, replace a new needle 

bearing and a new cardin fork joint.
NOTICE

Place the needle bearing into the mounting hole 
of the cardin fork joint, move the needle bearing 
in radial direction and measure the clearance 
between the needle bearing and the cardin fork 
joint.
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(d). Measure the clearance between the cross 
  bearing and the needle bearing with jawed 
  vice and dial indicator.
  Clearance:0.01~0.06mm
 If the clearance exceeds the limit, replace 

a new cross bearing and a new needle 
bearing.

NOTICE:
Don't directly hold the cross bearing with jawed vice. Wrap the interface with soft cloth, 
to avoid damaging the cross bearing. Insert the cross bearing into the needle bearing, 
move the needle bearing in radial direction and measure the clearance between the cross 
bearing and the needle bearing.

(e). Measure the radial clearance of the cross  
  bearing with dial indicator.
  Clearance:0.1~0.3mm
 If the clearance exceeds the limit, replace 

a new cross bearing and a new needle 
bearing.

NOTICE:
Attach the needle bearings onto the crossing 
shaft, place into the mounting hole of universal 
joint fork, install the snap rings on two sides, 
move the crossing shaft axially, and measure the 
axial play of crossing shaft. 

5. Assemble the transmission shaft intermediate cardin joint
(a). Apply some grease on the mounting surface of the cross bearing and the needle bearing.

NOTICE:
• Apply some grease, as long as it covers the mounting surface of the cross bearing andthe 

needle bearing.
• Overly grease may cause difficulty in the next steps.
(b). Install the fork joint and the axle tube yoke as marked.
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(c). Press 4 needle bearings and dust shield by 
 hand, from the outside of the flange yoke 

and the axle tube yoke. Install the cross 
bearing from the inside of the fork joint 
and the axle tube yoke. Knock the needle 
bearing with hammer and copper rod and 
install the 4 needle bearings and dust 
shield in place.

NOTICE:
• Replace a new dust shield.
• Install them as marked.

(d). Install 4 spring snap rings with circlip pliers.
  (2WD)

NOTICE:
• Replace new spring snap rings.
• After the installation, rotate the universal 

joint with hand. The rotation shall be free of 
stagnation. 

fuwx34187

• Install 4 spring snap rings with circlip pliers.
  (4WD)

NOTICE:
• Replace new spring snap rings.
• After the installation, rotate the universal 

joint with hand. The rotation shall be free of 
stagnation. 

6. Install the transmission shaft assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission  
 Shaft -Transmission Shaft Assembly,Replacementl")
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MIDDLE BEARING 
SERVICING
1. Remove the rear transmission shaft assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
 Transmission Shaft - Transmission Shaft Assembly, Replacement(2WD)”)
2. Disassemble the propeller shaft universal joint (refer to “Chapter 34  Axle and 
 propeller shaft - Servicing, universal joint”).

fuwx34192

3.  Remove the middle bearing rubber 
  backing ring & bracket assembly.
(a). Remove the nut. 

NOTICE:
The removed nut shall not be further used.

fuwx34193

(b). Take down the plain washer.

fuwx34194

(c). Make the mounting mark on the propeller 
  shaft spline shaft and the joint fork. 

NOTICE:
•Make sure that the mounting mark is clear. 
•Confirm that various universal joints of the 

propeller shaft are in the same direction.
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fuwx34195

(d). Remove the joint fork.

fuwx34196

(e). Remove the middle bearing rubber backing 
  ring & bracket assembly. 

NOTICE:
Take care not to damage the rubber backing ring.

4. Check the middle bearing.
(a). Check whether the middle bearing can rotate freely.
(b). Check whether the middle bearing is excessively worn.
(c). Replace the middle bearing rubber backing ring & bracket assembly if necessary.

fuwx34197

5. Refit the middle bearing rubber backing 
  ring & bracket assembly. 
(a). Refit the middle bearing rubber backing 
  ring & bracket assembly. 

NOTICE:
Take care not to damage the rubber backing ring.
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fuwx34198

(b). Refit the middle propeller shaft joint fork 
  according to the mounting marks. 

NOTICE:
•Do follow the mounting marks made previously.

 •Confirm that various universal joints of the 
propeller shaft are in the same direction.

fuwx34193

(c). Refit the plain washer.

fuwx34192

(d). Tighten the nut. 
NOTICE:

Do use a new nut. 

6. Reassemble the propeller shaft universal joint (refer to “Chapter 34  Axle and 
 propeller shaft - Servicing, universal joint”).
7. Install the rear transmission shaft assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
 Shaft - Transmission Shaft Assembly, Replacement(2WD)”)
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REAR AXLE ASSEMBLY
NOTICES

1. During service, wear necessary protective equipments to avoid potential accident.
2. Before servicing the front axle, make sure the vehicle is safely lifted.
3. For the sake of vehicle safety, don't use unauthorized parts.
4. Don't reuse the bearing once it is removed.
5. Use authorized main reducer gear oil without mixing it with other products.
6. Regularly check the ventilation plug and clear dirt and dust.
7. All rubber parts, such as O-ring, oil seal and gasket, are not reusable.
8. When assembling the main reducer assembly, ensure all parts are clean and free of grease  

and iron scrap. Lubricate it with gear oil before service, unless otherwise indicated.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information.

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Continuous 
knocks (turning)

1. Planetary gear thrust washer 
(worn)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, overhaul

2.Planetary gear (worn)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, overhaul

Continuous 
knocks (at high 

speed)

1.Driving and driven gears (large 
gap or worn)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, checking and adjustment

2. Driving and driven gears 
(small gap)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, checking and adjustment

Continuous 
knocks 

(acceleration)

1. Driving and driven gears 
(large gap or worn)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, checking and adjustment

2. Driving and driven gears 
(small gap)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, checking and adjustment

Intermitted 
knocks (driving))

1.Half axle spline (great gap or 
worn)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear half 
axle assembly, replacement

2. Driving and driven gears 
(large gap or worn)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, checking and adjustment

3. Main reducer (impurities)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - main 
reducer gear oil, replacement

Leakge in main 
reducer

1.Ventilation hole (blocked)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear axle 
assembly, notices

2.Gear oil (too much)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear axle 
assembly, Onboard Checking

3.Bolt (loose or worn)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, overhaul

4.Driving gear oil seal (broken 
or not functioning)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - driving 
gear, overhaul

5.Flange oil seal (damage or not
   functioning)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, overhaul

6. Main reducer housing (crack 
or sand hole)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear axle 
assembly, Onboard Checking
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Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Main reducer 
too hot

1. Rear axle gear oil (too little)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear axle 
assembly, Onboard Checking

2. Driving and driven gears 
(small gap)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, checking and adjustment

3. Output flange oil seal (too 
tight)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, overhaul

4.Differential bearing (too tight)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - rear 
differential assembly, overhaul

5. Rear wheel brake (biting) Chapter 35. Brake - rear brake,overhaul
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ONBOARD CHECKING

1. Check the gear oil level
 (a). Unscrew the gear oil filler bolt.

(b). Check the distance between the gear oil  
  level and the filler bottom.
  Limit: 5mm

NOTICE:
Too much or too little gear oil may lead to system 
fault. Drain it or top it up accordingly.

(c). Tighten the bolt of the gear oil filler. 
  Torque : 27~41N•m

2. Check the Main Reducer Housing
(a). Check for crack and leakage on the main reducer housing and replace it if needed.
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REAR HALF AXLE
REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Axle Assembly, 
Notices")

2. Remove the rear wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

3. Install the rear brake assembly (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Rear Brake, 
Overhaul")

4. Remove the parking brake (Refer to “Chapter 36 Parking Brake- Parking Brake, 
Overhaul”)

5. Remove the rear half axle
 (a). Remove the retaining bolts of the rear half 
  axle.

(b). Remove the rear half axle assembly.
NOTICE:

Meanwhile, while disassembling the half shafts on 
two sides, mark the left/right half shafts.

6. Install the rear half axle
 (a). Install the rear half axle assembly and 

ensure it is in place.
NOTICE:

If replacing a new half axle, check the end 
clearance.
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(b). Install the retaining bolts of the rear half axle.
  Torque : 50~60N•m

7. Install the parking brake (Refer to “Chapter 36 Parking Brake- Parking Brake, 
Overhaul”)

8. Install the rear brake assembly (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Rear Brake, 
Overhaul")

9. Install the rear wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")
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REAR AXLE HOUSING ASSEMBLY
PARTS DRAWING
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1 Driven Gear 7 Driving Gear Inner Bearing

2 Bearing Cap Bolt 8 Driving Gear Bearing Sleeve

3 Differential Bearing Cap 9 Driving Gear Outer Bearing

4 Differential Assembly 10 Oil Seal

5 Rear Main Reducer Housing 11 Pinion Flange Assembly

6 Drive Gear 12 Driving Gear Locking Nut
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REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Axle Assembly, 
Notices")

2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

3. Remove the rear wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

4. Remove the rear brake (Refer to "Chapter 35 Service Brake- Rear Brake, Overhaul")
5. Remove rear wheel speed sensors on two sides (Refer to "Chapter 35 Service 

Brake- Wheel Speed Sensor, Replacement)

6. Remove the rear axle assembly
 (a). Disconnect the wheel speed sensor 

harness from the rear axle. 

(b). Disconnect the oil pipes of rear wheel 
 brake.

NOTICE:
• Notice: After the disconnection of brake oil pipes, 

seal the oil pipes with plugs.
• The brake fluid is a corrosive substance. The 

brake fluid dripped on the paint surface or rubber 
part due to carelessness shall be cleaned with 
water and wiped dry. 

(c). Remove the fastening bolts of brake oil 
 pipes and disconnect the oil pipes from the 

rear axle.
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(d). Remove the rear drive shaft assembly. (Refer to Chapter 34 Axles And Drive Shafts- 
Drive Shaft Assembly, Overhaul) 

(e). Support the rear axle assembly with a support.

 (f). Remove the lower mounting bolts of shock 
 absorber  and d isengage the shock 

absorber. 

(g). Remove the left fastening bolts of rear
 suspension lateral rods and disconnect the 

lateral rods from the rear axle. 

(h). Remove the fastening bolts between rear  
  suspension longitudinal rods and rear axle  
  and disengage the longitudinal rods on two  
  sides. 
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(i). Loosen the fastening nuts of lower swing  
  arm on two sides of rear suspension.

NOTICE:
 Loosen but not remove the fastening bolts. 

(j). Slowly lower the support and remove the  
  rear damping springs. 

(k). Remove the fastening nuts and bolts of   
  lower swing arms and remove the lower   
  swing arms on two sides. 

(l). Lower the support and remove the rear axle assembly.
(m). Remove the fastening nuts of rear axle half shaft and remove the rear axle half   
 shaft.
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7. Install the rear axle assembly
(a). Install the rear axle half shaft assembly and 

install and tighten the fastening nuts. 
  Torque : 50~60N•m
 (b). Support the rear axle assembly with a 

support. 
 (c). Connect the lower swing arms on two sides 

to the rear axle and install the fastening 
bolts and nuts.

  Torque : 188~218N•m
NOTICE:

It’s unnecessary temporarily to tighten the 
fastening bolts of lower swing arm, in order to 
ease the subsequent installation. 

(d). Install the damping springs on two sides, 
 e levate the support ,  and instal l  the 

damping springs in place. 

(e). Connect the longitudinal rods to the rear 
 axle and install the fastening bolts and  

nuts.
  Torque : 188~218N•m
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(f). Connect the lateral rods to the rear axle 
 and install the fastening bolts and nuts.  

Torque : 100~120N•m

(g). Connect the shock absorbers on the rear  
  axle and install and tighten the fastening  
  bolts.
  Torque : 78~96N•m

(h). Tighten the fastening bolts of lower swing  
  arms on two sides of the rear suspension.
  Torque : 188~218N•m

(i). Install the rear drive shaft assembly. (Refer to Chapter 34 Axles And Drive Shafts -  
 Drive Shaft Assembly, Overhaul)
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(j). Install and tighten the fastening bolts of 
 rear wheel brake oil pipes. 
  Torque : 21~25N•m

(k). Connect and tighten the rear wheel brake 
 oil pipes. 

(l). Connect the wheel speed sensor harness  
  to the rear axle.

8. Install the rear wheel speed sensor (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Wheel Speed 
Sensor, Replacement")

9. Install the rear brakes on two sides (Refer to “Chapter 35 Service Brake- Rear 
Brake, Replacement”)

10. Exhaust the brake system (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System Exhaust")
11. Install the rear wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheel, 

Replacement")
12. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  

Charging- Battery, Replacement")
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REAR DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBLY
PARTS DRAWING

1 Planetary Gear Shaft 5 Planetary Gear Shaft Locking Pin

2 Planetary Gear Pad 6 Half Axle Gear Thrust Washer

3 Planetary Gear 7 Half Axle Gear

4 Planetary Gear Shaft Sleeve 8 Differential Housing
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OVERHAUL

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Axle Assembly, 
Notices")

2. Drain the rear main reducer gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Main Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement")

3. Remove the rear half axle (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear 
Half Axle,Replacement")

4. Remove the rear main reducer assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Rear Main Reducer Assembly, Replacement")

5. Remove the rear cover
 (a). Remove the rear cover retaining bolt.
 (b). Remove the rear cover.

6. Remove the differential bearing cap 
(a). Unscrew the differential bearing cap bolt.
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(b). Remove the differential bearing cap.

7. Remove the rear differential assembly
 (a). Remove the differential assembly.

(b). Remove the  differential bearing outer rings.
NOTICE:

Carefully store the differential bearing outer rings. 
Mark the left/right side.

(c). Remove the differential bearing spacer.
NOTICE:

It is important to store the differential bearing 
spacer and the differential bearing outer ring 
together. Store them by left/right separately.
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8. Remove the driven gear
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the driven 

gear.

(b). Remove the driven gear.

9. Check the gear side slearance between   
  half axle gear and planetary gear 
(a). Measure the gear side clearance between  
  the half axle gear and planetary gear with  
  a dial indicator.
  Gear side clearance between half axle   
  gear and planetary gear: 
 If the clearance exceeds the limit, check 

the end clearance of the half axle gear. 
(Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaf t  -  Rear Di fferent ia l  Assembly, 
Checking & Adjustment")

NOTICE
Hold the half axle gear and the planetary gear close to the differential housing, fix any of 
the two gears and measure the central point of the other gear surface. Ensure the head of 
the dial indicator is vertical to the measured gear surface. Measure all four gears at three 
or more points on each gear.
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10. Check the engagement mark of the driving  
  and driven gears
 (a). Paint 3-4 teeth at 3 different positions of  

the driven gear with red lead powder. 
 (b). Roate the driven gear clockwise and 

counterclockwise by hand for several 
rounds. 

 (c). Check the engagement mark of the driving and driven gears.
 Position: At the center of the driven gear surface, near the smaller end, mm or more  
      away from the smaller end        
 Length: ≥ 60% of the tooth length
 Width: ≥ 60% of the tooth width
If the engagement mark is incorrect, replace the differential bearing and the driving gear 
spacers. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Differential Assembly, 
Overhaul" And "Chapter 34. Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Driving Gear,Overhaul")

NOTICE
It is important to replace the left and right spacers of the differential bearing in pairs. 
Meanwhile, the reduced thickness on one side shall equal to the increased thickness on 
the other side, in order to ensure the pre-tension of the differential bearing unchanged.

11. Adjust the engagement mark of the driving and driven gears 

Driven Gear Engagement 
Mark Cause: Adjustment Steps

Driving gear too far
away from driven gear

1. Move driven gear away from 
driving gear

2. Move driving gear closer to 
driven gear

Driving gear too
close to driven gear

1. Move driven gear closer to 
driving gear

2. Move driving gear away from 
driven gear

Driven gear too
close to driving gear

11. Move driven gear away from 
driving gear

2. Move driving gear away from 
driven gear
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Driven Gear Engagement 
Mark Cause: Adjustment Steps

Driven gear too far
away from driving gear

1. Move driven gear closer to 
driving gear

2. Move driving gear closer to 
driven gear

NOTICE:
• Adjust the driven gear. (Replace the spacer of the differential bearing. Refer to "Chapter 

34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Differential Assembly, Overhaul") 
• Adjust the driving gear. (Replace the spacer of the driving gear. Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle 

& Transmission Shaft - Driving Gear, Overhaul")
• Check the engagement mark again and make proper adjustment, until the right mark is achieved.

12. Check the end clearance of the half axle gear
 (a). Measure the end clearance of the half axle 

gear with a feeler gauge.
NOTICE:

Keep similar end clearances on both sides. If 
the end clearance of the half axle gear exceeds 
the limit or the vehicle creates loud noise during 
turning, disassemble the differential assembly 
and replace new half axle gear and planetary 
gear thrust washers. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Rear Differential Assembly, 
Overhaul") If the end clearance doesn't exceed 
the limit and there is no loud noise during turning, 
no disassembly is necessary.

13. Disassemble the differential assembly
 (a). Remove the planetary gear shaft locking 

pin with hammer and copper rod.
NOTICE:

Don't reuse the removed planetary gear shaft 
locking pin.
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(b). Remove the planetary gear shaft with 
 hammer and copper rod.

(c). Remove the planetary gear shaft sleeve.  
  half axle gear, planetary gear and thrust   
  washer.

NOTICE:
Carefully store the half axle gear, planetary gear 
and thrust washer. Mark the directions and store 
them separately.

(d). Measure the radial clearance between the  
  planetary gear and the planetary gear shaft  
  with jawed vice and dial indicator. 
 If the radial clearance exceeds the limit, 

check the wear of the planetary gear and 
the planetary gear shaft and replace them 
if needed. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Differential Assembly, 
Overhaul")

NOTICE:
Hold the planetary gear shaft with jawed vice 
after wrapping it with soft cloth, or it may cause 
damage.
(e). Measure the radial clearance between the  
  half axle gear and the differential housing 
  with jawed vice and dial indicator. 
 If the radial clearance exceeds the limit, 

check the wear of the half axle gear and 
the differential housing and replace them 
if needed. (Refer to"Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Differential Assembly, 
Overhaul")
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(f). Measure the spline clearance between the  
  half axle gear and the half axle assembly  
  with wed vice and dial indicator.
 If the spline clearance exceeds the limit, 

check the wear of the half axle gear and 
the half axle assembly and replace them 
if needed. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Differential Assembly, 
Overhaul")

NOTICE:
Hold the output flange assembly with jawed vice after wrapping it with soft cloth, or it may 
cause damage.
(g). Measure the thickness of the half axle gear and the planetary gear thrust washers.

Item Thickness Limit

Half Axle Gear Thrust washer 1.22~1.28 mm

Planetary Gear Thrust washer 0.762~0.826 mm

(h). If the thickness of the half axle gear and the planetary gear thrust washers exceeds 
the limit, replace the thrust washers. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Differential Assembly, Overhaul")

NOTICE:
Pick up the half axle gear thrust washer with proper thickness subject to the color code.

14. Remove the differential bearing
 (a). Remove the differential bearing inner rings 

from the differential housing with a puller.
NOTICE:

It is important to store the differential bearing 
inner ring and the differential bearing outer ring 
together. Store them by left/right separately.
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15. Install the differential bearing
 (a). Press the differential bearing inner ring 

onto the differential housing.
NOTICE:

Install it by left/right as marked.

16. Assemble the differential assembly
 (a). Install the planetary gear shaft sleeve. half 

axle gear,planetary gear and thrust washer.
NOTICE:

• Install it subject to the marked directions.To 
replace a new half axle gear thrust washer, 
pick up the thrust washer with proper thickness 
according to the color code. Install only one half 
axle gear thrust washer on each side.

• Firstly install the half shaft gears on two sides, 
arrange the planetary gears from two sides 
symmetrically, and rotate to install.

(b). Install the planetary gear shaft.

(c). Install the planetary gear shaft locking pin.
NOTICE:

Replace a new planetary gear shaft locking pin.
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17. Install the driven gear
(a). Check for damage and wear on the driven gear surface and repair or reaplcee 

it if needed. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul")

NOTICE:
Replace the driving and driven gears in pairs. Repair it for minor damage. And replace it in 
case of scratch, peeling, corrosion point, crack or overly wear.

(b). Place the driven gear in place.

(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the driven gear.  
  Torque : 129~142N•m

18. Install the differential assembly
 (a). Install the differential bearing outer rings.

NOTICE:
Install it by left/right as marked.
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(b). Install the differential assembly.

(c). Measure the thickness of the differential   
  bearing spacer.
 If it exceeds the limit, replace a new spacer. 

(Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Rear Differential Assembly, Overhaul")

(d). Measure the distance bettween the main  
  reducer housing and the mounting end of  
  the differential bearing on the differential  
  housing.

(e). Install the differential bearing spacer.
NOTICE:

If no replacement, install it by left/right as marked. 
Ensure the spacers on both sides have the same 
thickness.

NOTICE:
The thickness of the differential bearing spacer 
should be 0~0.02mm greater than the distance 
derived in Step .
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19. Install the differential bearing cap
 (a). Put the differential bearing caps in place as 

marked.
NOTICE:

Install them as marked.

(b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the differential  
  bearing cap.
  Torque : 95~122N•m

20. Measure the driven gear runout
 (a). Rotate the driven gear by hand.
 (b). Measure the runout on the mounting 

surface of the driven gear with a dial 
indicator.

 If the runout exceeds the limit, replace 
a new one. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle 
& Transmission Shaft - Rear Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul")

21. Check the engagement mark of the driving and driven gears (Refer to "Chapter 34  
 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Differential Assembly, Checking & Adjustment")
22. Check the pre-tension of the differential bearing (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 

Transmission Shaft - Rear Driving Gear, Checking")
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23. Install the rear cover
 (a). Apply some sealant on the interface 

between the rear cover and the main 
reducer and install the rear cover in place.

 (b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the rear cover.
  Torque : 38~45N•m

24. Install the rear main reducer assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission  
 Shaft - Rear Main Reducer Assembly, Replacement")
25. Install the rear half axle (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Half  
 Axle, Replacement")
26. Fill up the gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Main Reducer  
 Gear Oil, Replacement")
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DRIVING GEAR
CHECKING

1. Check the pre-tension of the differential   
  bearing
 (a). Tighten the nut.
  Torque : 217N•m

(b). Measure the driving gear startup tightening  
  torque with a Torque wrench.
  StartupTorque : 1.5~2.6N•m

NOTICE:
Don't unscrew the nut to reduce the startup 
Torque.

NOTICE:
• If the startup Torque exceeds the limit, replace 

the driving gear bearing sleeve. (Refer to 
"Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Driving 
Gear, Overhaul")

• If the startup Torque is below the limit, take the 
following actions.

fuwx34056

(c). Further tighten the nut.
  Torque (increase) : 5N·m
  Torque (max.) :217N•m
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(d). Measure the driving gear startup tightening  
  torque with a Torque wrench again.
  Startup Torque : 1.5~2.6N•m

NOTICE:
• If the startup Torque is still below the limit, repeat 

Steps (c)~(d) until it reaches the required range.
• If the nut Torque exceeds the maximum value 

while the driving gear startup Torque is still 
below the limit, replace a new driving gear 
bearing sleeve. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & 
Transmission Shaft - Driving Gear, Overhaul")
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OVERHAUL

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Axle Assembly, 
Notices")

2. Drain the main reducer gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - 
Main Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement")

3. Remove the rear main reducer assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle &Transmission 
Shaft - Rear Main Reducer Assembly, Replacement")

4. Remove the rear differential assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission 
Shaft - Rear Differential Assembly, Overhaul") 

5. Remove the rear driving gear
 (a). Unscrew the nut.

(b). Mark the pinion flange and main reducer  
  housing to facilitate assembly.

NOTICE:
Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

(c). Pull out the pinion flange assembly with a puller.
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(d). Remove the driving gear assembly.

(e). Remove the driving gear oil seal.
NOTICE:

Do not reuse the removed oil seal.

(f). Remove the oil slinger.

(g). Remove the driving gear outer bearing.
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(h). Remove the driving gear bearing sleeve.

(i). Use puller pulling the inner bearing of the  
  main gear .

(j). Remove the driving gear spacer.

6. Check the driving gear
(a). Check for damage and wear on the driving gear surface and repair or reaplcee 

it if needed. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Differential 
Assembly, Overhaul")

Notice:
Replace the driving and driven gears in pairs.

NOTICE
Repair it for minor damage. And replace it in case of scratch, peeling, corrosion point, 
crack or overly wear.
(b). Check for wear of the driving gear shaft journal.Replace a new driving gear in case 

of severe wear.
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7. Install the driving gear
(a). Measure the thickness of the driving gear spacer. If it exceeds the limit, replace 

a new spacer. (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Driving Gear, 
Overhaul")

(b). Install the driving gear spacer.

(c). Install the driving gear inner bearing.

(d). Install the driving gear bearing sleeve.
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(e). Install the driving gear outer bearing.

(f). Install the oil slinger.

(g). Apply some grease on the lips of the driving 
  gear oil seal.
 (h). Apply some sealant on the outer surface of 

the driving gear oil seal.
NOTICE:

Replace a new oil seal.

(i). Install the driving gear oil seal.
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(j). Install the driving gear assembly.

(k). Install the pinion flange assembly.

(l). Tighten the nut.
  Torque : 217N•m

(m). Measure the driving gear startup tightening   
  torque with a Torque wrench.
  Startup Torque : 1.5~2.6N•m

NOTICE:
Don't unscrew the nut to reduce the startup 
Torque.

NOTICE:
If the startup Torque exceeds the limit, replace the 
driving gear bearing sleeve. (Refer to "Chapter 
34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Driving Gear, 
Overhaul") If the startup Torque is below the limit, 
take the following actions.
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(n). Further tighten the nut.
  Torque (increase) : 5N•m
  Torque (max.) : 217N•m

(o). Measure the driving gear startup tightening 
 torque with a Torque wrench again.
  Startup Torque : 1.5~2.6N•m

NOTICE:
If the startup Torque is still below the limit, repeat 
Steps (n)-(o) until it reaches the required range. If 
the nut Torque exceeds the maximum value while 
the driving gear startup Torque is still below the 
limit, replace a new driving gear bearing sleeve. 
(Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - 
Driving Gear, Overhaul")

9. Check the engagement mark of the driving and driven gears (Refer to "Chapter 34  
 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rear Differential Assembly, Checking & Adjustment")
10. Install the rear differential assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission   
 Shaft - Rear Reducer Assembly, Replacement")
11. Install the rear main reducer assembly (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission  
 Shaft - Rear Main Reducer Assembly, Replacement")
12. Top up the main reducer gear oil (Refer to "Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft -  
 Rear Main Reducer Gear Oil, Replacement")
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MAIN REDUCER GEAR OIL
REPLACEMENT

1. Turn off  the ignition switch
2. Lift up the vehicle

3. Replace rear main reducer gear oil
 (a). Unscrew the rear main reducer filler bolt.

(b). Unscrew the rear main reducer drain plug  
  and drain the gear oil.

NOTICE:
The drained gear oil shall be properly collected 
and treated as regulated.

(c). Once completely drained, tighten the drain bolt.
  Torque : 38~45N•m

NOTICE:
Before installing the drain bolt, clean the dirt on 
the drain bolt and apply some thread sealant.
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(d). Use tools to add additive and rear main 
 reducer gear oil at the filler. Add additive 

while configurating LSD.
  Additive model:Houghton Sturaco 7098
  Volume : 0.06L
  Gear oil model : GL-5 85W/90
  Torque : 1.27±0.03L

NOTICE:
Only use the rear main reducer gear oil authorized 
by Foton.

(e). Tighten the filler plug and clean the dirt.  
  Torque : 27~41N•m

4. Replace the front main reducer gear oil
 (a). Unscrew the front main reducer filler plug.

(b). Unscrew the front main reducer drain plug  
  and drain the gear oil.

NOTICE:
The drained gear oil shall be properly collected 
and treated as regulated.
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(c). After completely drained, replace the drain  
  bolt gasket and tighten the drain bolt.  
  Torque : 59~69N•m

NOTICE:
Before installing the drain bolt, clean the dirt on 
the drain bolt.

(d). Use tools to top the front main reducer 
 gear oil up at the filler.
  Gear oil model : GL-5 85W/90
  Volume : 1.2L

NOTICE
Only use the front main reducer gear oi l 
authorized by Foton.

(e). Replace the filler bolt gasket, tighten the  
  filler bolt and clean the dirt.    
  Torque : 41~51N•m

5. Check for leakage at the oil drain bolt
6. Lower the vehicle
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BRAKE SYSTEM
NOTICES

1. Wear necessary protective equipments to avoid potential accident.
2. Don't inhale the brake pad fragments, which contain poisonous substances.
3. Use a vacuum cleaner to clean the brake assembly, instead of compressed air or 

brush.
4. Don't spill the brake fluid on the vehicle, or it may damage the paint. If it occurs, 

clean it with water immediately.
5. Cover the disassembled pipe connection with cloth or service fabric.
6. Don't get the brake disc and brake pad in contact with grease or brake fluid.
7. After replacing the brake disc or brake show, check the brake fluid level.
8. After each replacement of brake pad or brake shoe, restore the functioning position 

of the brake lining.
9. Check for leakage on the pipe and pipe connection and re-fasten them if necessary.
10. When assembling or disassembling flexible components, be careful not to cause 

personal injury.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can be used to help you find out the malfunction cause. The number 
indicates the fault causes in most possible order. Check each part in order as per this 
sequence and as necessary replace with new ones. 

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Brake pedal too 
low or too soft

1.Brake fluid (inadequate)
Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System Discharge, 
Discharge Air

2.Brake lining (worn) Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

3.Master brake cylinder 
(defective)

Chapter 35 Brake - Master Brake Cylinder & 
Vacuum Booster, Onboard Checking

4.Brake sysem (containing air)
Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System Discharge, 
Discharge Air

5.Brake calipers (defective) Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

Brake lagging

1.Brake calipers (stuck) Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

2.Rim bearing (loose)
Chapter 34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Rim & 
Steering Knuckle, Onboard Checking

3.Brake pedal free travel (too 
small)

Chapter 35 Brake - Brake Pedal, Adjustment

Brake deviation

1.Tire (improper inflation)
Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Tire & Wheel Assembly, 
Onvehicle Inspection

2.Brake shoe (excessive wear in 
one side)

Chapter 35 Brake - Rear Brake, Overhaul

3.Brake lining (containing 
grease)

—

4.Brake lining (excessive wear 
in one side)

Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

5.Brake disc (distortion) Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

6.Brake drum (distortion) Chapter 35 Brake - Rear Brake, Overhaul

7.Brake calipers (substantial 
difference between left and 
right sides)

Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

Brake unstable

1.Brake lining (worn) Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

2.Brake calipers (retaining bolt 
loose)

Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

3.Brake calipers (stuck) Chapter 35 Brake - Front Disc Brake, Overhaul
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Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Insufficient 
brake

1.Brake lining (excessive wear) Chapter 35 Brake - Front Brake, Overhaul

2.Brake shoe (excessive wear) Chapter 35 Brake - Rear Brake, Overhaul

3.Brake piping (containing air)
Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System Discharge, 
Discharge Air
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BRAKE SYSTEM EMISSION
DISCHARGE AIR

NOTICE:
Discharge air (brake system exhaust)Don't spill the brake fluid on the paint or your skin. If 
that's the case, clean it immediately.
The normal discharge sequence: rear LH - rear RH - front RH - front LH.

fuwx35001

1. Top up brake fluid
  Brake fluid model : 7104–1

2 . Air release of master cylinder
NOTICE:

•If the master cylinder has been removed or the 
oil cup is emptied, the air in the master cylinder 
shall be released. 

•Use a vessel to receive the brake l iquid 
discharged to avoid contamination of the vehicle.

(a). Have one technician fully depress the 
brake pedal for several times and then hold 
the pedal depressed, and then loosen the 
master cylinder brake oil pipe connector. 

(b). Tighten the oil pipe connector as soon as 
the brake liquid flows out, and loosen then 
the brake pedal. 

(c). Repeat (a) and (b) till the air in the master 
cylinder is fully released.

(d). Clear the oil dirt on the brake oil pipe 
connector. 
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3. Normal brake system exhaust
 (a). Connect the fluid outlet and the container 

with a clear plastic hose. 
 (b). One mechanic fully presses the brake 

pedal and holds it in position.
 (c). Unscrew the discharge screw until the 

brake fluid flows out. Tighten the discharge 
screw. 

 Torque :  9~11N•m
 (d). Repeat Steps (b) and (c) until the air in the 

brake fluid pipe is fully discharged. 
 (e). Clean the dirt on the discharge screw.

4.  Exhaust 
(a).  Make sure that all brake oil pipes are installed.
(b).  Use diagnostic to confirm whether the ESP control unit has fault code. If there is a 

fault code, clearing the fault according to the fault code. 
(c).  Re-read the fault code, confirm the ESP control unit has not fault code.
(d).  First exhaust the air for the conventional brake.
(e).  Exhaust the air for the ESP control unit according to the diagnostic indication. Confirm 

ESP control unit exhaust is completed, disconnect diagnostic cable. 
(f).  Second exhaust the air for the conventional brake system.
(g).  Ensure that the brake fluid level in the brake fluid reservoir is at the MAX marking. 
(h).  Test drive the vehicle, make sure the air in the system is discharged.
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BRAKE PEDAL
PARTS DRAWING

1 Return spring 5 Brake pedal assembly

2 Retaining bolt 6 Brake push bar u-joint

3 Retaining nut 7 Split pin

4 Brake switch 8 Vacuum booster push rod pin
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ADJUSTMENT

1. Check the height of the brake pedal
 (a). Brake pedal height is the vertical distance 

(L) between the center of the pedal and the 
body base plate sheet metal surface. 

 Height of the Brake Pedal：192±5mm

2. Adjust the height of the brake pedal
 (a). Unscrew the locking nut of the brake push rod.

  (b). Turn the brake push rod so that the height  
  of the brake pedal reaches the standard.
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 (c). Tighten the locking nut of the brake push rod.

3. Check the free travel of the brake pedal
 (a). Switch off the engine and press the pedal 

several times until the vacuum booster is 
no longer vacuum.

(b). Measure the distance L by pressing down 
 the brake pedal by hand until you feel 

resistance. 
(c). The value of the distance L is the free 
 travel of the brake pedal.
  Standard :  5~10mm
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4. Adjust the free travel of the brake pedal
 (a). Switch off all electrical units and ignition 

and disconnect the negative battery cable.
 (b). Disconnect the brake switch connector.

(c). Unscrew the locking nut of the brake switch
 and rotate the nut, until the free travel meets the 

required value. 
(d). Tighten the locking nut of the brake switch.
  Torque :  18±2mm

(e). Connect the brake switch connector.
 (f). Connect battery negative cable.
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5 .  Check the travel allowance of the brake pedal
 (a).  Put the park brake lever to the lowest position.
 (b).  When the engine is running, press the 

brake pedal at 490N and measure the 
distance L, i.e., the travel allowance of the 
brake pedal.

NOTICE:
If the travel allowance isn't qualified, diagnose the 
brake system.
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the vacuum booster push rod pin
 (a). Remove the return springs.

(b). Remove the split pin and the vacuum 
 booster push rod pin.

2. Remove the brake lamp switch
 (a). Disconnect the brake lamp switch connector.
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(b). Unscrew the locking nut of the brake lamp  
  switch.

(c). Remove the brake lamp switch.

3. Remove the brake pedal assembly
 (a). Unscrew the retaining nuts connecting the 

brake pedal assembly and the vacuum 
booster.
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(b). Unscrew the retaining nuts connecting the  
  brake pedal assembly and the dashboard  
  beam.

(c). Remove the brake pedal assembly.

4. Install the brake pedal assembly
 (a). Install the brake pedal assembly.
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(b). Tighten the retaining nuts connecting the 
 brake pedal assembly and the dashboard 

beam.
  Torque :  24N•m

(c). Tighten the retaining nuts connecting the 
 brake pedal assembly and the vacuum 

booster.
  Torque :  24N•m

5. Install the brake lamp switch
 (a). Install the brake lamp switch.
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(b). Tighten the locking nut of the brake lamp 
 switch.
  Torque :  18±2N•m 

(c). Connect the brake switch connector.

6. Install the vacuum booster push rod pin 
(a). Install the split pin and the vacuum booster  
  push rod pin.
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(b). Install the return springs. 

7. Check and adjust the height of the brake pedal (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake 
Pedal, Adjustment")

8. Check the free travel of the brake pedal (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake Pedal, 
Adjustment")
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MASTER BRAKE CYLINDER & VACUUM BOOSTER
PARTS DRAWING

fuwx35024

1

2

3

5

4

7

6

1 Split Pin 5 Master Brake Cylinder Retaining Nut

2 Oil Cup 6 Vacuum Booster

3 Seal 7 Spring Washer     

4 Master Brake Cylinder
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PARTS DRAWING

fuwx35069

1

1

2

3

4

5

5

5

6

7

8

5

6

5

10

9

11

1 Hexagon flange bolt 7 Vacuum nylon pipe assembly

2 Vacuum reservoir assembly 8 Vacuum steel pipe assembly

3 Vacuum reservoir bracket 9 Hexagon flange nut

4 Hexagon flange bolt 10
Vacuum booster & master cylinder 
assembly

5 Type A spring band hose clamp 11 Vacuum alarm

6 Vacuum hose
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ONBOARD CHECKING

1. Check the performance of the vacuum booster
 (a). Before starting the engine, press the 

brake pedal several times and measure 
the height of the brake pedal, which shall 
remain unchanged.

(b). Press the brake pedal and start the engine.  
  If feel the the brake pedal is slightly sinking, 
 it means the vacuum booster is in normal 

condition.

2. Check the air-tightness of the vacuum booster
 (a). Switch off the engine after running 1-2 

minutes. Press the brake pedal several 
times (1st, 2nd and 3rd times). If the brake 
pedal rises gradually, it means the vacuum 
booster is in good air-tightness. 

(b). When the engine is running, press the 
brake pedal  and then switch of  the 
engine. If the height of the pedal remains 
unchanged within 30 seconds, it means the 
vacuum booster is in good air-tightness. If it 
continues to sink, it means the air-tightness 
is inferior and needs overhaul.
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3. Check the vacuum check valve
 (a). Release the clip and remove the vacuum tube.

fuwx35029

(b). Remove the vacuum check valve.

(c). Check the connectivity from the booster to 
  the engine, while it is not accessible from  
  the opposite direction. In case of any fault,  
  replace the vacuum check valve.
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the fuel-water separator and the fuse box
2. Drain the brake fluid

NOTICE
Don't spill the brake fluid on the paint or your skin. If that's the case, clean it immediately.

3. Remove the master brake cylinder & 
 vacuum booster
(a). Release the harness clamp and remove   
  the brake fluid level sensor connector.
(b). Pull out the vacuum alarm sensor connector.

(c). Disconnect the vacuum tube.

fuwx35002

(d). Unscrew the pipe connector of the master  
  brake.
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(e). Remove the oil cup retaining pin and then  
  the cup.

(f). Remove the return spring and disconnect 
 the connection between the brake push rod 

U-joint and the brake pedal.

 (g). Unscrew the retaining nuts of the vacuum  
  booster.
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fuwx35035

(h). Remove the master brake cylinder and the  
  vacuum booster.

fuwx35036

(i). Unscrew the master brake cylinder retaining 
 nut.

(j). Remove the master brake cylinder.
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4. Install the master brake cylinder & vacuum 
 booster
 (a). Install the master brake cylinder.

fuwx35036

(b). Tighten the master brake cylinder retaining nut.
 Torque :  17~23N•m

(c). Install the master brake cylidner and the 
 vacuum booster. Tighten 4 vacuum booster 

retaining nuts.
  Torque :  24N•m
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(d). Connect the brake push rod U-joint and the  
  brake pedal. Install the return spring.

(e). Install the oil cup in position and restore 
 the oil cup retaining pin.

fuwx35002

(f). Install the master brake cylinder pipe 
 connector and tighten the pipe connector.
  Torque :  22~24N•m
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(g). Connect the vacuum tube.

(h). Connect the brake fluid sensor connector. 
 (i). Connect the vacuum alarm sensor connector.

5. Top up the brake fluid into the oil cup (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System 
Discharge, Discharge Air")

6. Install the fuel-water separator and the fuse box
7. Discharge the air in the brake system (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System 

Discharge,Discharge Air")
8. Check the level of the oil cup, which shall be at the MAX mark
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VACUUM RESERVOIR (4WD)
REPLACEMENT

fuwx35070

1. Remove the vacuum reservoir. 
 (a). Loosen the flexible hose clamp, and 

remove the vacuum hose from the vacuum 
reservoir. 

fuwx35071

(b). Remove the vacuum reservoir fixing bolt, 
  and take down the vacuum reservoir.

fuwx35071

2. Refit the vacuum reservoir. 
(a).  Refit the vacuum reservoir, and tighten the 
  fixing bolt.
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fuwx35070

(b). Reconnect the vacuum hose, and fix it 
  using the flexible hose clamp.
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FRONT BRAKE
OVERHAUL

1. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

fuwx35039

2. Remove the front brake lining assembly
(a). Remove the brake caliper sliding pin, and 
  take it down.

fuwx35040

(b). Pull up the brake caliper, and take down 
  the brake friction lining from the brake 
  caliper brake caliper. 

NOTICE:
After the brake caliper is raised, fix it using a steel 
wire to prevent the brake caliper from falling when 
taking down the brake friction lining, which  may 
otherwise cause injuries. 

fuwx35042

3. Remove the brake caliper bracket 
  assembly. 
 (a). Disconnect the brake fluid pipe.
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fuwx35043

(b). Loosen the brake caliper bracket fixing 
  bolt, and take down the brake caliper 
  bracket assembly.

4. Remove the brake disc
 (a). Remove the  b rake  ca l ipe r  b racke t 

assembly.
 (b). Remove the brake disc.

5. Check the thickness of the brake lining
 (a). Measure the thickness of the brake pad. 
 Standard ：11mm
 Limit：2mm

6. Check the thickness of the brake disc
 (a). Measure the thickness of the brake pad.
 Standard : 28mm
 Limit : 26mm
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7. Check the brake disc runout
 (a). Measure the brake disc runout.
 Standard : 0.08mm
 Limit : 0.15mm

NOTICE:
Before the checking, use tire nuts to fix the brake 
discs. 
 (b). If the amount of beating brake disc to limit 

value of maintenance, replacement of 
brake disc.

8. Install the brake disc
 (a). Clean the impurities on the brake disc.
 (b). Install the brake disc.

fuwx35043

9. Refit the brake caliper bracket assembly. 
(a). Refit the brake caliper bracket, and tighten 
  the fixing bolt. 
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fuwx35042

(b). Install the brake fluid pipe.

fuwx35040

10. Install the front brake lining assembly
 (a). Install the brake lining.

NOTICE:
Don't get the interface between the brake lining and 
the brake disc in contact with engine oil or grease.

fuwx35039

(b). Lower the brake caliper, and refit the brake 
  caliper sliding pin. 

11. Top up the brake fluid
12. Discharge the air in the brake system (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System 

Discharge, Discharge Air")
13 . Check for leakage in the brake pipe
14 . Install the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 

Replacement")
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REAR BRAKE
OVERHAUL

1. Remove the rear wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

2. Disassemble the Brake Caliper Assembly
 (a). Disconnect the brake fluid pipe.

(b). Unscrew the brake caliper assembly 
 retaining bolts and remove the assembly.

3. Remove the rear brake friction plate 
 assembly
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4. Remove the brake disc
 (a). Disassemble the brake caliper assembly.
 (b). Remove the brake disc.

5. Check the thickness of the brake lining
 (a). Measure the thickness of the brake pad.
 Standard : 9mm
 Limit : 2mm

6. Check the thickness of the brake disc
 (a). Measure the thickness of the brake pad. 
  Standard : 20mm
  Limit : 18.4mm
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7. Check the brake disc runout
 (a). Measure the brake disc runout.
 Standard : 0.08mm
 Limit : 0.15 mm 
 (b). If the runout reaches the service limit, 

replace it.

8. Install the brake disc
 (a). Clean the impurities on the brake disc.
 (b). Install the brake disc.

9. Install the rear brake friction plate assembly
NOTICE:

The friction surfaces of the brake friction plates 
and brake discs shall be free of contamination of 
oil or lubricating grease. 
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10. Install the brake caliper assembly
 (a). Install the brake caliper assembly and 

tighten the retaining bolts.

(b). Install the brake fluid pipe.

11. Top up the brake fluid
12. Discharge the air in the brake system (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System 

Discharge, Discharge Air")
13. Check for leakage in the brake pipe
14. Install the rear wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheel, 

Replacement")
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ESP EXECUTOR ASSEMBLY
PARTS DRAWING

1 Connector 4 Retaining Nut

2 ESP Assembly 5 ESP Assembly Bracket Retaining Bolt

3 Brake Fluid Pipe
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Drain the brake fluid

fuwx35053

3. Remove the ESP Executor Assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the ESP 

executor.

fuwx35054

(b). Disconnect the brake fluid pipe connected  
  to the ESP executor.

NOTICE:
Mark or label it to facilitate installation.

(c). Unscrew the ESP executor retaining nut.
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(d). Unscrew the retaining bolt of the ESP 
 executor.

(e). Remove the ESP executor assembly.

(f). Unscrew the retaining nut connecting the  
  ESP executor and the bracket.
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(g). Remove the ESP executor bracket.

4. Install the ESP executor
 (a). Install the ESP executor bracket.

(b). Tighten the retaining nut connecting the   
  ESP executor and the bracket.
  Torque : 6~10N•m
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(c). Install the ESP executor assembly.

(d). Tighten the retaining bolt of the ESP executor.
  Torque : 24N•m

(e). Tighten the retaining nut of the ESP 
 executor.
  Torque : 24N•m
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fuwx35054

(f). Connect the brake fluid pipe connected to  
  the ESP executor.
  Torque : 19~21N•m

fuwx35053

(g). Connect the connector of the ESP 
 executor.

5. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")

6. Top up the brake fluid (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System Discharge, 
Discharge Air")

7. Exhaust (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake - Brake System Discharge, Discharge Air")
8. Check the level of the oil cup, which shall be at the MAX mark
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WHEEL SPEED SENSOR
PARTS DRAWING

1. Switch off all electrical units and ignition
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18A Starting & 

Charging- Battery, Replacement")

3. Remove the Front Wheel Speed Sensor
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the front wheel 

speed sensor.

(b). Remove the front wheel speed sensor 
 harness clamp.
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(c). Remove the front wheel speed sensor 
 harness clamp.

(d). Unscrew the retaining bolt of the front 
 wheel speed sensor.

(e). Remove the front wheel speed sensor.

4. Install the front wheel speed sensor
 (a). Install the front wheel speed sensor.

NOTICE:
When installing the wheel speed sensor, clean the 
inner surface of the mounting hole.
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(b). Tighten the retaining bolt of the front wheel  
  speed sensor.
 Torque : 6~10N•m

(c). Install the front wheel speed sensor   
  harness clamp.

(d). Install the front wheel speed sensor   
  harness clamp.
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(e). Connect the connector front wheel speed  
  sensor.

5. Remove the rear wheel speed sensor
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the rear wheel 

speed sensor .

(b). Unscrew the retaining bolt of the rear   
  wheel  speed sensor.
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(c). Remove the rear wheel speed sensor 
 harness clamp and then the sensor.

6. Install the rear wheel speed sensor
 (a). Install the rear wheel speed sensor and the 

rear wheel speed sensor harness clamp.
NOTICE

When installing the wheel speed sensor, clean the 
inner surface of the mounting hole.

(b). Tighten the retaining bolt of the rear wheel  
  speed sensor. 
  Torque : 6~10N•m
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 (c). Connect the connector of the rear wheel 
 speed sensor.

7. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 
Battery, Replacement")

8. Check the signal of the wheel speed sensor
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PARK BRAKE SYSTEM

1. The park brake function is used when the vehicle is parked
2. The parking brake handle is arranged between the front row seats. With the 

low friction resistance cable with sleeve directly applied on the tie rods of drum 
brake shoe of two rear wheels, it features simple and practical structure and high 
efficiency

3. The park brake system consists including:
(a). Park brake lever.
(b). Front park brake cable.
(c). Rear park brake cable lh.
(d). Rear park brake cable rh.
(e). Intermediate lever bracket.
(f). Brake drum(brake disc).

NOTICE:
The brake drums within the parking brake are also the brake discs of the service brake. 
(g). Brake shoe.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Park brake not 
functioning

1.Park brake lever travel 
(improper adjustment)

Chapter 36. Park brake - park brake system, 
adjustment

2.Brake calipers and brake drum
   (improper clearance or bad 

contact)
Chapter 36 Parking brake- parking brake, overhaul 

3.Park brake cable (broken)
Chapter 36. Park brake - park brake cable, 
replacement

Park brake 
lagging

1.Park brake lever travel 
(improper adjustment)

Chapter 36. Park brake - park brake system, 
adjustment

2.Park brake cable (lagging)
Chapter 36. Park brake - park brake cable, 
replacement

3.Brake caliper clearance 
(improper adjustment)

Chapter 36 Parking brake- parking brake, overhaul

4.Return spring (broken) Chapter 36 Parking brake- parking brake, overhaul

5.Brake shoe rocker spring 
(damaged) 

Chapter 36 Parking brake- parking brake, overhaul

6.Brake return spring (broken) Chapter 36 Parking brake- parking brake, overhaul
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ADJUSTMENT

1. Remove the rear wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

2. Check the Installation of the Brake Shoe and Brake Drum(Refer to"Chapter 36 
Parking Brake- Parking Brake, Overhaul")

3. Adjust the brake shoe clearance(Refer to"Chapter 36 Parking Brake- Parking Brake, 
Overhaul")

4. Install the rear wheel((Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

5. Adjust the park brake lever travel
 (a). Lift up the vehicle.
 (b). Remove the auxiliary instrument panel 

assembly.(Refer to"Chapter 52 Instrument 
Panel And Auxiliary Instrument Panel – 
Auxiliary Instrument Panel, Replacement")

 (c). Pull the park brake lever by one grid.
 (d). Rotate the park brake adjustment nuts. 

The park brake features slight drag when 
rotating rear wheels.

 (e). Fully release the park brake lever to 
confirm there is not any drag in park 
braking. Readjust if necessary.

 (f). Ensure the park brake lever works well in 
the required travel.

 (g). Install the auxil iary instrument panel 
assembly.(Refer to"Chapter 52 Instrument 
Panel And Auxiliary Instrument Panel – 
Auxiliary Instrument Panel, Replacement")
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PARK BRAKE LEVER
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the auxiliary instrument panel assembly(Refer to"Chapter 52 Instrument 
Panel And Auxiliary Instrument Panel – Auxiliary Instrument Panel, Replacement")

2. Remove the park brake lever assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the park brake 

lamp switch.

(b). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the park   
  brake cable.
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(c). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the park 
  brake lever.

(d). Unscrew the adjustment nuts of the park 
  brake cable.
 (e). Remove the park brake lever assembly.

3. Install the park brake lever assembly
 (a). Install the park brake lever assembly.
 (b). Screw in the adjustment nuts of the park 

brake cable.
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(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the park brake 
  lever assembly.
 Torque : 24N•m

(d). Tighten the retaining bolts of the park brake 
  cable.
 

(e). Connect the connector of the park brake 
  lamp switch. 
4. Check and adjust the park brake lever 

travel (Refer to "Chapter 36 Park Brake-
Park Brake System, Adjustment")

5. Install the auxil iary instrument panel 
assembly(Refer to"Chapter 52 Instrument 
Panel And Auxiliary Instrument Panel- 
Auxiliary Instrument Panel, Replacement")
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PARK BRAKE CABLE
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the parking brake front cable assembly
(a). Disconnect the parking brake front cable assembly from the parking brake 

handle assembly.(Refer to "Chapter 36 Parking Brake- Parking Brake Handle, 
Replacement")

(b). Unscrew the fastening bolts of insulation 
  board and remove the insulation board.

(c). Disconnect the parking brake front cable 
 from the parking brake right rear cable 

assembly.
 (d). Remove the parking brake front cable.
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2. Remove the parking brake left rear cable 
  assembly
 (a). Remove the front fixing bracket of parking 

brake left rear cable.

(b). Remove the fixing clamps of parking brake  
  left rear cable assembly.
 (c). Disconnect the parking brake left rear cable 

assembly from the brake shoe.(Refer to 
"Chapter 36 Parking Brake- Parking Brake, 
Overhaul")

(d). Remove the snap rings and pull out the left 
 rear parking brake cable from the brake 

underplate. 
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3. Remove the parking brake right rear cable  
  assembly
 (a). Remove the front fixing bracket of parking 

brake right rear cable.

(b). Remove the fixing clamps of parking brake  
  right rear cable assembly. 
 (c). Disconnect the parking brake right rear 

cable assembly from the brake shoe. (Refer 
to "Chapter 36 Parking Brake- Parking 
Brake, Overhaul") 

(d). Remove the snap rings and pull out the left 
 rear parking brake cable from the brake 

underplate.

4. Install the parking brake left rear cable 
 assembly
 (a). Install the parking brake left rear cable 

assembly and install the snap rings in 
place.

 (b). Connect the parking brake left rear cable 
assembly with the brake shoe. (Refer to 
"Chapter 36 Parking Brake- Parking Brake, 
Overhaul")
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(c). Tighten the fixing clamp bolts of parking 
 brake cable.
 Torque : 9N•m

(d). Install the front fixing bracket of parking 
 brake left rear cable.
 (e). Connect the parking brake left rear cable 
 assembly with the parking brake front cable 

assembly.
 Torque : 24N•m

5. Install the parking brake right rear cable 
 assembly
 (a). Install the parking brake right rear cable 

assembly and install the snap rings in 
place.

 (b). Connect the parking brake right rear cable 
assembly with the brake shoe. (Refer to 
"Chapter 36 Parking Brake- Parking Brake, 
Overhaul")

(c). Tighten the fixing clamp bolts of parking 
 brake cable. 
 Torque : 9N•m
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(d). Install the front fixing bracket of parking 
 brake right rear cable.
 Torque : 24N•m
 (e). Connect the parking brake right rear cable 

assembly with the parking brake front cable 
assembly. 

6. Install the parking brake front cable assembly
 (a). Connect the parking brake front cable 

with the parking brake right rear cable 
assembly.

(b). Install the insulation board and install the 
 fastening bolts of insulation board. 
 Torque : 9N•m

7. Adjust the brake shoe clearance(Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake- Rear Brake, 
Overhaul")

8. Check and adjust the travel of parking brake handle (Refer to "Chapter 36 Parking 
Brake- Parking Brake System, Adjustment")
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PARKING BRAKE
OVERHAUL

1. Put the handle of parking brake to the lowest position
2. Remove the rear wheel (Refer to Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheels, 

Replacement)
3. Remove the rear wheel brakes (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake- Rear Wheel Brake, 

Overhaul")

4. Remove the rear brake drums
 (a). Lightly shake to remove the rear brake 

drums.
NOTICE:

The brake drums within the parking brake are 
also the brake discs of the service brake.

5. Remove the brake shoe spring
 (a). Remove the return spring of brake shoes. 

DANGER:
While removing the return spring of brake shoe, 
take cautions to prevent the accidental springback 
from causing personal injuries.
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(b). Remove the adjustment wheel of brake 
  shoe. 

NOTICE:
Adjust the adjustment wheel to the shortest length 
to ease the removal.

(c). Remove the fixing springs of brake shoe.

6. Remove the front brake shoe
 (a). Remove the locating lock pin of front brake 

shoe.
NOTICE:

• While removing the locating lock pin, rotate the 
slot of half shaft flange to the locating lock pin to 
ease the removal.

• Press the locating lock tab with a pair of nipper 
pliers and rotate to ensure that the slot is 
consistent with the locating lock pin.

 (b).  Remove the front brake shoe. 
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7. Remove the rear brake shoe
 (a). Remove the locating lock pin of rear brake 

shoe.
NOTICE:

• While removing the locating lock pin, rotate the 
slot of half shaft flange to the locating lock pin to 
ease the removal. 

• Press the locating lock tab with a pair of nipper 
pliers and rotate to ensure that the slot is 
consistent with the locating lock pin.

(b). Remove the parking brake cable.
 (c). Take down the rear brake shoe.

8. Check the thickness of brake shoe
 Standard value : 9mm
 Limit value : 2mm

Warning:
Replace the brake shoe when the thickness of the 
brake shoe reaches the maintenance limit. 
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9. Check the inside diameter of brake drum
 Standard value : Φ190mm

Warning:
Replace the brake drum when the inside diameter 
of brake drum is beyond the maintenance limit. 

10. Check for good contact between brake 
 drum and brake shoe
 (a). Apply chalk dust onto the inner surfaces 

of brake drum. Fit the brake shoe with the 
inner surface of brake drum. If the entire 
contact surface between brake shoe and 
brake drum is contaminated with chalk 
dust, it indicates the good contact between 
brake drum and brake shoe.

 (b). In event of poor contact between brake 
shoe and brake drum, check the brake 
drum and brake shoe and when necessary 
replace.

NOTICE:
The friction surfaces of the brake shoe and brake drum shall be free of contamination of oil 
dirt and lubricating grease.

11 . Install the rear brake shoe
 (a). Connect the parking brake cable to the rear 

brake shoe.
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(b). Install the rear brake shoe.
 (c). Install the locating lock pin of rear brake 

shoe.
NOTICE:

• While installing the locating lock pin, rotate the 
slot of half shaft flange to the locating lock pin to 
ease the installation.

• Pass the locating lock pin from the inside 
and press tightly with hand to ensure that the 
locating lock pin is aligned with the brake shoe 
as vertical as possible.

• Install the coil spring and locating lock tab. 
• Press the locating lock tab with a pair of nipper 

pliers and rotate it to the locking position. 

12 . Install the front brake shoe
 (a). Install the front brake shoe.
 (b). Install the locating lock pin of front brake 

shoe.
NOTICE:

• While installing the locating lock pin, rotate the 
slot of half shaft flange to the locating lock pin to 
ease the installation.

• Pass the locating lock pin from the inside 
and press tightly with hand to ensure that the 
locating lock pin is aligned with the brake shoe 
as vertical as possible.

• Install the coil spring and locating lock tab.
• Press the locating lock tab with a pair of nipper 

pliers and rotate it to the locking position.

 13. Install the brake shoe spring
 (a). Install the brake shoe rocker spring and 

brake shoe rocker. 
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(b). Install the brake shoe stopper.
 NOTICE:
Install the brake shoe stopper along the direction  
shown in the figure.

(c). Install the return spring of brake shoes.
Danger:

While installing the return spring of brake shoe, 
take cautions to prevent the accidental springback 
from causing personal injuries.

 (d).  Install the fixing springs of brake shoe.
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 (e). Install the adjustment wheel of brake shoe.

14. Install the rear brake drum
 (a). Install the rear brake drum onto the half 

shaft flange. 

 

15. Adjust the brake shoe clearance
 (a). Remove  the  rubbe r  p lug  f r om the 

adjustment hole of the brake shoe.
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(b). Rotate the adjustment wheel of brake shoe  
  to push out the brake shoe with brake shoe  
  adjustment wheel towards two sides.
 (c). When the brake shoe adjustment wheel 

can’t be rotated further, rotate for 3~5 
teeth towards the opposite direction. 

(d). Install the rubber plug from the adjustment  
  hole of the brake shoe.

16. Install the rear wheel brakes (Refer to "Chapter 35 Brake- Rear Wheel Brake, 
Overhaul")

17. Install the rear wheel (Refer to Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Rear Tire & Wheels, 
Replacement)

18. Check and adjust the travel of parking brake handle (Refer to "Chapter 36 Parking 
Brake- Parking Brake System, Adjustment")
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STEERING MECHANISM
NOTICES

1. During service, wear necessary protective equipments to avoid potential accident.
2. When replacing the parts, follow this manual and related safety rules.
3. This model is equipped with driver's airbag, so please follow the correct procedure 

when removing the steering wheel.
4. When servicing around any hot component, wait until it cools down before taking 

any action, or it may lead to burn.
5. After the engine is started, do not hold the steering wheel at the limit position for 

more than 5.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information.

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Heavy steering

1.Tire (insufficient pressure)
Chapter 33. Tire & wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
onboard checking

2.Steering oil (insufficient)
Chapter 38.  Power steer ing -  steer ing oi l , 
replacement

3.Steering knuckle (worn)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - steering knuckle, 
overhaul

4.Steering knuckle arm (worn)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - steering knuckle, 
overhaul

5.Suspension ball joint (worn)

Chapter 31. Front suspension - upper swring arm, 
replacement
Chapter 31. Front suspension - lower swring arm, 
replacement

6.Steering column (bent)
Chapter 37. Steering mechanism- steering column 
assembly, overhaul

7.Steering transmission shaft 
(distorted)

Chapter 37. Steering mechanism- steering transmission 
shaft assembly, overhaul

8.Steering gear (broken)
Chapter 38. Power steering - power steering 
system, onboard checking

9.Return pipe (blocked or 
leaking)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering pipe 
assembly, replacement

10.Steering oil pump belt (loose 
or slippery)

Chapter 38. Power steering - power steering 
system, onboard checking

11.Front wheel alignment 
(incorrect)

Chapter 31. Front suspension - front wheel 
alignment, adjustment
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Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Deviation

1.Steering oil (insufficient)
Chapter 38.  Power steer ing -  steer ing oi l , 
replacement

2. Tire (inconsistent pressure)
Chapter 33. Tire & wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
onboard checking

3.Steering knuckle (loose or 
worn)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - steering knuckle, 
overhaul

4.Steering knuckle arm (loose or 
worn)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - steering knuckle, 
overhaul

5.Steering column (loose or 
worn)

Chapter 37. Steering mechanism- steering column 
assembly, overhaul

6.Steering transmission shaft 
(loose or worn cardin joint)

Chapte r  37 .  S teer ing  mechan ism-  s tee r ing 
transmission shaft assembly, overhaul

7.Steering gear (loose or worn)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear 
assembly, overhaul

Insufficient 
return of 

steering wheel

1.Tire (insufficient pressure)
Chapter 33. Tire & wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
onboard checking

2.Steering oil pump belt (loose 
or slippery)

Chapter 38. Power steering - power steering 
system, onboard checking

3.Hydraulic return pipe 
(containing air)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering oil, discharge 
air and purify

4.Return oil hose (twisted or 
blocked)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering pipe 
assembly, replacement

5.Front wheel alignment 
(incorrect)

Chapter 31. Front suspension - front wheel 
alignment, adjustment

6.Steering column (bent)
Chapter 37. Steering mechanism- steering column 
assembly, overhaul

Insufficient 
return of 

steering wheel

7.Steering transmission shaft 
(distorted)

Chapte r  37 .  S teer ing  mechan ism-  s tee r ing 
transmission shaft assembly, overhaul

8.Steering oil pump (worn or 
broken)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering oil pump, 
replacement

9.Steering gear (broken)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear 
assembly, overhaul
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Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Too large free 
travel of steering 

wheel

1.Steering wheel (worn)
Chapter 37. Steering mechanism - steering wheel, 
replacement

2.Steering transmission shaft 
(worn cardin joint)

Chapte r  37 .  S teer ing  mechan ism-  s tee r ing 
transmission shaft assembly, overhaul

3.Steering knuckle (worn)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - steering 
knuckle,overhaul

4.Steering gear (loose or worn)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear 
assembly, overhaul

Abnormal noise

1.Steering oil (insufficient)
Chapter 38.  Power steer ing -  steer ing oi l , 
replacement

2.Hydraulic return pipe 
(containing air)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering oil, discharge 
air and purify

3.Steering knuckle (worn)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - steering 
knuckle,overhaul

4.Steering transmission shaft 
(worn)

Chapte r  37 .  S teer ing  mechan ism-  s tee r ing 
transmission shaft assembly, overhaul

5.Steering oil pump (worn or 
broken)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering oil pump, 
replacement

6.Steering gear (broken)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear 
assembly, overhaul

7.Hydraulic return pipe (blocked)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering pipe 
assembly, replacement
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PARTS DRAWING

1 Steering Wheel Retaining Nut 5 Steering Transmission Shaft, Upper

2 Steering Wheel 6 Steering Transmission Shaft, Lower

3 Steering Column Assembly 7 Steering Gear

4 Shield
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ONBOARD CHECKING

1. Check the steering wheel free travel
 (a). Keep the vehicle static.
 (b). Turn the steering wheel so that the front 

wheels point straight forward.

(c). Slowly turn the steering wheel on both 
 sides and check the free travel of the 

steering wheel.
  Free travel standard : ±5°
 If the free travel exceeds the limit, check 

related parts and components. (Refer 
to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - 
Steering Mechanism, Table Of Malfunction 
Symptoms")

2. Check the driving deviation
(a). Drive in a straight line along the central line of the trial drive road at 40 Km/h.
(b). Release the steering wheel and continue to drive 30 m straightforward.
(c). Measure the deviation over 30m.
 Left deviation standard: ＜ 0.15mm
 Right deviation standard: ＜ 0.15mm
 If the deviation exceeds the limit, it means the driving isn't straightforward.
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STEERING WHEEL
ADJUSTMENT

1. Adjust the steering wheel upward and 
 Downward
 (a). Pull the steering wheel lever.

(b). Hold the steering wheel and adjust its 
 position upward or downward.
  Adjusted stroke up and down : 4.16°

DANGER:
• Point the steering wheel to your chest, instead of 

head or neck.
• Ensure the steering wheel is more than 250 

mm away from your chest. (Refer to "Chapter 
53 Seat - Driver's/Front Passenger Seat, 
Adjustment")

• Don't take this action during driving.

(c). Restore the steering wheel lever.
NOTICE:

Ensure the steering wheel fixed firmly is fully 
secured without clearance.
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OVERHAUL

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Supplemental 
Restraint System, Notices")

2. Disconnect the positive and negative cables of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 
Starting & Charging - Battery, Replacement")

3. Remove the driver airbag (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - 
Driver Airbag, Replacement)

4. Remove the Steering Wheel
 (a). Unscrew the retaining nuts of the  steering  
  wheel.

NOTICE:
Store them carefully and don't lose them.

(b). Mark the steering shaft and the steering 
 wheel to facilitate assembly.

NOTICE:
Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

(c). Remove the steering wheel.
NOTICE:

Whi le removing the steer ing wheel ,  i t’s 
recommended not to rotate the clock spring. If the 
clock spring is already rotated, rotate the clock 
spring clockwise or counter-clockwise to the limit 
position (do not apply excessive force) and the 
rotate in opposite direction for approximate 3 
turns. 
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5. Check the Steering Wheel
(a). Check for warp or crack on the steering wheel edge and replace it if needed.
(b). Check the central spline of the steering wheel. If there is distortion or damage in two or  
 more teeth of the central spline, replace the steering wheel.

6. Install the Steering Wheel
 (a). Install the steering wheel as marked on the 

steering shaft and the steering wheel.
NOTICE:

• Install them as marked.
• Ensure the front wheel points forward.

(b). Tighten the retaining nuts of the steering  
  wheel.
  Torque :  30.6~37.4N•m

7. Install the driver airbag (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System -   
 Driver Airbag, Replacement)
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8. Check the steering wheel force
 (a). When the engine is off and measure the 

steering wheel force by pulling the outer 
edge of the steering wheel laterally with 
spring balance.

 Steering wheel force (engine off): < 200N
 If the steering wheel force exceeds the 

limit, check related parts and components. 
(Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism 
- Steering Mechanism, Table Of Malfunction 
Symptoms")

NOTICE:
Measure the steering wheel by turning it 80° from the central position on both sides.

9. Connect the positive and negative cables of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start 
& Charge - Battery, Replacement")

10. Check the indicator lamp of the airbag 
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COMBINATION SWITCH
PARTS DRAWING

1 Combination Switch Upper Cover 3 Combination Switch Lower Cover

2 Combination Switch Assembly 4 Bolt
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REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism  - Steering Mechanism, Notices")
2. Disconnect the positive and negative cables of the battery  (Refer to "Chapter 18   
 Starting & Charging - Battery, Replacement")
3. Remove the driver airbag (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System -   
 Driver Airbag, Replacement)
4. Remove the steering wheel (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism -  Steering  
 Wheel, Overhaul")

5. Remove the combiantion switch
 (a). Unscrew the cover retaining bolts.
 (b). Remove the combination switch upper 

cover and lower cover.

(c). Remove the clock spring.
NOTICE:

The clock spring is one non-repairable part. Do 
not break up or repair the clock spring.

(d). Disconnect the connectors of thecombination 
  switch.
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(e). Release the combination switch clip and 
  remove the switch.

6. Install the combination switch
 (a). Install the combination switch and install 

the combination switch clamps in place.

(b). Connect the connectors of the combination  
  switch.

(c). Install the clock spring.
NOTICE:

• Check for disorder or breakage of the flexible 
cables or damage on the surface insulation.

• Turn the rotator and ensure the flexible cables 
are steady without noise.

• The total rotation rounds of the rotator shall be 
no less than 5.
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(e). Remove the combination switch upper 
 cover and lower cover.Tighten the cover 

retaining bolts.

7. Centrally align the clock spring
(a). Make sure the ignition switch is in the "LOCK" position.
(b). Make sure the positive and negative cables of the battery are disconnected.

NOTICE:
Do not proceed with the operation within 90 seconds after the disconnection.

(c). Rotate the rotator counterclockwise by 
  hands until it can no longer move.

(d). Clockwise rotate the rotating body about  
  three laps.
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(e). Make the clock spring in the position shown 
  in the Fig. 

NOTICE：
New clock spring has been clamped in the middle 
position by a positioning clamp, just make sure 
the front wheel running in straightline position, 
without need centring.

8. Install the steering wheel (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism -Steering   
 Wheel, Overhaul")
9. Install the driver airbag (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System -   
 Driver Airbag, Replacement)
10. Connect the positive and negative cables of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18   
 Starting & Charging - Battery, Replacement")
11. Check airbag indicator lamp
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STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY
OVERHAUL

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Steering Mechanism, Notices")
2. Disconnect the positive and negative cables of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 

Starting & Charging - Battery, Replacement")
3. Remove the driver airbag (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - 

Driver Airbag, Replacement)
4. Remove the steering wheel (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Steering 

Wheel,Overhaul")
5. Remove the clock spring (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Combination 

Switch, Replacement")
6. Remove the combination switch assembly (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering 

Mechanism - Combination Switch, Replacement")

7. Remove the steering column assembly
 (a). Disconnect the ignition lock connector and 

immobilizer coil connector.

(b). Disconnect the harness fitted on the 
 steering column assembly.
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(c). Disconnect the harness fitted on the 
 steering column assembly.

NOTICE:
Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

(d). Unscrew the bolts connecting the steering 
 co lumn assembly  and the s teer ing 

transmission shaft.

(e). Unscrew the bolts connecting the lower 
 part of the steering column assembly 

and the steering column beam welded 
assembly.

(f). Unscrew the bolts connecting the upper 
 part of the steering column assembly and 

the steering column beam welded 
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(g). Remove the steering column assembly.
NOTICE:

When storing the steering column assembly, wrap 
the upper and lower spline shafts with rubber 
cover or soft cloth, or they may be damaged.

(h). Use a drill bit to drill a hole in diameter of 
 less than 0.5mm in the center of the 

fastening bolt, unscrew the fastening bolts 
with a broken bolt extractor, and remove 
the ignition lock.

NOTICE;
The fastening bolts of the ignition lock are of one-
time bolt. Make sure to replace with new bolts at 
the time of reinstallation.

8. Check the steering column assembly
(a). Check the spline shaft.

• Check for rust, damage or crack on the upper and lower spline shafts of the 
steering column assembly.

• Check for distortion or damage on two or more teetch of the spline shaft.
 If any, replace a new steering column assembly.

(b). Check the Steering Column.
• Check for distortion or crack on the steering column and replace it if needed.

9. Install the steering column assembly
 (a). Install the ignition lock and unscrew the 

ignition lock retaining bolts until the hex 
nuts fall off.

NOTICE;
During tightening, tighten two bolts uniformly to 
prevent the deflection of pressure plate.
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(b). Install the steering column assembly and 
 tighten the bolts connecting the upper part 

of the steering column assembly and the 
steering column beam welded assembly.

 Torque :  25~30 N•m

(c). Tighten the bolts connecting the lower
 part of the steering column assembly 

and the steering column beam welded 
assembly.

  Torque : 25~30N•m

(d). Connect the steering transmission shaft 
 and the steering column assembly as  

marked.
NOTICE:

Install them as marked.

(e). Tighten the bolts connecting the steering 
 co lumn assembly  and the s teer ing 

transmission shaft.
  Torque : 25~30N•m
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(f). Connect the harness fitted on the steering  
  column assembly.

NOTICE
Check for damage on the harness and replace it if 
necessary.

(g). Connect the ignition lock connector and 
 immobilizer coil connector.

10. Install the combination switch assembly (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism- 
Combination Switch, Replacement")

11. Install the clock spring (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Combination 
Switch, Replacement")

12. Install the steering wheel (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Steering 
Wheel, Overhaul")

13. Install the driver airbag (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - 
Driver Airbag, Replacement)

14. Connect the positive and negative cables of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 
Starting & Charging - Battery, Replacement")
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STEERING TRANSMISSION SHAFT
OVERHAUL

1. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,  
 Replacement")

2. Remove the steering transmission shaft 
(a). Mark the connection between the steering 

transmissionshaft and the steering gear.
NOTICE:

Ensure the marks are clear and visible.

(b). Unscrew the bolts connecting the steering 
 transmission shaft and the  steering gear.

(c). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the steering 
 transmission shaft shield.
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(d). Mark the steering column assembly and 
 the steering transmission shaft to  facilitate 

assembly.
NOTICE:

Ensure the marks are clear and visibl.

(e). Unscrew the bolts connecting the steering 
 co lumn assembly  and the s teer ing 

transmission shaft.

(f). Remove the steering transmission shaft.
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3. Check the steering transmission shaft
(a). Check for distortion on the steering transmission shaft.
 If any, replace a new steering transmission shaft.
(b). Check the spline shaft, spline sleeve and cardin fork joint.

• Check for rust, damage or crack on the spline shaft, spline sleeve and cardin fork 
joint spline.

• Check for distortion or damage on two or more teetch of the spline shaft.
  If any, replace the steering column assembly.
(c). Check the steering transmission shaft cardin joint.

• Check the cardin joint bearing.
• Check the functioning of the bearing seal and the sealing cup.
• Check for partial abrasion and crack on the cardin joint cross shaft journal.
• Check whether the cardin joint rotates smoothly.

 If any of the above malfunction symptoms, replace a new steering transmission   
 shaft.

• Check the clearance between the cross shaft bearing and the shaft journal.
 Clearance: ≤ 0.2mm
 If the clearance exceeds the limit, replace the steering transmission shaft.

4. Install the steering transmission shaft
 (a). Install the steering transmission shaft and 

connect the steering transmission shaft and 
the steering column assembly as marked.

  Torque : 25~30N•m

(b). Tighten the bolts connecting the steering 
 co lumn assembly  and the s teer ing 

transmission shaft.
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(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the steering 
 transmission shaft shield.
  Torque : 9~11N•m

(d). Connect the steering transmission shaft 
 and the steering gear as marked.

(e). Tighten the bolts connecting the steering 
 transmission shaft and the steering gear.
  Torque : 25~30N•m

5. Install the front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire& Wheel,   
 Replacement")
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POWER STEERING SYSTEM
NOTICES
1. Notices on power steering system
(a). After the engine is started, do not hold the steering wheel at the limit position for 

more than 5s, in order to prevent damaging the steering oil pump.
(b). Don't use the steering oil pump without power steering fluid, or it may damage the 

steering oil pump.
(c). Pay attention to the service and maintenance of the power steering system.
2. Maintenance notices on power steering system
(a). During service, wear necessary protective equipments to avoid potential accident.
(b). When servicing around any hot component, wait until it cools down before taking 

any action, or it may lead to burn.
(c). Once the steering oil pipe is disconnected, seal it immediately to prevent impurities 

from entering the pipe.
(d). When disassembling the steering system, don't touch the power steering fluid.
(e). Use the authorized steering oil and don't mix it with other products.
 Steering oil : ATF- Ⅲ
(f). The steering oil in the steering gear shall be replaced after the first 3,000Km 

and every 20,000Km later.(Refer to "Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering Oil, 
Replacement")

(g). Regularly check the level of the steering oil can, at least every 5,000km. (Refer to 
"Chapter 38 Power Steering - Power Steering System, Onboard Checking")

(h). Regularly check the steering system, at least every 5,000km.
•Check for loose or relaxed connection.
•Check the steering functioning.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information.

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Consistent 
deviation towards 

one side. 
Cannot drive 

straghtforward

1. Steering oil (insufficient)
Chapter 38.  Power steer ing -  steer ing oi l , 
replacement

2. Tire (inconsistent pressure)
Chapter 33. Tire & wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
onboard checking

3. Steering knuckle (loose or 
worn)

Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - steering knuckle, 
overhaul

4. Steering column (loose or 
worn)

Chapter 37. Steering mechanism- steering column 
assembly,overhaul

5. Steering transmission shaft 
(loose or worn cardin joint)

Chapter 37. Steering mechanism- steering transmission 
shaft assembly, overhaul

6. Steering gear (loose or worn)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear 
assembly, overhaul

Insufficient 
return of 

steering wheel

1. Tire (insufficient pressure)
Chapter 33. Tire & wheel - tire & wheel assembly, 
onboard checking

2. Steering oil pump belt (loose 
or slippery)

Chapter 38. Power steering - power steering 
system, onboard checking

3. Hydraulic return pipe (containing 
air)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering oil, discharge 
air and purify

4. Return oil hose (twisted or 
blocked)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering pipe 
assembly, replacement

5. Front wheel alignment 
    (incorrect)

Chapter 31. Front suspension - front wheel 
alignment, adjustment

6. Steering column (bent)
Chapter 37. Steering mechanism- steering column 
assembly, overhaul

7. Steering transmission shaft 
(distorted)

Chapter 37. Steering mechanism- steering transmission 
shaft assembly, overhaul

8. Steering oil pump (worn or  
    broken)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering oil pump, 
replacement

9. Steering gear (broken)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear assembly, 
overhaul
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Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Too large free 
travel of steering 

wheel

1. Steering wheel spline (worn)
Chapter 37. Steering mechanism - steering wheel, 
replacement

2. Steering transmission shaft 
(worn cardin joint)

Chap te r  37 .  S teer ing  mechan ism-  s tee r ing 
transmission shaft assembly, overhaul

3. Steering gear ball joint (worn)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear 
assembly, overhaul

4. Steering gear (loose or worn)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear 
assembly, overhaul

Abnormal noise 
in the system

1. Steering oil (insufficient)
Chapter 38.  Power steer ing -  steer ing oi l , 
replacement

2. Hydraulic return pipe (containing 
air)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering oil, discharge 
air and purify

3. Steering knuckle (worn)
Chapter 34. Axle & transmission shaft - steering knuckle, 
overhaul

4. Steering transmission shaft 
    (worn)

Chap te r  37 .  S teer ing  mechan ism-  s tee r ing 
transmission shaft assembly, overhaul

5. Steering oil pump (worn or   
    broken)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering oil pump, 
replacement

6. Steering gear (broken)
Chapter 38. Power steering - steering gear 
assembly, overhaul

7. Hydraulic return pipe 
    (blocked)

Chapter 38. Power steering - steering pipe 
assembly, replacement
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PARTS DRAWING

1 Steering Oil Can Assembly 5 Steering Gear

2 Hollow Bolt 6
Steering Oil Can Assembly - Steering 
Gear Pipe

3 High Pressure Steering Oil Pipe 7
Steering Oil Can Assembly - Steering 
Oil Pump Pipe

4 Steering Oil Pump 8 Tubing connector
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ONBOARD CHECKING

1. Check the belt of the steering oil pump 
 (a). Visually check for overly wear of the 

steering oil pump belt and damage of 
connection.

 If any, replace a new steering oil pump belt.
NOTICE:

Crack on the edge of the edge is normal. 
However, if any peeling, replace a new belt.
 (b). Check the deflection of the steering oil 

pump belt.
 Press the center of the belt at 98N with 

an analyzer, check the belt deflection and 
adjust it if needed.

DANGER:
During the operation, ensure the engine is off.

2. Check the steering oil level
(a). Park the vehicle on a flat road.

(b). Check the steering oil level.
NOTICE:

Check whether the level is within the scale of the 
oil dipstick.

• Fill up the steering oil if needed.(Refer 
to"Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering 
Oil, Replacement")

  Steering oil : ATF- Ⅲ

(c). Start the engine in idling.
 (d). Turn the steering wheel for several times 

within the extreme positions on both 
sides, in order to increase the steering oil 
temperature.

WARNING:
Stay no more than 5 seconds when the steering 
wheel is at the extreme position, or it may damage 
the steering oil pump.
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(e). Check for cloudiness or bubble in the 
 steering oil.
 If any, discharge air from the steering oil.

(Refer to"Chapter 38 Power Steering - 
Steering Oil, Discharge Air And Purify")

(f). Keep the engine idling and check the    
 steering oil level.

NOTICE:
Check whether the level is within the scale of the 
oil dipstick.
 (g). Switch off the engine, wait for 5 minutes 

and check the steering oil level again.
NOTICE:

Check whether the level is within the scale of the 
oil dipstick.

(h). Compare the steering oil levels acquired in  
  Steps (f) and (g).
 Increase of steering oil level : ≤ 5 mm 

If the increase exceeds the limit, discharge 
air from the steering oil.(Refer to"Chapter 
38  Power  S tee r ing  -  S tee r ing  O i l , 
Discharge Air And Purify")

(i). Finally check the steering oil level  and fill it  
  up if needed.
  Steering oil : ATF- Ⅲ
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3. Check the steering oil pressure
 (a). Disconnect the connection between the 

high pressure pipe and the steering gear.

(b). Connect the steering oil pressure  gauge as 
 illustrated.

WARNING:
• Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.
• Ensure the valve of the pressure gauge is open.
• Make sure to tighten all joint nuts and do not 

align any joint to any person. 
 (c). Discharge air from the steering oil.(Refer 

to"Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering 
Oil, Discharge Air And Purify")

(d). Start the engine in idling.
 (e). Turn the steering wheel for several times 

within the extreme positions on both 
sides, in order to increase the steering oil 
temperature.

  Steering oil temperature : -40~120 ℃
WARNING:

Stay no more than 5 seconds when the steering 
wheel is at the extreme position, or it may damage 
the steering oil pump.

NOTICE:
Lift the vehicle so that the front wheels LH and 
RH leave the ground simultaneously.
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(f). Keep the engine idling, close the valve of  
  the pressure gauge and read the steering  
  oil pressure.
  Standard : 8.5 MPa

WARNING:
• Turn off the valve for no more than 5 seconds.
• Pay attention to the steering oil temperature and 

avoid overheating.

(g). Keep the engine idling, open the valve of 
 the pressure gauge and read the values of 

the steering oil pressure at 1,000 rpm and 
3,000 rpm respectively.

WARNING:
Don't turn the steering wheel.

(h). Keep the engine idling and the valve of the 
 pressure gauge open. Read the value of 

the steering oil pressure when the steering 
wheel is turned to the extreme position.

  Pressure : 8.5 ± 0.5MPa
WARNING:

• Stay no more than 5 seconds when the steering 
wheel is at the extreme position.

• Pay attention to the steering oil temperature and 
avoid overheating.

(i). Disconnect the connection between the 
 steering oi l  pressure gauge and the 

steering oil pipe.
WARNING:

Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.
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(j). Connect the high pressure pipe to the 
 s teer ing gear  p ipe and t igh ten the 

connection.
  Torque :  33~42N•m

WARNING:
Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.
 (k). Discharge air from the steering oil. (Refer 

to"Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering 
Oil, Discharge Air And Purify")

4. Check the steering wheel force
 (a). Turn the steering wheel so that the front 

wheels point straight forward.

(b). Start the engine in idling. Turn the steering 
 wheel for several times within the extreme 

positions on both sides, in order to increase 
the steering oil temperature.

(c). Park the vehicle on a clean and dry road 
 and keep it idling.
 Mount a spring balance onto the steering 

wheel, pull it as illustrated and read the 
value when the wheels start to rotate.

 Steering wheel force (engine idling) : ≤ 50 N 
NOTICE:

Before the test, adjust the tire pressure to the 
standar.
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5. Before the test, adjust the tire pressure to the standar
(a). Drive in a straight line along the central line of the trial drive road at 40 km/h.
(b). Release the steering wheel and continue to drive 30m straightforward.
(c). Measure the deviation distance within 30m.
 Left deviation : ≤ 0.15m
 Right deviation : ≤ 0.15m
 If the deviation exceeds the limit, it means the driving isn't straight forward.
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STEERING OIL
REPLACEMENT
1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 38 Power Steering - Power Steering System,Notices")

2. Drain the steering oil
 (a). Unscrew and remove the steering oil cap.

WARNING:
Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.
(b). Lift up the vehicle.
 (c). Remove the engine base plate. (Refer to 

"Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Stabilizer 
Bar, Replacement")

(d). Release the clip and disconnect the low 
 pressure pipe from the steering gear.

NOTICE:
Collect the steering oil with a container, to avoid 
contaminating the vehicle and the environment.

WARNING:
Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.

(e). Start the engine in idling and drain the
 steering oil.
 (f). Turn the steering wheel for several times 

within the extreme positions on both sides, 
in order to drain up the steering oil.

WARNING:
• This process shall take no more than 10 

seconds, or it may damage the steering oil 
pump.

• Stay no more than 5 seconds when the steering 
wheel is at the extreme position, or it may 
damage the steering oil pump.

 (g). Turn off the engine.
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3. Fill up the steering oil
 (a). Connect the low pressure oil pipe.

WARNING:
Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.

(b). Fill up the steering oil can.

(c). Start the engine in idling.
 (d). Turn the steering wheel for several times 

within the extreme positions on both sides, 
until the steering oil level in the oil can no 
longer drops and there is no bubble.

WARNING:
Stay no more than 5 seconds when the steering 
wheel is at the extreme position, or it may damage 
the steering oil pump.
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(e). Check the steering oil level and top it up if 
 needed. (Refer to "Chapter 38 Power 

Steer ing -  Power Steer ing System, 
Onboard Checking")

 Steering oil : ATF- Ⅲ
NOTICE:

Check whether the level is within the scale of the 
oil dipstick.

(f). Install the steering oil cap.
NOTICE:

• Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.
• Check for leakage in the steering gear pipe.

 (g). Ensure  there  i s  no  leakage a t  the     
connection of the steering oil pipe.

 (h). Turn off the engine.
 (i). Install the engine base plate. (Refer to 

"Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Stabilizer 
Bar, Replacement")

 (j). Lower the vehicle.
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DISCHARGE AIR AND PURIFY
1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 38 Power Steering - Power Steering System,Notices")

2. Air release
 (a). Screw off the steering oil tank cover and 

take it down
NOTICE:

Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.
 (b). Raise the vehicle till both left and right 

wheels leave the ground

(c). Start the engine and put it into idle running.
 (d). Turn the steering wheel to both extreme 

positions for several times. 
WARNING:

Stay no more than 5 seconds when the steering 
wheel is at the extreme position, or it may damage 
the steering oil pump.
 (e). Turn off the engine.

(f). Check the steering oil for turbidity and air  
  bubbles. 

•If the steering oil is turbid or contains air 
bubbles, repeat the above operation.

NOTICE:
If the air release operation is repeated for several 
times due to turbidity and air bubbles of the 
steering oil, check the circuit for leakage. 
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(g). Check the steering oil level and top it up if 
 needed. (Refer to "Chapter 38 Power 

Steer ing -  Power Steer ing System, 
Onboard Checking")

 Steering oil : ATF- Ⅲ

(h). Install the steering oil cap.
 (i). Lower the vehicle.

3. Purification
(a). Raise the vehicle till both left and right wheels leave the ground.
(b). Start the engine and put it into idle running. 
(c). Turn the steering wheel to both extreme positions for several times.

WARNING:
Stay no more than 5 seconds when the steering wheel is at the extreme position, or it may 
damage the steering oil pump.
(d). Check the steering circuit for abnormal noise. 
(e). If there is any abnormal noise in the steering hydraulic system, release the air 

from the steering oil. （Refer to “Chapter 38 Power steering - Air release and 
purification, steering oil” ）

(f). Repeat the operation till the abnormal noise is eliminated. Right high-tone 
 loudspeaker assembly 
(g). Turn off the engine.
(h). Lower the vehicle.
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STEERING OIL PUMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

WARNING:
• Since the steering oil pump is a precise component, don't disassemble or overhaul it 

without authorization.
• If damaged, replace a new steering oil pump assembly.
• Plug the disconnected steering oil pipe to prevent impurities from entering the pipe.
• Collect the steering oil from the pipe with a container, to avoid contaminating the vehicle 

and the environment.

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 38 Power Steering - Power Steering System,Notices")

fuwx38014

2. Remove the steering oil pump
 (a). Disconnect the oil inlet pipe of the steering 

oil pump.

(b). Screw off the hollow bolt, and disconnect 
  the steering oil pump outlet pipe.
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fuwx38016

(c). Remove the steering oil pump belt.

fuwx38017

(d). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the steering 
 oil pump belt pulley and remove the pulley.

fuwx38018

(e). Unscrew the front retaining bolts of the 
 steering oil pump.

(f). Unscrew the rear retaining bolts of the 
 steering oil pump.
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(g). Remove the steering oil pump.

3. Install the steering oil pump
 (a). Install the steering oil pump and tighten the 

rear retaining bolts of the steering oil pump.
 Torque : 20~25 N•m

fuwx38018

(b). Tighten the front retaining bolts of the 
 steering oil pump.
  Torque : 20~25 N•m

fuwx38017

(c). Install the steering oil pump belt pulley and  
  tighten the retaining bolts of the steering oil  
  pump.
  Torque：20~25N•m
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fuwx38016

(d). Refit the steering oil pump belt.

(e). Refit the steering oil pump outlet pipe, and 
  tighten the hollow bolt.
  Torque:80~100N•m

NOTICE:
When installing the oil pump, replace two gaskets 
at the connection between the hollow bolts and 
the oil pipe.

fuwx38014

(f). Connect the oil inlet pipe of the steering oil 
 pump.

4. Fill up the steering oil (Refer to "Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering Oil, 
Replacement")
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STEERING PIPE ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Drain the steering oil can with fluid recovery device
2. Remove the engine base plate (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Stabilizer  
 Bar, Replacement")

3. Remove the steering oil pipe assembly
 (a). Remove the plastic tape around the pipe.

(b). Remove the clip and disconnect the 
 connection to the steering oil can.

fuwx38014

(c). Remove the clip and remove the  steering  
  oil pump oil inlet pipe.
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(d). Unscrew the hollow bolts of the steering  oil 
 pipe.

(e). Disconnect the pipe connected to the 
 steering gear.

(f). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the left pipe  
  clamp. 
 

(g). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the right pipe 
 clamp and remove the high pressure oil 

pipe and the return pipe.
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4. Install the steering oil pump assembly
 (a). Install the high pressure oil pipe and the 

return pipe and tighten the retaining bolts 
of the right pipe clamp.

(b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the left pipe  
  clamp.

(c). Tighten the retaining nuts of the oil pipe.
  Torque : 35~40N•m

(d). Tighten the hollow bolts of the steering oil  
  pipe.
  Torque : 80~100N•m

NOTICE:
When installing the oil pump, replace two gaskets 
at the connection between the hollow bolts and 
the oil pipe.
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(e). Install the pipe connected to the steering 
 oil can and tighten the retaining bolts of the 

pipe clamp.
 

(f). Install the steering oil inlet pipe and tighten  
  the retaining bolts of the pipe clamp.

(g). Use a new tape to fit the steering oil pipe.
NOTICE:

After installation, ensure there is no interference 
between the steering oil pipe and other parts.

5. Fill up the steering oil (Refer to"Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering Oil,  
Replacement")

6. Install the engine base plate (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Stabilizer 
Bar, Replacement")
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STEERING GEAR ASSEMBLY
OVERHAUL

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 38 Power Steering - Power Steering System,Notices")
2. Remove the front wheels (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel,  
 Replacement")
3. Drain the steering oil (Refer to"Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering Oil,  

Replacement")

4. Remove the front axle base plate
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the front axle 

base plate.

(b). Remove the front axle base plate.

5. Restore the steering wheel
 (a). Turn the steering wheel so that the front 

wheels point straight forward.
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6. Disassemble the steering gear ball joint
 (a). Remove the split pin and unscrew the 

retaining nuts of the steering ball joint.

(b). Disengage the steering gear tie rod ball 
 joint from the steering knuckle with a ball 

joint remover.

7. Disconnect the steering oil pipe
 (a). Disconnect the pipe connected to the 

steering gear.
NOTICE:

Keep it clean and avoid any dirt or impurity.

8. Disconnect the Connection between the  
 Steering
 (a). Mark the steering transmission shaft and 

the steering gear to facilitate assembly.
NOTICE:

Ensure the marks are clear and visible.
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(b). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the steering 
 transmission shaft.

9. Remove the steering gear
 (a). Remove the steering gear retaining bolt.

(b). Remove the steering gear.
NOTICE:

• The steering gear assembly is a high precision 
part and is of safety part. Do not break up or 
maintain without permission.

• If damaged, replace the steering gear assembly. 
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10. Check the steering gear assembly
(a). Check for crack on the steering gear. If any, replace the steering gear assembly.

With a contact mark no

greater than 3/4 of the

ball joint pin length.

fuwx38036

(b). Check the contact mark between the 
 steering gear ball joint and the steering 

knuckle arm.
 Evenly apply red lead powder on the 

steering gear ball joint pin and inside the 
mounting hole of the steering knuckle arm.
Insert the steering gear ball joint pin into 
the mounting hole of the steering knuckle 
arm and then remove it. Check the contact 
mark.

 Standard : Even contact, with a contact 
mark no greater than 3/4 of the ball joint 
pin length.

 If greater than 3/4 of the ball joint pin, 
replace a new steering gear assembly 
and a new steering knuckle arm.(Refer 
to"Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering 
Gear Assembly, Overhaul"，"Chapter 
34 Axle & Transmission Shaft - Steering 
Knuckle,Overhaul")

(c). Check the dust cover on the two ends of 
 steering gear.

NOTICE:
If the dust cover is damaged, replace the Rubber 
sleeve in time, to prevent wear and tear of the 
steering gear.

11. Install the steering gear
 (a). Install the steering gear and tighten the 

retaining bolts of the steering gear.
 Torque : 110~130N•m
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12. Connect the steering transmission shaft
 (a). Install the steering transmission shaft as 

marked.

(b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the steering  
  transmission shaft.
  Torque : 25~30N•m

13. Connect the pipe
 (a). Tighten the nuts connecting the steering 

gear connection.
  Torque : 33~42N•m

14. Install the steering gear ball joint
 (a). Install the steering gear ball joint and 

tighten the retaining nuts.  
 Torque : 84~100N•m
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(b). Install a new split pin.

15. Install the front axle base plate
 (a). Install the front axle base plate.

(b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the front axle  
  base plate.      
  Torque : 20~25N•m

16. Install the front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & Wheel, 
Replacement")

17. Fill up the steering oil (Refer to"Chapter 38 Power Steering - Steering Oil, 
Replacement")

18. Check and adjust the front wheel alignment (Refer to"Chapter 31 Front Suspension- 
Front Wheel Alignment, Adjustment")
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STEERING OIL CAN
REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 38 Power Steering - Power Steering System,Notices")
2. Drain the steering oil can with fluid recovery device

3. Remove the steering oil can
 (a). Remove the cl ip and disconnect the 

connection to the steering oil can.
NOTICE:

Plug the disconnected steering system pipe to 
prevent impurities from entering the pipe.

(b). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the  steering 
 oil can bracket and remove the steering oil 

can assembly.

(c). Cock the clip and upward remove the 
 steering oil can.
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4. Install the steering oil can
 (a). Install the steering oil can bracket in place.

(b). Install the steering oil can assembly and 
 tighten the retaining bolts of the steering oil 

can.

(c). Connect the pipe and tighten the retaining 
 bolts of the pipe clamp.

5. Fill up the steering oil (Fill up the steering oil."Chapter 38. Power steering - steering 
oil, replacement")
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HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

1. Vehicle heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) system is designed to cool, 
heat and ventilate the air inside the vehicle and to melt the frost and mist on the 
windscreen. It offers theoccupants with a comfort environment, minimizes driver's 
fatigue and ensures driving safety.

2. The heating and air conditioning system includes condenser, A/C compressor, 
expansion valve, fan filter screen, HVAC assembly, A/C control panel assembly, A/C 
pipeline, and heater pipeline.

NOTICES

1. When servicing the A/C system, ensure the environment and tools are neat.
2. Before the service, disconnect the negative battery cable.
3. When operating the refrigerant, ensure personal protection and avoid contacting or 

inhaling the refrigerant.
4. When overhauling the A/C pipe, keep the workspace well ventilated. Don't weld any 

A/C pipe containing refrigerant.
5. If disconnected, seal the A/C pipe with a plug and prevent moisture in the air from 

entering the system.
6 . Don't directly discharge the refrigerant into the air. Collect it with specialized 

equipment and dispose it as required.
7. Store the container with refrigerant in a cool area, free of sun exposure and high 

temperature, or it may lead to expansion and even explosion.
8. Flammable mixture may occur if the compressed air is blended with the refrigerant.
9. Work with specialized equipments according to the type of the refrigerant.
10. Before topping up the refrigerant, vacuum the system for 5-30 minutes.
11. Store the refrigerant and coolant as required and prevent the moisture in the air or 

other impurities from entering the storage. Don't use any coolant that is not sealed 
during storage or any expired coolant.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information.

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

No cooling

Fuse (damaged) —

A/C belt (too loose)
Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - A/C compressor, 
replacement

Refrigerant (inadequate) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - coolant, onboard checking

Compressor (defective)
Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - A/C compressor, 
replacement

Expansion valve (defective) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - heater, replacement

Condensor (blocked) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - condensor, replacement

A/C pipe (blocked) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - A/C pipe, replacement

Operating mechanism assembly 
(defective)

Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - operating mechanism 
assembly, replacement

Inadequate pressure in cooling 
system

Chapter 41 Heating & A/C system - coolant, checking

Abnormal noise 
in HVAC system

Compressor belt (slippery, 
aging)

Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - A/C compressor, 
replacement

Component parts (loose)
Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - A/C compressor, 
replacement

Compressor bearing (broken)
Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - A/C compressor, 
replacement

Blower (defective) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - blower, replacement

No or insufficient 
heating

Blower (broken) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - blower, replacement

Blower relay (broken) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - blower, replacement

Heating ventilation pipe
 (disconnected)

Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - dashboard ventilation 
pipe, replacement

Coolant (insufficient or blocked) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - evaporator, replacement

No or insufficient 
heating

Heating fin (distorted) Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - heater, replacement

Heating pipe (blocked)
Chapter 41 Heating & A/C - heating water pipe, 
replacement
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PARTS DRAWING

1
Type B worm transmission type hose 
hoop

6 Front electric air-conditioning assembly

2 Heater water hose assembly 7
Cross recessed pan head tapping 
screw and flat washer assembly

3 Hexagonal flange nut 8
Rear pipe car body through-hole 
plug cover

4 Heater water hose 1 9 Large washer

5 Heater water hose 2 10
Evaporator drip tube through-hole 
rubber ring
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ONBOARD CHECKING

Item Content & 
Target

Schedule

Daily 6 months or first 
5,000km

1 2  m o n t h s  o r 
first 10,000km

Piping

Poor fitting, with 
gap

— ○ ○

Loose connection 
or nut

○ ○ —

Bolt
Loose, with gap, 

disconnected
— ○ ○

Belt
Worn, damaged,

cracking
— ○ ○

Condenser
Fin broken — — ○

Blocked ○ ○ ○

A / C  s w i t c h  & 
temperature

 control

Startup 
temperature

control check, 
blowing volume

○ — ○

Air vent switching — — —

Leakage at pipe 
connection

○ ○ —

Refrigerant 
leakage 

(including 
coolant)

Leakage in parts  
(compressor, 
condensor, 
evaporator, 

expansion valve 
& etc.)

— — ○

Coolant volume 
(access hole)

Check coolant 
volume

○ — ○

Noise (working)
Compressor — ○ —

Pulley idling — ○ —

Compressor 
working regularly

Check compressor 
performance

— ○ —
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1. Compressor assembly with electromagnetic clutch
(a). Connect the positive terminal of the compressor to that of the battery and the 

negative terminal of the compressor to the body grounding.
(b). Check whether the magnetic clutch is closed.
 If not, replace the compressor assembly.
2. Heater
 Add some coolant into the heater and check for leakage.
3. A/C Pipe
 Leakage test: Fill the pipes with dry helium, with 3.5 MPa in the high-pressure pipe 

and 1.67 MPa in the low-pressure pipe. Immerse the pipes in water for 5 minutes 
and check for bubbles.

4. Evaporator
 Leakage test: Inject the pressure of 1.67 MPa into the evaporator, immerse it in 

water for 5 minutes and check bubbles.
5. Condenser
 Leakage test: Inject the pressure of 3.5 MPa into the condenser, immerse it in water 

for 3 minutes and check bubbles.
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INSTRUMENT PANEL AIR PASSAGE
PREPLACEMENT

1. Remove the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel & Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel -  Instrument Panel, Replacement")

2. Remove the a/c vent pipe assembly
 (a). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the left of 

the A/C vent pipe assembly.

(b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the right of 
  the A/C vent pipe assembly.
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(c). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the center 
  of the A/C vent pipe assembly.Remove the  
  A/C vent pipe assembly.

3. Remove the defrost pipe
 (a). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the defrost 

pipe RH and remove the pipe.

(b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the defrost 
  pipe LH and remove the pipe.
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(c). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the central 
 defrost pipe.Remove the central defrost  

pipe.

4. Install the defrost pipe
 (a). Install the central defrost pipe and ighten 

the fastening  bolts of the central defrost 
pipe.

(b). Install the defrost pipe LH and tighten the 
  fastening  bolts of the defrost pipe LH.
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(c). Tighten the fastening  bolts of the central 
  defrost pipe.

5. Install the a/c vent pipe assembly
 (a). Install the A/C vent pipe assembly and 

tighten the fastening  bolts at the center of 
the A/C vent pipe assembly.

(b). Install and tighten the fastening  bolts at 
  the right of the A/C vent pipe assembly.
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(c). Install and tighten the fastening bolts at 
  the left of the A/C vent pipe assembly.

6. Install the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel & Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")
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HEATING WATER PIPE
REPLACEMENT

NOTICE:
The replacement method is same for all heater water pipes. The section below takes the 
heater water inlet pipe for instance to describe the replacement.

1. Drain the coolant (Refer to "Chapter 16 Cooling - Coolant, Replacement")

2. Remove the heating water pipe assembly 
 (a). Loosen the clamp screws on two sides of 

the heater water inlet pipe and pull out the 
rear heater water inlet pipe.

NOTICE:
While pulling out the heater water pipe, take 
cautions to prevent the coolant from splashing on 
your body.

3. Install the rear heater water inlet pipe
 (a). Install the rear heater water inlet pipe and 

tighten the clamp screws on two sides of 
the heater water inlet pipe. 

4. Fill up the coolant (Refer to "Chapter 16 Cooling - Coolant,Replacement")
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HEATER WATER PIPE SOLENOID VALVE
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Drain the coolant (Refer to "Chapter 16 Cooling - Coolant, Replacement")

3. Remove the heater water pipe solenoid 
  valve
 (a). Disconnect the connector of heater water 

pipe solenoid valve.

 (b). Loosen the heater water pipe clamp screws 
 of solenoid valve and pull out the heater  

water pipe.
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 (c). Remove the fastening bolts of solenoid 
  valve and take down the solenoid valve.

4. Install the heater water pipe solenoid valve
 (a). Install the solenoid valve and tighten the 

fastening bolts.

 (b). Install the heater water pipe and tighten
  the heater water pipe clamp screws.
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 (c). Connect the connector of heater water pipe 
  solenoid valve.

5. Fill up the coolant (Refer to "Chapter 16 Cooling - Coolant,Replacement")
6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 

Battery, Replacement")
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HEATER
PREPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Drain the coolant (Refer to "Chapter 16 Cooling - Coolant, Replacement")
3. Collect the refrigerant (Refer to "Chapter 41 Heating and A/C System - Refrigerant,  
 Replacement")

4. Remove the heater water inlet & outlet 
  pipes
 (a). Loose the clip and disconnect the heating 

water inlet and outlet pipes.

5. Remove the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel & Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel -  Instrument Panel, Replacement")

6. Remove the steering column beam welded assembly (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering 
Mechanism - Steering Column Assembly, Replacement")

7. Remove the hvac assembly
 (a). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the A/C 

pipe clamp and disconnect the pipe.
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(b). Unscrew the fastening  nuts at the left of 
  the HVAC assembly.

(c). Unscrew the fastening  nuts at the right of  
  the HVAC assembly.

(d). Remove the water outlet assembly.
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(e). Remove the HVAC assembly.

8. Remove the heater assembly
 (a). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the front of 

the heater assembly.

(b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the left of  
  the  heater assembly.
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(c). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the right of  
  the heater assembly.

(d). Remove the heater assembly.
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9. Remove the heater element
 (a). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the heater  
  water pipe shield.

(b). Remove the heater water pipe shield.

(c). Remove the heater element.
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10. Check the heater element
 (a). Inject some coolant into the heater element 

and check for leakage.
  (b). Check the heater element fin for any 

distortion, dent or damage and replace it if 
needed.

11. Install the heater element
 (a). Install the heater element.

(b). Install the heater water pipe shield.
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(c). Tighten the fastening  bolts of the heater  
  water pipe shield.

12. Install the heater assembly
 (a). Install the heater assembly.
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(b). Tighten the fastening  bolts at the right of 
  the heater assembly.

(c). Tighten the fastening  bolts at the left of the 
  heater assembly.

(d). Tighten the fastening  bolts at the front of 
  the heater assembly.
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13. Install the hvac assembly
 (a). Install the HVAC assembly.

(b). Install the water outlet pipe assembly.

(c). Tighten the fastening  nuts at the right of  
  the HVAC assembly.
  Torque: 8~9N•m
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(d). Tighten the fastening  nuts at the left of the  
  HVAC assembly.
  Torque:8~9N•m

(e). Install the pipe and tighten the fastening  
  bolts of the A/C pipe clamp.
  Torque: 8~9N•m

14. Install the steering column beam welded assembly. (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering 
Mechanism - Steering Column Assembly, Replacement")

15. Install the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel & Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")

16. Install the heater water inlet & outlet pipes
 (a). Connect the heating water inlet and outlet  
  pipes and tighten the clip.
 17. Fill up the refrigerant (Refer to "Chapter 41 

Heating And Air Conditioning - Refrigerant, 
Replacement")

 18. Fill up the coolant (Refer to "Chapter 16 
Cooling - Coolant,Replacement")

 19. Connect the negative cable of the battery 
(Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging - 
Battery, Replacement")
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REFRIGERANT
CHECKING

Leakage test can only be performed when the pressure inside the A/C system is no less 
than 0.196MPa. However, don't inject compressed air into the system, or the moisture, 
dust or other impurities in the air may deteriorate the drying agent or contaminate the 
system. Check refrigerant leakage in any of the following methods:

1. Measure the system pressure with manifold pressure gauge
(a). It detects the defect with a manifold pressure gauge. Read the manifold pressure 

gauge under the following conditions.
 Test conditions:
 Inlet temperature: 30~35℃
 Engine RPM: 1500rpm
 Blower RPM: Max
 Temperature switch: Cool
 A/C switch: ON
 All doors open

NOTICE:
Inspect the A/C system via the diagrams and notes below, in order to judge the 
malfunctions and malfunction causes in the air conditioning system.

  • Pressure gauge reading in normal 
    operation:
  Low pressure:0.2~0.4MPa
  High pressure:1.2~2.0MPa
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• Steam in the system (condition: no cooling intermittently)

Symptom Possible Cause Diagnostics Action

During operation, the 
pressure at the low end 
is sometimes vacuum, 
and is normal in other 
times

Steam in the cooling 
system is condensed 
in the expansion valve 
ho le  and the  re tu rn 
pipe stops working from 
t ime to t ime.When i t 
is melted, it returns to 
normal.

•Fluid reservior is overly 
saturated.

•Steam is condensed in 
the expansion valve 
hole and blocks the 
flow of the refrigerant.

•Replace the condenser.
•Discharge the steam 
inside the return pipe.
•Add some refrigerant.

• Insufficient cooling (condition: ineffective cooling system)
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Symptom Possible Cause Diagnostics Action

Vaccum at the low end 
and low pressure at the 
high end. Frost or dew 
on the pipes before and 
after the
condensing/drying can 
or expansion valve.

•System leakage - check 
connector and exposed 
parts.

•The flow of the refrigerant 
is blocked by steam or 
dirt.

•The flow of the refrigerant 
is intervened by leakage 
in the expansion valve.

System leakage - 
insufficient refrigerant, 
unable to circulate.

•Check the expansion 
valve.

•Blow off the dirt inside 
the expansion valve 
with compressed air.

•Replace the condenser.
• Vacuum the system 

and Add some 
refrigerant.

• If any leakage in the 
expansion valve, 
replace it.

• Check for leaking
  points.

• Unsmooth circulation of refrigerant (condition: ineffective cooling system)

Symptom Possible Cause Diagnostics Action

Low pressure at both 
high and low ends. Frost 
on the condenser pipe.

Refrigerant blocked by 
dirt

System blocked
•Replaced the damaged
 parts
•Replace the condenser
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• Refrigerant not circulating (condition: cooling system works intermittently)

Symptom Possible Cause Diagnostics Action

Vaccum at the low end 
and low pressure at the 
high end. Frost or dew 
on the pipes before and 
after the condensing/
drying can or expansion 
valve.

•The flow of the refrigerant 
is blocked by steam or 
dirt.

•The flow of the refrigerant 
is intervened by leakage 
in the expansion valve.

Refrigerant unable to 
circulate

• Check the expansion
  valve.
•Blow off the dirt inside 

the expansion valve 
with compressed air.

•Replace the condenser.
• Vacuum the system 

a n d  A d d  s o m e 
refrigerant.

•If any leakage in the 
e x p a n s i o n  v a l v e , 
replace it.

• Overly refrigerant or poor radiation of condenser (condition: ineffective cooling)
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Symptom Possible Cause Diagnostics Action

High pressure at both 
low and high ends.

•Overly refrigerant leads to 
insufficient cooling.

•Poor radiation at the 
condenser.

•Refrigerant overly filled.
•Dirty condenser.
•Defect in condenser
 fan.

•Clean the condenser.
•Check the operation of 

the condenser fan.
•Replace the condenser.
•Check whehter  the 

refrigerant volume in 
the system meets the 
standard.

• Air in the cooling system (condition: cooling system not working)

Symptom Possible Cause Diagnostics Action

High pressure at both 
low and high ends. Low 
pressure pipe is hot.

Air in the cooling system.
•Air in the cooling system.
•Insufficient vacuum.

•Check whether  the 
coo lan t  i s  d i r t y  o r 
inadequate.

•Vacuum the system and 
refill the refrigerant.

• Defective expansion valve (condition: ineffective cooling)
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Symptom Possible Cause Diagnostics Action

High pressure at both 
high and low ends. Frost 
or dew at the low end.

Defect ive expansion 
valve

•Overly refrigerant in the 
low pressure pipe

•Dirty or blocked expansion 
valve.

• Check and replace the 
expansion valve.

• Ensure the refrigerant 
volume in the system 
meets the standard.

• Defective compressor (condition: no cooling)

Symptom Possible Cause Diagnostics Action

Overly high at the low 
end and overly low at 
the high end.

Internal leakage in 
compressor

• Defective compressor.
•Leakage in the 
damaged valve or 
moving part.

•Repair or replace the 
compressor.

•Eliminate the system 
leakage.

2. Check for leakage with soap solution
(a). When checking for major leakage at the connection of the cooling pipe, spray some 

soap solution around the connection and look for bubbles if any. Though it is simple 
and convenient, it couldn't detect minor leakage.

3. Check for leakage with non-selective detector
(a). It detects all kinds of liquid or gas leakages without taking account of the chemical 

components of the tested substance. It is easy, stable and cost-effective. However, 
it is not applicable to large areas.

4. Check for leakage with halogen leak detector
(a). With specific sensors, it detects the compounds containing minor volume of F, Cl, Br 

and I in the air, regardless the intervention of other substances. It is highly sensitive 
and effectively minimizes detection errors. In case of large areas, the min. detection 
threshold is 5g/year; and for spot detection, it is 1.5g/year (i.e., it can detect a 
leaking point with the leakage volume of 1.5g a year).
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5. Check for leakage with dedicated electronic detector
(a). Complicated and expensive, it can sensitively detect a certain compound, regardless 

the intervention of other substances.Take the dedicated detector of R-134a for 
example. It is highly sensitive and selective, which can not only accurately detect 
the leaking points, but also identify whether the refrigerant is R-134a.Due to its high 
sensitivity, during operation, pay attention to the contamination in the surrounding, 
or it may lead to detection error.

6. Check for leakage with fluorescent dye
(a). Fluorescent dye generates fluorescence under UV, which is added into coolant or 

refrigerant. In case of leakage, test the exterior of the system with a UV lamp and 
find out the leaking point.
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REPLACEMENT
NOTICE:

• Use the right refrigerant service systems designed for this model.
• Since leakage is common in the A/C system, keep the workspace well ventilated.
• Keep the A/C refrigerant away from flame.
• Collect and dispose the refrigerant as required.

fuwx41061

1. Collect the refrigerant
 (a). Connect  the connectors of  the A/C 

refrigerate collecting/filling system to the 
high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.

fuwx41062

 (b). Turn on the high pressure and low pressure 
 valves of the A/C refrigerate collecting/

filling system.
 (c). Select the "Refrigerant Collecting" option 

of the A/C refrigerate collecting/filling 
system. Start the system and the collecting 
operation.

 (d). Check the low pressure reading of the A/
C refrigerate collecting/filling system and 
turn off the system when the collection is 
complete.

 (e). Disconnect the connectors of the A/
C refrigerate collecting/filling system to 
the high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.
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fuwx41061

2. Vacuum
 (a). Connect  the connectors of  the A/C 

refrigerate collecting/filling system to the 
high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.

fuwx41062

(b). Turn on the high pressure and low pressure 
 valves of the A/C refrigerate collecting/

filling system.
 (c). Select the "Vacuum" operation of the A/C 

refrigerate collecting/filling system and set 
the timer to 15 minutes.

 (d). Start the vacuuming process of the A/C 
refrigerate collecting/filling system. When 
the set timer is reached,the system will 
stop working.

 (e). Turn off  the h igh pressure and low 
pressure valves at the connectors of the A/
C refrigerate collecting/filling system and 
record the reading of the pressure gauge.

 (f). Maintain the pressure for 15 minutes. If the reading remains unchanged, it means 
there is no leakage in the A/C pipe. Top up the refrigerant, lubricant and coolant. If 
the reading grows, check for leakage in the A/C system.

 (g). Disconnect the connectors of the A/C refrigerate collecting/filling system to the high 
and low ends of the A/C system respectively.
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fuwx41061

3. Fill up the refrigerant
 (a). Connect  the connectors of  the A/C 

refrigerate collecting/filling system to the 
high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.

 (b). Vacuum the A/C system.
 (c). Fill up the coolant.
 (d). Select the "Refrigerant Filling" option of the 

A/C refrigerate collecting/filling system and 
set the filling volume.

 A/C refrigerant filling volume: 700±50g

fuwx41062

(e). Turn on the low pressure valve at the 
 connector of the A/C refrigerate collecting/

filling system, start the system and top up 
the refrigerant.

 (f). Watch the display of the A/C refrigerate 
collecting/filling system.When the filling 
volume reaches the set value, the display 
will inform you that the filling is complete.

fuwx41062

(g). Turn off the low pressure valve at the 
 connector of the A/C refrigerate collecting/

filling system.
 (h). Disconnect the connectors of the A/

C refrigerate collecting/filling system to 
the high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.

 (i). Ensure there is no leakage in the A/C 
system.

 (j). Refrigerant filling is complete.
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COOLANT
REPLACEMENT

NOTICE:
• Top up the refrigerant after adding some coolant.
• Use the right refrigerant service systems designed for this model.
• Since leakage is common in the A/C system, keep the workspace well ventilated.
• Collect and dispose the coolant as required.
• After collecting the refrigerant or replacing the A/C parts, refill the coolant.

fuwx41061

1. Collect the coolant
 (a). Connect  the connectors of  the A/C 

refrigerate collecting/filling system to the 
high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.

fuwx41062

(b). Turn on the high pressure and low 
 pressure valves of the A/C refrigerate 

collecting/filling system.
 (c). Collect the coolant according to the user's 

manual of the A/C refrigerate collecting/
filling system.

 (d). Record the volume of the collected coolant.
 (e). Disconnect the connectors of the A/

C refrigerate collecting/filling system to 
the high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.
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2. Fill up the coolant
(a). Filling Volume of A/C Refrigerant & Lubricant.

Service Item
Replace A/C
 compressor

Replace the
 condenser

Replace
 evaporator

Replace A/C
 pipe

Filling Volume of 
A/C Coolant

Same volume as 
removed coolant

Add 20% of the rated 
coolant volume

Add 33% of the rated 
coolant volume

Add 27-33% of the
rated coolant volume

fuwx41061

(b). Connect the connectors of the A/C 
 refrigerate collecting/filling system to the 

high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.

 (c). Vacuum the A/C system.

fuwx41062

(d). Turn on the high pressure and low pressure 
 valves of the A/C refrigerate collecting/

filling system.
 (e). Top up the coolant according to the user's 

manual of the A/C refrigerate collecting/
filling system and ensure the filling volume 
of the coolant meets the standard.

 (f). Disconnect the connectors of the A/
C refrigerate collecting/filling system to 
the high and low ends of the A/C system 
respectively.
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A/C PIPE
REPLACEMENT

NOTICE:
• Work with dedicated service systems applicable to this model.
• Since leakage is common in the A/C system, keep the workspace well ventilated.
• Seal the disconnected pipes with plugs, to prevent impurities from entering the system.
• Use a new O-ring and apply some coolant before installation.

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &   
 Charging- Battery, Replacement")
2. Collect the refrigerant (Refer to "Chapter 41 Heating And Air Conditioning -   
 Refrigerant, Replacement")

3. Remove the a/c high pressure pipe
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the pressure  
  switch.

 (b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the high   
  pressure pipe and disconnect the pipe.
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(c). Unscrew the pipe fastening  bolts.
 (d). Remove pipe 1 between the condenser 

and the evaporator.

(e). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the pipe 
  clamp.

(f). Unscrew the pipe fastening bolts connected to 
  the expansion valve.
 (g). Remove pipe 2 between the condenser 
 and the evaporator.
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4. Remove the A/C Low Pressure Pipe
 (a). Unscrew the pipe fastening  bolts.

(b). Unscrew the pipe fastening bolts connected 
  to the compressor.
 (c). Remove the pipe between the expansion 

valve and the compressor.

(d). Unscrew the rtaining bolts of the high pressure 
  pipe.
 (e). Remove the high pressure pipe.
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5. Install the a/c low pressure pipe
 (a). Install the high pressure pipe and tighten 

the rtaining bolts of the high pressure pipe.
  Torque:8~9 N•m

(b). Install the pipe between the expansion 
 valve and the compressor.
 (c). Tighten the pipe fastening  bolts connected 

to the compressor.
  Torque:21~25N•m

(d). Tighten the fastening  bolts of the pipe.
  Torque:8~9N•m
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6. Install the a/c high pressure pipe
 (a). Install the pipe between the expansion 

valve and the pressure switch.
 (b). Tighten the pipe fastening  bolts connected  

to the expansion valve.
  Torque:8~9N•m

(c). Tighten the fastening  bolts of the pipe 
  clamp.
  Torque:8~9N•m

(d). Install the pipe between the pressure 
  switch and the condenser.
 (e). Tighten the pipe fastening  bolts.
  Torque:8~9N•m
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(f). Tighten the pipe fastening  bolts connected  
  to the condenser.
  Torque:8~9N•m

(g). Connect the connector of the pressure   
  switch.

7. Fill up the refrigerant (Refer to "Chapter 41 Heating And Air Conditioning -  
Refrigerant, Replacement")

8. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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EVAPORATOR
REPLACEMENT

NOTICE:
• Work with dedicated service systems applicable to the A/C system of this model.
• Since leakage is common in the A/C system, keep the workspace well ventilated.
• Seal the disconnected pipes with plugs, to prevent impurities from entering the system.

1. Remove the heater assembly (Refer to "Chapter 41 Heating And Air Conditioning -  
 Heater, Replacement")

2. Remove the evaporator
 (a). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the right of 

the evaporator housing.

(b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the left of  
  the evaporator housing.
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(c). Unscrew the fastening  bolts at the front of 
 the evaporator housing and remove the  

upper evaporator housing.

(d). Remove the evaporator.

3. Install the evaporator
 (a). Install the evaporator.
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(b). Install the upper evaporator housing and 
 tighten the fastening  bolts at the front of 

the evaporator housing.

(c). Tighten the fastening  bolts at the left of the  
  evaporator housing.

(d). Tighten the fastening  bolts at the right of  
  the evaporator housing.

4. Install the heater assembly (Refer to "Chapter 41 Heating And Air Conditioning -  
Heater, Replacement")
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A/C COMPRESSOR
OVERHAUL

NOTICE:
• Work with dedicated service systems applicable to the A/C system of this model.
• Since leakage is common in the A/C system, keep the workspace well ventilated.
• Seal the disconnected pipes with plugs, to prevent impurities from entering the system.

1. Switch off all electrical units and the ignition
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery  (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 

Charging- Battery, Replacement")
3. Collect the refrigerant (Refer to "Chapter41 Heating And Air Conditioning - 

Refrigerant, Replacement")
4. Remove the stabilizer bar (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Stabilizer Bar, 

Replacement")

fuwx41063

5. Remove the compressor
 (a). Disconnect the connector.

fuwx41064

(b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts connected to 
 the compressor pipe and disconnect the 

pipe.
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fuwx41065

(c). Release the tensioner and remove the engine 
  accessory belt.

fuwx41066

(d). Unscrew the compressor fastening  bolts  
  and remove the compressor.

6. Check the coolant
(a). If a new compressor is replaced, before installation, adjust the coolant in the new  
 compressor as required.
 Coolant volume in new compressor - residual coolant volume in prior compressor =  
 volume to remove

NOTICE:
• As the coolant remains in the A/C pipe, if no adjustment is performed, the coolant volume 

in the system is excessive, which affects the heat exchange rate of the coolant return 
pipe and leads to cooling defect.

• If the residual volume is minor in the removed compressor, check for leakage in the A/C 
system.
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fuwx41066

7. Install the compressor
 (a). Install the compressor and tighten the 

fastening  bolts of the compressor.
  Torque:40~45 N•m

fuwx41065

(b). Install the engine accessory belt.

fuwx41064

(c). Install the pipe and tighten the fastening   
  bolts connected to the compressor pipe.
  Torque: 21~25 N•m
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fuwx41063

(d). Connect the connector.

8. Install the stabilizer bar (Refer to "Chapter 31 Front Suspension - Stabilizer Bar, 
Replacement")

9. Fill up the refrigerant (Refer to "Chapter41 Heating And Air Conditioning - 
Refrigerant, Replacement")

10. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")

11. Check for leakage in the A/C pipe (Refer to "Chapter41 Heating  And Air 
Conditioning - Refrigerant, Checking")
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BLOWER
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the blower
 (a). Disconnect the connector.

(b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the blower.
 (c). Remove the blower.
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3. Install the blower
 (a). Install the blower and tighten the blower 

fastening  bolts.

(b). Connect the connector.

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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CONDENSER
PARTS DRAWING

1 Cold steam pipe mounting bracket 7 Cold steam pipe assembly

2 Condenser through-hole sponge 8
Fixed pipe clamp of the cold steam 
pipe

3 Cold steam pipe assembly 9 Condenser installation bolt

4
Hexagon head bolt ,spring washer and 
flat washer subassembly

10 Hexagonal flange nut

5 Cold steam pipe plastic pipe clamp 11 Condenser assembly

6
Hexagon head bolt ,spring washer and 
flat washer subassembly
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ONBOARD CHECKING

1. Check the condenser assembly
(a). If the condenser fin is dirty, clean it with water and blow it dry.

NOTICE:
When cleaning, don't damage the fin.
(b). If the condenser fin is bent or distorted, groom it with fin comb.
2. Check for refrigerant leakage in the condenser assembly
(a). Check for leakage at the connector with leakage detector.
(b). If any, check the connector Torque and O-ring.
(c). Check for leakage in the condenser fin and if any, replace the condenser assembly  
 if needed.

OVERHAUL
NOTICE:

• The condenser is a heat exchanger with many refined and fragile parts in terms of 
structure and material. Be careful when disassembling it and prevent it from falling, 
impact or scratch.

• Use a new O-ring and apply some coolant before installation.
• Since leakage is common in the A/C system, keep the workspace well ventilated.
• Seal the disconnected pipes with plugs, to prevent impurities from entering the system.

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Collect the refrigerant (Refer to "Chapter41 Heating And Air Conditioning - 
Refrigerant, Replacement")

3. Remove the front grille (Refer to"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Front  G r i l l e，
Replacement")

fuwx41032

4. Remove the condenser
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the horn.
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(b). Disconnect the connector of the engine   
  hood lock.

(b). Disconnect the connector of the engine   
  hood lock.

fuwx41035

(d). Unscrew the fitting bolts of the upper   
  condenser.
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(e). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the beam  
  and remove the beam.

(f). Release the cable clamp.

(g). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the pipe 
 b e t w e e n  t h e  c o m p r e s s o r  a n d  t h e 

condenser and disconnect the pipe.
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(h). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the pipe 
 b e t w e e n  t h e  c o n d e n s e r  a n d  t h e 

compressor and disconnect the pipe.

(i). Remove the harness clamp.
 (j). Remove the condenser.

5. Install the condenser
(a). Install the condenser.
(b). Install the harness clamp.
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(c). Connect the pipe between the condenser 
 and the evaporator  and t ighten the 

fastening  bolts.
  Torque: 8~9N•m

(d). Connect the pipe between the compressor 
 and the condenser  and t ighten the 

fastening  bolts.
  Torque: 8~9N•m

(e). Install the cable clamp.
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(f). Install the beam and tighten the fastening   
  bolts.
  Torque: 21~28N•m

fuwx41035

(g). Tighten the upper fitting bolts of the 
  condenser.
  Torque: 20~24N•m

(h). Install the engine hood lock and tighten the  
  fastening  bolts.
  Torque: 15~18N•m
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(i). Connect the connector of the engine hood  
  lock.

fuwx41032

(j). Connect the connector of the horn.

6. Install the front grille (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Front Grille，
Replacement")

7. Fill up the refrigerant (Refer to "Chapter41 Heating And Air Conditioning - 
Refrigerant, Replacement")

8. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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OPERATING MECHANISM ASSEMBLY
PARTS DRAWING

1
Cross recessed pan head tapping 
screw and flat washer assembly

2 A/C system operating mechanism
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

fuwx41039

2. Remove the control panel
 (a). Use a plastic rocker to pry out the DVD & 

navigation assembly control panel.

 
(b). Disconnect the DVD & navigation assembly 
  control panel connector, and take down the 
  control panel.
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3. Remove the A/C operating mechanism 
  assembly
 (a). Remove the fastening screws of A/C 

operation mechanism cover and take down 
the A/C operation mechanism cover. 

(b). Unscrew the fastening  screws of the A/C 
  operating mechanism assembly.

(c). Disconnect the connector of the A/C 
 operat ing mechanism assembly and 

r emove  t he  ope ra t i ng  mech an i sm  
assembly.
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4. Install the A/C operating mechanism   
  assembly
 (a). Install the A/C operating mechanism 

assembly and connect the connector of the 
A/C operating mechanism assembly.

(b). Tighten the fastening  screws of the A/C   
  operating mechanism assembly.

(c). Install the A/C operation mechanism cover  
  and tighten the fastening screws.
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5. Install the central air vent assembly
 (a). Install the central air vent assembly and  

tighten the fastening screws.

fuwx41039

(b). Install the DVD & navigation assembly 
  control panel.

6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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A/C VALVE MOTOR
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel & Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel -  Instrument Panel, Replacement")

3. Remove the circulation valve motor
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the circulation  
  valve motor.

(b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the 
 circulation valve motor and remove the 

circulation valve motor.
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4. Remove the mode valve motor
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the mode 

valve motor.

(b). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the mode 
 valve motor and remove the mode valve 

motor.

5. Remove the hvac valve motor
 (a). Unscrew the ventilation pipe fastening  

bolts and remove the ventilation pipe.
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(b). Disconnect the connector of the HVAC valve 
  motor.

(c). Unscrew the fastening  bolts of the HVAC 
 valve motor and remove the HVAC valve 

motor.

6. Install the hvac valve motor
 (a). Install the HVAC valve motor and tighten 

the fastening  bolts.
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(b). Connect the  connector of the HVAC valve  
  motor.

(c). Install the ventilation pipe and tighten the 
  fastening  bolts.

7. Install the mode valve motor
 (a). Install the mode valve motor and tighten 

the fastening  bolts.
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(b). Connect the  connector of the mode valve 
  motor.

8. Install the circulation valve motor
 (a). Install the circulation valve motor and 

tighten the fastening  bolts.

(b). Connect the connector of the circulation   
  valve motor.

 9. Install the instrument panel (Refer to 
"Chapter 52 Instrument Panel & Auxiliary  
Instrument Panel -  I n s t r u m e n t  P a n e l , 
Replacement")

 10. Connect the negative cable of the battery 
(Refer To "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 
-Battery,Replacement")
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SPEED REGULATION RESISTOR
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the regulating resistor
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the regulating  
  resistor.

(b). Unscrew the regulating resistor fastening   
  bolts.
 (c). Remove the regulating resistor.
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3. Install the Regulating Resistor
 (a). Install the regulating resistor.
 (b). Tighten the fastening  regulating bolts of  
  the resistor.

(c). Connect the connector of the regulating   
  resistor.

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- battery, replacement")
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REAR EVAPORATOR ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Discharge the coolant (refer to “Chapter 41 Air heating and conditioning - Change, 
coolant”)

fuwx41067

3. Remove the rear air conditioner pipeline
 (a). Remove the fixing bolt and disconnect the 

rear air conditioner pipeline.

4. Remove the rear evaporator assembly
 (a). Remove the rear bumper.  (Refer to 

"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Rear 
Bumper Assembly, Replacement")

 (b). Remove the rear air conditioner intake 
grille.
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(c). Remove the rear evaporator core pipeline 
  bracket fixing bolt.

(d). Remove the C-pillar lower guard panel. (Refer to Chapter "56 Interior/Exterior Trims- 
C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

(e). Remove the rear air conditioner ducting 
 fixing screw and take down the rear air 

conditioner ducting. 

(f). Disconnect the rear evaporator assembly 
  connector. 
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(g). Remove the rear evaporator assembly 
 f ix ing bol t ,  and take down the rear 

evaporator assembly. 

5. Install the rear evaporator assembly
 (a). Refit the rear evaporator assembly, refit the 

fixing bolt and tighten it. 
  Torque:8~9N•m

(b). Reconnect the rear evaporator assembly 
  connector.
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(c). Install the air outlet pipeline of rear heater 
 and install and tighten the fastening 

screws.

(d). Install the C-pillar lower guard panel. (Refer to Chapter "56 Interior/Exterior Trims–  
 C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

fuwx41068

(e). Refit the rear evaporator core pipeline 
  bracket fixing bolt. 

(f). Refit the rear air conditioner intake grille.
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6. Refit the rear air conditioner pipeline
 (a). Refit the rear air conditioner pipeline, and 

tighten the fixing bolt.

7. Fill the coolant (refer to “Chapter 41 Air heating and conditioning - Change, 
coolant”)

8. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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REAR BLOWER
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2.  Remove the rear blower
 (a). Remove the C-pillar lower guard panel. 

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims 
- C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement") 

 (b). Disconnect the connector of rear blower.

(c). Remove the fastening screws of rear   
  blower and take down the rear blower.
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3. Install the rear blower
 (a). Install the air rear blower and install and 

tighten the fastening bolts.
  Torque:8~9N•m

(b). Connect the connector of rear blower.
 (c). Install the C-pillar lower guard panel. (Refer 

to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - 
C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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REAR SPEED REGULATION RESISTOR
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the rear speed regulation resistor
 (a). Remove the C-pillar lower guard panel. 

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims 
– C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement") 

 (b). Disconnect the connector of rear speed 
regulation resistor.

(c). Remove the fastening screws of rear speed 
 regulation resistor and take down the rear 

blower.
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3. Install the rear speed regulation resistor
 (a). Install the air rear speed regulation resistor  
  and install and tighten the fastening bolts.

(b). Connect the connector of rear speed 
 regulation resistor.
 (c). Install the C-pillar lower guard panel. (Refer 

to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims – 
C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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REAR AIR CONDITIONER CORE
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the rear evaporator air conditioner (refer to “Chapter 41 Air heating and 
conditioning - Replacement, rear evaporator assembly”)

3. Remove the rear air conditioner core
 (a). Remove the rear air conditioner core shield 

fixing screw, and take down the shield.

fuwx41071

(b). Remove the rear evaporator housing fixing 
 screw, separate the housing and take down 

the rear air conditioner core. 
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4. Install the rear air conditioner core
 (a). Install the rear air conditioner core into the 

rear evaporator housing, and tighten the 
fixing screw. 

 

(b). Install the cover and install and tighten the  
  fastening screws. 

5. Install the rear evaporator air conditioner (refer to “Chapter 41 Air heating and 
conditioning - Replacement, rear evaporator assembly”)

6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESTRAINT SYSTEM
NOTICES

DANGER:
• Some vehicles are equipped with Supplemental Restraint System (SRS), i.e., driver 

airbag. Failure to carry out service operations in the correct sequence may cause 
the SRS to unexpectedly deploy during servicing, or even lead to critical accident. 
Furthermore, an operational mistake may also prevent the SRS from normal operations. 
Before servicing (including removal, installation,inspection or replacement of any part), 
be sure to read through the following items carefully and perform the correct procedures 
described in the service manual.

• Operation can only be started 90 seconds after the ignition switch is turned to the "LOCK"
 position and the negative (-) cable and the positive (+) cable are disconnected from the 

battery.(The SRS is equipped with backup power supply. Therefore, if any operation is 
taken within 90 seconds after disconnecting the battery negative (-) cable and positive (+) 
cable, the SRS may deploy suddenly.)

• Do not expose the horn button assembly to heat or flame.
WARNING:

• Since it is difficult to identify the failure of the SRS, Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) is an 
essential source of information during troubleshooting. Thus, when troubleshooting the 
SRS, always remember to check the DTCs before disconnecting the battery.

 Even after a minor impact that the SRS does not deploy, it is always important to check 
the horn button assembly and airbag ECU. (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint 
System - Horn Button Assembly, Replacement", "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint 
System - Airbag Ecu, Replacement")

• Before repairing, remove the airbag ECU first if the service may result in any impact onto 
it. (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Airbag Ecu, Replacement")

• Never use any SRS part from another vehicle. If replacement is required, be sure to use 
new spare parts. Do not disassemble the horn button assembly.

• If the horn button assembly has been dropped, or there are cracks, dents or other faults 
on the housing, replace it with a new one.

•Use a multimeter with high resistence to troubleshoot the SRS electrical circuits.
• During servicing, be sure to follow the instructions on the labels attached to the SRS 

components.
• After repairing the SRS, remember to check the airbag indicator lamp.
• When the negative (-) cable is disconnected from the battery, the memory of the clock and 

the radio system will be reset. So before repairing, back up the data if necessary. After 
repairing, reset the radio system and the clock. Never use any backup power supply from 
another vehicle, which may reset the memory of the systems. The backup power supply 
will power up the SRS, which may unexpectedly deploy the airbag during servicing.
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HOW IT WORKS

1. Architecture
(a) . The SRS consists of steering wheel assembly, driver airbag assembly, airbag 

harness assembly, clock spring and airbag ECU.
2. System self-check
(a) . When switching the ignition to "ON", the SRS is started and the airbag ECU 

performs self-check as preset:
• If the airbag indicator lamp lights up and then goes out in 4 seconds, it means 

that the system runs correctly and passes the self-check. Then the RCM start to 
monitoring.

• If the airbag indicator lamp doesn't light up, flashes or stays on, it means that the 
system encounters trouble and fails in the self-check.

 Operating temperature: - 35~85 ℃
 Operating voltage: 12±3V
3. How it works
(a). When driving under a normal situation (including all kinds of traffic conditions and 

events), as long as there is no ignition command from the airbag ECU, the drive 
airbag stays undeployed.

(b). When serious head-on collision happens, the airbag ECU will send the ignition 
signal immediately to deploy the driver airbag.

(c). The deployed airbag diverts part of the impact from the driver, in order to minimize 
the possible injury and provide protection.

DANGER:
• The airbag is designed to provide further protection in addition to the seat belt. However, 

it is in no way a replacement of the latter. The seat belt must be properly fastened during 
the drive. Otherwise, quickly inflated and deployed, the airbag may lead to worse injury 
instead of desired protection.

• To achieve desirable protection, the driver must fasten his seat belt correctly and keep a 
good posture.

• It is important to use the matching driver airbag assembly and airbag ECU. Do not 
combine it with the products of other manufacturers.

WARNING:
• It is important to visit a Foton authorized workshop with certified technicians for services.
• Never use an analog multimeter to measure the resistance of the airbag, or it may be 

deployed unexpectedly.
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

1. Airbag
(a). Fuzzy control (critical state).

• If the impact of a head-on collision is less than the case that it drives forward at 
the speed of 13 ± 1 km/h and hits a fixed and rigid wall vertical to the route, the 
airbag will not be deployed.

• If the impact of a head-on collision is greater than the case that it drives forward 
at the speed of 23 ± 1 km/h and hits a fixed and rigid wall vertical to the route, 
the airbag must be deployed instantly and reliably.

• If the impact of a head-on collision is between the two cases that it drives forward 
at the speed of 13 ± 1 km/h and 23 ± 1 km/h and hits a fixed and rigid wall 
vertical to the route respectively, the system is under fuzzy control and it is normal 
either it is deployed or not.

(b). In case of a collision described below, the airbag must be deployed instantly 
 and reliably in order to effectively protect the driver and comply with related laws   
 and regulations:

• The collision is equivalent to the case that it drives forward at the speed of 50 ± 2 
Km/h and hits a fixed and rigid wall vertical to the route.

• The collision is equivalent to the case that it drives forward at the speed of 50 ± 2 
Km/h and hits a fixed and rigid column (φ = 250 mm) vertical to the route.

• The collision is equivalent to the case that it drives forward at the speed of 50 ± 2 
Km/h and hits a fixed and rigid wall at an angle ≤ 30° to the route.

• The collision is equivalent to the case that it drives forward at the speed of 56 ± 2 
Km/h and hits a fixed and rigid wall at an angle ≤ 40° to the route.

(c). If the vehicle suffers a collision from the side or rear, it rolls over or there is no head-
on collision, the airbag is designed not to deploy. 

(d). If the vehicle suffers a serious collision from beneath, the airbag may probably be  
 deployed.
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DRIVER AIRBAG
REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Supplemental 
Restraint System, Notices) 

2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement)

3. Disconnect the positive cable of the battery (Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement)

fuwx42001

4. Remove the driver airbag assembly
 (a). Rotate the steering wheel to neutral 

position so that the front wheels face to the 
straight forward direction.

(b). Unscrew 2 bolts on the left and right roots  
  of the steering wheel.  
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(c). Take down the driver airbag assembly.

(d). Turn over the driver airbag assembly.
 (e). Disconnect the airbag harness connector 

and horn harness connector. 
 (f). Remove the driver airbag assembly. 

WARNING:
• Never pull the airbag harness during operations.
• Never break up the driver airbag assembly. 
• Make sure to face upward the front face of driver 

airbag assembly during storage.Never place any 
article on the driver airbag. 

5. Check the driver airbag assembly
 (a). Visually check the surfaces and gaps of  

the driver airbag assembly for presence of 
cut, cracking, and discoloration. 
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6. Install new driver airbag assembly
 (a). Connect airbag harness connector.

WARNING:
• Never use any airbag part removed from another 

vehicle. Make sure to use new parts whenever 
the replacement is required. 

• If the driver airbag assembly ever drops onto 
the ground or upon detection of cracking, dent 
or other defect on the housing, make sure to 
replace with new parts.

• During operations, make sure to pull the airbag 
harness and ensure that the harness is free of 
interference with the surrounding parts. 

NOTICE:
It indicates that the harness connector is properly 
installed when a "click" sound is heard.

fuwx42006

(b). Install the airbag driver assembly onto the  
  steering wheel. 

fuwx42007

(c). Check the driver airbag assembly.
WARNING:

• Make sure that the driver airbag is free of 
interference with the steering wheel.

• Ensure the uniform gap between driver airbag 
and steering wheel. 
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(d). Use an Allen key to tighten 2 hexagon 
 socket bolts on the left and right roots of 

the steering wheel. 
  Torque : 5~7N•m

7. Connect the positive cable of the battery (Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And Charging 
- Battery, Replacement)

8. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging- Battery, Replacement)

9. Check the SRS indicator lamp
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SCRAP AND DISPOSAL
DANGER:

• Never scrap at will any non-deployed driver airbag assembly.
• The deployment of airbag will issue a high explosive sound. Operate in an outdoor place 

that will not influence the surrounding residents. 

fuwx42008

Special

tools

1. Safety notices for deployment of airbag
 (a). Make sure to use designated special tools 

to deploy the airbag and keep it far away 
from the electromagnetic radiation.

fuwx42009

Battery

Special

tools

(b). Make sure to keep at least 10m reach from  
  the driver airbag before deploying the   
  airbag. 
 (c). The temperature of a deployed airbag is 

really high. Wait for at least 30min before 
the subsequent operations.

 (d). While handling a deployed airbag, make 
sure to wear gloves and goggles. 

 (e). Never spray water onto a deployed driver 
airbag assembly. 

 (f). Make sure to clean hands with clean water 
after the operations.

WARNING:
While scrapping the driver airbag assembly, make 
sure to deploy the airbag as per the following 
operation procedure.
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Special

tools

Battery

2. Functional self-examination of special tool 
 (a). Prepare one battery as the power source 

for deployment of airbag. 
 (b). Connect the special tool onto the battery.

NOTICE:
The yellow connector is used to connect the 
airbag. 

fuwx42011

Special

tools

(c). Press the deployment switch and check   
  whether the indicator lamp turns on. 
 Standard: ON 

NOTICE:
If the indicator lamp is already on before the 
deployment switch is pressed, it indicates that the 
special tool is probably malfunctioned. In such 
case, do not use the special tool. 

3. Scrap the driver airbag assembly
WARNING:

• While scrapping the driver airbag assembly, never use the user’s vehicle to deploy the 
airbag. 

• Make sure to deploy the airbag as per the following operation procedure.
(a). Prepare one battery as the power source for deployment of airbag. 
(b). Remove the driver airbag assembly (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint  
 System - Driver Airbag, Replacement")
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 (c). Screw in 2 bolts into the bolt holes of the 
  driver airbag assembly.
 WARNING:
 • Tighten the bolts with hand. 
 • Do not tighten excessively. 
 • The bolts shall be long enough.

  (d). Connect the special tool with the driver 
  airbag assembly.

  (e). Prepare one wheel and tire assembly with  
  steel rim and place it on a level ground.
  (f). Use cables to bind the driver airbag 

assembly onto the steel rim. 
 DANGER:
• Ensure that the front face of the driver airbag 

assembly faces upward.
• Ensure that the driver airbag assembly is 

securely bound without any looseness. 
 NOTICE:
• Use 3 cables to securely bind the left and right 

sides of the driver airbag assembly respectively 
and bind twice respectively. 

• The cables shall be thick enough.
• Pass the connecting wires of the special tool through 

the hole on the rim and keep loose the wires. 
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fuwx42009

Battery

Special

tools

(g). Connect the special tool onto the battery.
 (h). Move the special tool to a place at least 

10m away from the driver airbag assembly.

(i). Cover the driver airbag assembly with a carton or tire.
WARNING:

• Ensure that the driver airbag assembly is completely covered. 
• Make sure to place a 20kg weight on the carton.
• Place at least 3 tires and use scrapped tires only, as the deployment of airbag will 

probably damage the tires.

fuwx42011

Special

tools

(j). Press the deployment switch of special tool  
  to deploy the airbag.

WARNING:
Ensure that there is no person within 10m reach 
from the driver airbag assembly. 

DANGER:
When the indicator lamp of the special tool is on, 
the driver airbag assembly is deployed.
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(k). Loosen the cables and remove the driver  
  airbag assembly.
 (l). Place the driver airbag assembly into a 

plastic bag and securely fasten the opening 
of the bag. 

DANGER:
• The temperature of driver airbag assembly is 

really high after the airbag is deployed.After the 
deployment, make sure to wait for 30min before 
subsequent operations.

• While handling a deployed driver airbag 
assembly, make sure to wear gloves and 
goggles.

• Never spray water onto a deployed driver airbag 
assembly.

• Make sure to clean hands with clean water after 
the operations. 
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FRONT PASSENGER AIRBAG
REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Supplemental 
Restraint System, Notices") 

2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

3. Disconnect the positive cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

4. Remove the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel And  Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")

5. Loosen the fastening screws with a 
 sc rewdr i ve r  and  remove  the  f r on t 

passenger airbag assembly

6. Install the front passenger airbag assembly

7. Install the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel And Auxiliary  
Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")
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CLOCK SPRING
REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Supplemental 
Restraint System, Notices") 

2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

3 . Disconnect the positive cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

4. Remove the Horn button assembly (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint 
System - Driver Airbag, Replacement")

5. Remove the steering wheel (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Steering 
Wheel, Overhaul")

6. Remove upper and lower enclosures of combination switch (Refer to "Chapter 37 
Steering Mechanism- Combination Switch, Replacement")

7. Remove the clock spring
 (a). Disconnect the horn harness connector.
 (b). Disconnect the airbag harness connector.
 (c). Take down the clock spring.

8. Install the clock spring
 (a). Carefully install the clock spring and ensure 

that the flexible cables are free of disorder 
and breakage and the surface insulation is 
free of damage.

NOTICE:
It indicates that the clock spring is installed 
properly when a click sound is heard.
 (b). Connect the horn harness connector.
 (c). Connect the airbag harness connector.

NOTICE:
After the installation, the flexible cables shall be 
stable without noise during the rotation of the 
rotary body. 
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9. Install upper and lower enclosures of combination switch (Refer to "Chapter 37 
Steering mechanism- combination switch, replacement")

10. Center the clock spring
 (a). Ensure that the ignition switch is at position 

LOCK.
 (b). Ensure that the positive and negative 

cables of the battery are disconnected. 
WARNING:

Make sure to disconnect the positive and negative 
cables of the battery and wait for 90s before the 
subsequent operations.

NOTICE:
The centering operation instruction is printed o 
the front face of the clock spring. 
 (c). Adjust the front wheels to straight forward 

position.
 (d). Rotate the rotary body counter-clockwise, 

till it can’t be rotated further.

(e). Rotate the rotary body clockwise for 
 approx imate  3  tu rns  and a l ign  the 

markings.
NOTICE:

• A new clock spring is fixed at central position by 
locating clamp so that no centering is required. 

• After the installation, make sure to remove the 
locating clamp. 

11. Install the steering wheel (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Steering 
Wheel, Overhaul")

12. Install the Horn button assembly (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint 
System - Driver Airbag, Replacement")

13. Connect the positive cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

14. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

15. Check the SRS indicator lamp
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AIRBAG CONTROL UNIT
REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Supplemental 
Restraint System, Notices")

2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

3. Disconnect the positive cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

4. Remove the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel And  Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")

5. Remove the driver/front passenger seat (refer to “Chapter 53 Seat pedestal 
-Replacement, driver/front passenger seat”)

6. Remove the airbag control unit
(a). Ensure that the ignition switch is at position LOCK.
(b). Ensure that the positive and negative cables of the battery are disconnected.

WARNING:
• Make sure to disconnect the positive and negative cables of the battery and wait for 90s 

before the subsequent operations.
• Never knock the airbag control unit under power-on status. 

fuwx42048

(c). Tilt up the front carpet, remove the fixing 
 bolt and nut of the left and right rear row 

foot-blowing ducting, and take down the 
ducting.
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(d). Disconnect the airbag harness connector.
 (e). Unscrew the earth bolt. 

(f). Unscrew 2 bolts and remove the airbag 
  electronic control unit. 

7. Install the airbag control unit
(a). Ensure that the ignition switch is at position LOCK.
(b). Ensure that the positive and negative cables of the battery are disconnected.

WARNING:
• Make sure to disconnect the positive and negative cables of the battery and wait for 90s 

before the subsequent operations.
• Never knock the airbag control unit under power-on status.
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fuwx42024

(c). Place the airbag electronic control unit in  
  place.

NOTICE:
Make sure to store the airbag electronic control 
unit in correct direction. The arrow on the airbag 
electronic control unit must face towards the 
forward direction of the vehicle. 

(d). Install 2 bolts.
  Torque : 8~10N•m

(e). Install the earth and bolt.
  Torque : 8~10N•m
 (f). Connect the airbag harness connector.
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fuwx42048

(g). Refit fixing bolt and nut of the left and right 
 rear  row foot -b lowing duct ing,  and 

smoothen the carpet.  

8. Refit the driver/front passenger seat (refer to “Chapter 53 Seat pedestal 
-Replacement, driver/front passenger seat”)

9. Install the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel And Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")

10. Connect the positive cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

11. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

12. Check the SRS indicator lamp
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SEAT BELT
NOTICES

DANGER:
• The seat belt alarm lamp turns on to remind the passenger of fastening the seat belt and 

shall turn off after the seat belt is fastened. 
• If the seat belt alarm lamp fails to turn off, please check the seat belt system. 
• Upon detection of defective part of the seat belt system, make sure to replace (including 

fabric belt, retractor, buckle, lock tab, bolt, nut, and height adjuster). 
• In event of vehicle impact, carefully check all seat belts, even the unused one, during 

the repair. Upon detection of damaged, broken, or abnormal working part, make sure to 
replace with new one. 
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SEAT BELT ALARM SYSTEM
TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information.

Malfunction 
symptom Possible Cause Reference

Seat belt 
indicator lamp 
fails to turn on

1. Fuse(damaged) —

2. Combination 
instrument(damaged)

Chapter 52 Instrument Panel and Auxi l iary 
Instrument Panel- Combination Instrument, 
Replacement

3. Seat belt lock catch 
    (damaged)

Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Seat 
Belt Alarm System, inspection
Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - 
Driver/Front Passenger Seat Belt Buckle Assembly, 
Replacement 

4. Harness(open circuit or short  
circuit )

—

Seat belt 
indicator light 
works all the 

time

1.Seatbelt warning plug is not 
plugged

Chapter 42 Auxiliary Protection System- Driver/front 
passenger seat lock catch assembly, Replacement.

2.Seat belt pretensioner failure
Chapter 42 Auxiliary Protection System- Retractor 
assembly, Examination and Maintenance
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CHECKING

1. Check the seat belt lock catch
 (a). Measure the resistances between pins to 

check the continuity. 
  Standard:

Fabric belt 
lock tab of 
driver seat 

beltc

Pins Resistance

Unplugged 1-2 Infinitesimal 

Inserted 1-2 Infinite 
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DRIVER/FRONT PASSENGER SEAT BELT
PARTS DRAWING

1
F r o n t  r o w  h e i g h t  a d j u s t m e n t 
assembly

3
Front row seat belt buckle assembly 
(with alarm)

2
Front  row r igh t  s ide  re t rac tor 
assembly

4 Front row left side retractor assembly
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And   
 Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the right front seat belt assembly
 (a). Take down the trim cap and unscrew the 

fastening bolts. 
 (b). Remove the right B-pillar inner guard panel 

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
Trim–B-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

(c). Take down the upper fastening bolt trim   
  cap. 
 

(d). Unscrew the upper fastening bolts. 
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(e). Disconnect the retractor connector. 

(f). Remove the fastening bolts of retractor. 
 (g). Take down the r ight  f ront  seat  bel t 

assembly.
NOTICE:

Never break up the retractor.

NOTICE:
The removal method is same for the left and right front seat belt assemblies. 

3. Install the right front seat belt assembly
(a). Install the right front seat belt assembly.
(b). Tighten the fastening bolts of retractor.
  Torque : 10~14N•m
 NOTICE:
Make sure to keep level the fabric belt and 
prevent the kinking and twisting. 
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(c). Connect the retractor connector.

(d). Tighten the upper fastening bolts. 
  Torque : 45~55N•m

(e).  Install the trim cap.
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(f). Install the right B-pillar lower guard panel 
 (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 

Trim–B-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
 (g). Tighten the lower fastening bolts.
  Torque : 45~55N•m

NOTICE:
The installation method is same for the left and right front seat belt assemblies.
4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And 

Charging- Battery, Replacement)
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MIDDLE ROW SEAT BELT
PARTS DRAWING

1
Middle row r ight side retractor 
assembly

3
Middle row r ight side retractor 
assembly

2
Middle row seat belt lock catch 
assembly

4
Middle row middle side retractor 
assembly
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement)

2. Remove the middle and rear row seat assemblies (Refer to Chapter 53 Seat - 
Middle/Rear Row Seat, Replacement)

3. Remove the left middle row seat belt 
  assembly
 (a). Take down the trim cap and unscrew the 

fastening bolts.
 (b). Remove the left C-pillar inner guard panel.

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
Trim–C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

(c). Unscrew the upper fastening bolts and 
  retractor fastening bolts.
 (d). Take down the left middle row seat belt 

assembly. 
NOTICE:

Never break up the retractor.

NOTICE:
The removal procedure is same for the left and right middle row passenger seat belt 
assemblies.
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4. Instal l  the lef t  middle row seat bel t 
  assembly
 (a). Place the middle row seat belt assembly in 

pace and tighten the upper fastening bolts 
and retractor fastening bolts.

  Torque : 45~55N•m
NOTICE:

Make sure to keep level the fabric belt and 
prevent the kinking and twisting.
 (b). Install the left C-pillar inner guard panel 

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
Trim–C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

NOTICE:
The installation procedure is same for the left and right middle row passenger seat belt 
assemblies.
5. Install the middle and rear row seat assemblies (Refer to Chapter 53 Seat - Middle/

Rear Row Seat, Replacement)
6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And 

Charging- Battery, Replacement)
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REAR ROW SEAT BELT
PARTS DRAWING

1
Rear  row r i gh t  s ide  re t rac to r 
assembly

3 Rear row left side retractor assembly

2
Rear row seat  be l t  lock catch 
assembly
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging - Battery, Replacement)

2. Remove the middle and rear row seat assemblies (Refer to Chapter 53 Seat - 
Middle/Rear Row Seat, Replacement)

3. Remove the left rear row passenger seat  
  belt assembly
 (a). Take down the lower fastening bolt trim cap 

and unscrew the lower fastening bolts.
 

(b). Lightly pry out the upper fastening bolt trim 
  cap.
 (c). Remove the left C-pillar inner guard panel 

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
Trim–C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
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(d). Unscrew the upper fastening bolts and 
  retractor fastening bolts. 
 (e). Take down the left rear row passenger seat 

belt assembly.
NOTICE:

Never break up the retractor.

NOTICE:
The removal procedure is same for the left and right rear row seat belt assemblies. 

4. Install the left rear row passenger seat belt  
  assembly
 (a). Place the passenger seat belt assembly in 

place.
 (b). Tighten the upper fastening bolts and 

retractor fastening bolts.
  Torque : 45~55N•m
 NOTICE:
Make sure to keep level the fabric belt and 
prevent the kinking and twisting.

  (c). Install the left C-pillar inner guard panel.
 (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim 

–C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
 (d). Install the upper fastening bolt trim cap.
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(e). Install the lower fastening bolt trim cap.  
  

NOTICE:
The installation procedure is same for the left and right rear row seat belt assemblies.
5. Connect the negative cable of the battery(Refer to Chapter 18 Starting And 

Charging - Battery, Replacement)
6. Install the middle and rear row seat assemblies (Refer to Chapter 53 Seat - Middle/

Rear Row Seat, Replacement)
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DRIVER/FRONT PASSENGER SEAT BUCKLE ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front passenger seat assembly (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Driver's/  
Front Passenger Seat, Replacement")

2. Remove the buckle assembly
 (a). Unscrew the bolt.
 (b). Take down the buckle assembly. 

3. Install the buckle assembly
 (a). Pass the buckle harness connector through 

the gap between seat cushion and guide 
rail. 

(b). Install the buckle assembly and tighten the  
  bolts. 
  Torque : 45~55N•m

4. Install the seat assembly (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Driver's/Front Passenger 
Seat, Replacement")

NOTICE:
The removal and installation procedures are same for driver seat buckle assembly and the 
front passenger seat buckle assembly.
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RETRACTOR ASSEMBLY
OVERHAUL

1. Remove the seat belt assembly (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint 
System - Driver/Front Passenger Seat Belt, Replacement")

2. Check the retractor
 (a). Slowly tilt the retractor and check the 

locking status of the fabric belt.
• The fabric belt shall not be locked when     

the tilting angle of retractor is less than 
15º in any direction.

• The fabric belt shall be locked when the 
tilting angle of the retractor is higher 
than 45º. If the checking result fails 
the specification, replace with new 
driver/front passenger seat fabric belt 
retractor assembly. (Refer to "Chapter 
42 Supplemental Restraint System- 
Retractor Assembly, Overhaul")

(b). Check the locking function of fabric belt.
• The fabric belt shall be locked when 

being pulled rapidly.

NOTICE:
Upon detection of any abnormal malfunction during checking, make sure to replace with 
new seat belt assembly. Never break up any part on the seat belt retractor assembly. If the 
checking result fails the specification, replace with new driver/front passenger seat fabric 
belt retractor assembly (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Retractor 
Assembly, Overhaul")
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SEAT BELT HEIGHT ADJUSTER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the right seat belt height adjuster  
  assembly
 (a). Take down the trim cap.

(b). Unscrew the upper fastening bolts. 
 (c). Remove the right B-pillar upper inner 

guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/
Exterior Trim – B -Pillar Guard Panel, 
Replacement")

(d). Unscrew the fastening bolts of height 
  adjuster assembly.
 (e). Take down the right seat belt height 

adjuster assembly.
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2. Install the right seat belt height adjuster 
  assembly
 (a). Place the right seat belt height adjuster 

assembly in place.
 (b). Tighten the fastening bolts of right height 

adjuster.  
  Torque : 45~55N•m

(c). Ighten the upper fastening bolts of seat 
  belt. 
  Torque : 45~55N•m

NOTICE:
Make sure to keep level the fabric belt and prevent 
the kinking and twisting. 

(d). Install the upper fastening bolt trim cap.
NOTICE:

The removal and installation procedures are same 
for the left and right seat belt height adjuster 
assemblies.
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LIGHTING SYSTEM
NOTICES

1. Any contamination of engine oil will reduce the lifecycle of the halogen bulbs.
2. Since the interior of the halogen bulb is pressurized, handle it with great care. If the 

bulb is dropped, it may explode and cause personal injury.
3. Do not directly touch the bulb by hand.
4. Always use a bulb of the same wattage for replacement.
5. Once the bulb is installed, fix the bulb cover with care. Otherwise moisture may 

enter the combination lamp and make it cloudy or steamy.
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PARTS DRAWING

1 Right front fog lamp assembly 7
Cross recessed pan head tapping 
screw and flat washer assembly

2
Cross recessed pan head tapping 
screw and flat washer assembly

8 Interior roof lamp assembly

3
Righ t  f ron t  comb ina t ion  lamp 
assembly

9
Cross recessed round head tapping 
screws

4 Large washer 10
Fixed buckle seat of front interior 
lamp

5
Cross recessed hexagon bolts with 
indentation

11
Cross recessed round head tapping 
screws

6
F i x e d  b u c k l e  s e a t  o f  f r o n t 
combination lamp

12 Front interior lamp assembly
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PARTS DRAWING

1 After buckle of rear combination lamp 10 Flat washer

2
Lower buckle of rear combination 
lamp

11
Cross recessed hexagon bolts with 
indentation

3
Left rear combination taillight 1 (side 
wall)

12
Fixed buckle of rear combination 
taillight

4 Hexagon flange bolt 13 Hexagonal flange nut

5 Hexagonal flange nut 14 High-mount brake lamp assembly

6
Left rear combination tail l ight 2 
(Liftgate)

15 Right backup lamp assembly

7 Rear license plate lamp assembly 16
Rear rear combination taillight 2 
(Liftgate)

8
Cross recessed pan head tapping 
screw

17
Right rear combination taillight (side 
wall)

9 The left rear fog lamp assembly
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PARTS DRAWING

fuwx43065

1

2

2

3

1 Right day running lamp assembly 3 Left day running lamp assembly

2
Cross recessed pan head tapping 
screw & plain washer subassembly
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FRONT COMBINATION LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the left front combination lamp assembly
(a). Remove the front grille, (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior & Exterior Trims - Front Grille, 

Replacement")
(b). Remove the front bumper assembly. (Refer to "Chapter 56. Interior & Exterior Trims- 

Front Bumper Assembly, Replacement")

(c). Unscrew 4 fastening  bolts and remove the  
  left front combination lamp assembly.

(d). Disconnect the turning signal and the 
  headlamp connectors.
 (e). Remove the left front combination lamp 

assembly.

3. Remove the right front combination lamp assembly
NOTICE:

The method to remove the right front combination lamp is same with the removal method 
for left front combination lamp. 
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4. Install the left front combination lamp 
  assembly 
 (a). Connect the connectors of the left front 

combination lamp assembly.

(b). Install the left front combiantion lamp 
  assembly and tighten 4 fastening  bolts.
  Torque :9~12N•m
 (c). Mount the front bumper assembly. (Refer 

to "Chapter 56 Interior /Exterior Trims - 
Front Bumper Assembly,Replacement")

(d). Install the front grille. (Refer to "Chapter 
56 Interior & Exterior Trims - Front Grille, 
Replacement")

5. Install the right front combination lamp assembly
NOTICE:

The method to install the right front combination lamp is same with the Installation method 
for right front combination lamp. 
6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 

- Battery, Replacement")
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ADJUSTMENT

1.  Adjust the headlamp range
(a).  Adjust the vehicle until it meets the following conditions.

• The area around the headlight is not deformed.
• The vehicle is parked on a level surface.
• The tire pressure is within the specified range. (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & 

Wheel- Tire & Wheel Assembly, On-Vehicle Inspection")
• A driver is in the vehicle (or replaced by a weight of 73Kg), and the vehicle is 

ready to move (tank full).
(b). Check the headlamp range.

• Keep the headlamp reflector 10 meters 
away from the screen either a curtain or 
a flat wall.

• Start the engine.
• Switch on the front combination lamp.

 Check whehter the headlamp range is 
consistent with the illustration.

NOTICE:
•  A and B are the positions of the headlamps; H is 

the height of the headlamps; L1 and L2 are the 
distance between the centers of the headlamps 
and the center of the vehicle.

•  If not, adjust the headlamp.

(c). Turn the adjustment  bol ts  unt i l  the 
  headlamp is within standard range.

NOTICE:
The headlamp adjustor inside the cockpit can align the headlamps horizontally.
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FRONT COMBINATION LAMP BULB
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging -  Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the bulb of left high beam
(a). Unscrew the bulb cover counterclockwise.

(b). Remove  the  h igh  beam head lamp 
  connector.
 (c). Release the fastening  springs of the high 

beam headlamp bulb following the direction 
of the arrow.

(d). Remove the high headbeam lamp bulb.
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3. Remove the bulb of right high beam
NOTICE:

The method to remove the bulb of right high beam is same with the removal method for 
bulb of left high beam. 

4. Remove the bulb of left low beam
 (a). Unscrew the bulb cover counterclockwise.

(b). Remove the dipped headlamp connector.   
 (c). Release the fastening  springs of the 

dipped headlamp bulb fol lowing the 
direction of the arrow.

(d). Remove the dipped headlamp bulb.
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5. Remove the bulb of right low beam
NOTICE:

The method to remove the bulb of right low beam is same with the removal method for 
bulb of left low beam.

6. Remove the left front position lamp bulb
 (a). Unscrew the bulb cover counterclockwise.

(b). Remove the position lamp socket.

(c). Remove the position lamp bulb.

7. Remove the right front position lamp bulb
NOTICE:

The method to remove the  bulb of right front position lamp is same with the removal 
method for bulb of  left front position lamp.
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8. Install the left front position lamp bulb
 (a). Install the position lamp bulb.

(b). Install the position lamp socket.

(c). Tighten the bulb cover clockwise.

9. Install the right front position lamp bulb
NOTICE:

The method to install the  bulb of right front position lamp is same with the installation 
method for bulb of  left front position lamp.
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10. Install the bulb of left high beam 
 (a). Install the high beam headlamp bulb and 

fix the fastening  springs.
 (b). Connect the bulb connector.

 (c). Tighten the bulb cover clockwise.

11. Remove the bulb of right high beam 
NOTICE:

The method to install the bulb of right high beam is same with the installation method for 
bulb of left high beam.

12. Install the bulb of left low beam
 (a). Install the dimmed headlamp bulb and fix  
  the fastening  springs.
 (b). Connect the bulb connector.
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(c). Tighten the bulb cover clockwise.

13. Install the bulb of left low beam
NOTICE:

The method to Install the bulb of right low beam is same with the installation method for 
bulb of left low beam.
14. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 

Battery, Replacement")
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FRONT FOG LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the front wheel mudguard (refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior- 
Replacement, mudguard”)

fuwx43066

3. Remove the left front fog lamp assembly 
 (a). Disconnect the connector.

fuwx43067

(b). Unscrew 3 fastening  bolts of the left front  
  fog lamp.
 (c). Remove the left front fog lamp assembly.

 

4. Remove the right front fog lamp assembly
NOTICE:

The method to remove the right front fog lamp assembly is same with the removal method 
for left front fog lamp assembly.
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fuwx43067

5. Install the left front fog lamp assembly
 (a). Install the left front fog lamp assembly and 

tighten 3 fastening  bolts of the left front fog 
lamp.

 

fuwx43066

(b). Install the connector.

6. Install the right front fog lamp assembly
NOTICE:

The method to install the right front fog lamp assembly is same with the installation method 
for left front fog lamp assembly.
7. Refit the front wheel mudguard (refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior- 

Replacement, mudguard”)
8. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 

- Battery, Replacement")
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FRONT FOG LAMP BULB 
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the front wheel mudguard (refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior- 
Replacement, mudguard”)

fuwx43068

3. Remove the left front fog lamp bulb
 (a). Unscrew the bulb cover counterclockwise. 

fuwx43069

(b). Remove the fog lamp bulb wiring harness.
 (c). Loosen the fog lamp bulb retaining spring 

in the arrow direction.
 (d). Take out the fog lamp bulb. 

 

4. Remove the right front fog lamp bulb
NOTICE:

The right front fog lamp bulb is to be removed in the same procedure with the left one.

fuwx43070

5. Install the left front fog lamp bulb
 (a). Refit the left front fog lamp bulb, and fasten 

the retaining spring. 
 (b). Reconnect the bulb wiring harness. 
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fuwx43071

(c). Tighten the bulb cover clockwise.

6. Install the right front fog lamp bulb
NOTICE:

The right front fog lamp bulb is to be refitted in the same procedure with the left one.
7. Install the front wheel mudguard (refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior- 

Replacement, mudguard”)
8. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 

- Battery, Replacement")
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DAY RUNNING LAMP
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the front wheel mudguard (refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior- 
Replacement, mudguard”) 

fuwx43025

3. Remove the left front day running lamp 
  assembly
 (a). D i s c o n n e c t  t h e  d a y  r u n n i n g  l a m p 

connector. 

fuwx43024

(b). Screw out these 4 left front day running 
  lamp fixing screws.
 (c). Remove the left front day running lamp 

assembly.

 

4. Remove the right front day running lamp assembly
NOTICE:

The right front day running lamp assembly is to be removed in the same procedure with 
the left one. 
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fuwx43024

5. Install the left front day running lamp 
  assembly
 (a). Install the left front day running lamp 

assembly, and tighten these 4 left front day 
running lamp fixing screws.

 

fuwx43025

(b). Reconnect the day running lamp connector.

6. Install the right front day running lamp assembly
NOTICE:

The right front day running lamp assembly is to be refitted in the same procedure with the 
left one.
7. Install the front wheel mudguard (refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior- 

Replacement, mudguard”).
8. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 

- Battery, Replacement")
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REAR COMBINATION LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the left rear combination lamp   
  assembly (body part)
 (a). Unscrew 2 fastening bolts of the left rear  
  combination lamp.

(b). Remove the left rear combination lamp   
  assembly.
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(c). Disconnect the connector of the left rear 
  combination lamp.
 (d). Remove the left rear combination lamp 

assembly.
 3. Remove the right rear combination lamp 

assembly (body part)
NOTICE:

The method to remove the right rear combination 
lamp is same with the removal method for left rear 
combination lamp.

4. Remove the liftgate interior trim panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims- 
Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

5. Remove the left rear combination lamp 
  assembly (liftgate part)
 (a). Unscrew 3 fastening  bolts of the left rear 

combination lamp.

(b). Disconnect the connector of the left rear  
  combination lamp.
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(c). Remove the left rear combination lamp 
  assembly.

6. Remove the right rear combination lamp assembly (liftgate part)
NOTICE:

The method to remove the right rear combination lamp is same with the removal method 
for left rear combination lamp.

7. Install the left rear combination lamp   
  assembly (liftgate part)
 (a). Install the left rear combination lamp   
  assembly  to the vehicle,connect the   
  left rear combination lamp connector.
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(b). Tighten 3 fastening  bolts of the left rear 
  combination lamp.

8. Install the right rear combination lamp assembly (liftgate part)
NOTICE:

The method to Install the right rear combination lamp is same with the installation method 
for left rear combination lamp.
9. Remove the liftgate interior trim panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims- 

Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

10. Install the left rear combination lamp 
  assembly (body part)
 (a). Install the left rear combination lamp 

assembly to the vehicle,connect the left 
rear combination lamp connector.
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(b). Tighten 2 fastening  bolts of the left rear 
  combination lamp.
  Torque :9~12N•m

11. Install the right rear combination lamp assembly (body part)
NOTICE:

The method to Install the right rear combination lamp is same with the installation method 
for left rear combination lamp.
12. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 

- Battery, Replacement")
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REAR COMBINATION LAMP BULB
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the left rear turning signal bulb 
(a). Remove the left rear combination lamp 

assembly of the body part. (Refer to 
Chapter 43 Lighting - rear combination 
lamp assembly, replacement)

 (b). Unscrew the  tu rn ing  s igna l  socket 
counterclockwise.

(c). Unscrew the turning signal socket 
  counterclockwise.

NOTICE:
Gently press the bulb before turning.

3. Remove the right rear turning signal bulb
NOTICE:

The method to remove the right rear turning signal bulb is same with the removal method 
for left rear turning signal bulb.
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4. Remove the left rear reversing lamp bulb
 (a). Remove the access cover of l i f tgate 

combination lamp.

(b). Unscrew the reversing lamp socket LH 
  counterclockwise.
 (c). Unscrew the reversing lamp bulb LH 

counterclockwise.
NOTICE:

Gently press the bulb before turning.

5. Remove the bulb of right rear reversing lamp (liftgate part)
NOTICE:

The method to remove the right rear reversing lamp is same with the removal method for 
left rear reversing lamp.
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6. Install the left rear reversing lamp bulb
 (a). Tighten the left rear reversing lamp bulb  

clockwise.
 (b). Tighten the left rear reversing lamp socket 

clockwise.
NOTICE:

Gently press the bulb before turning.

(c). Install the access cover of left rear liftgate  
  combination lamp.

7. Install the right rear reversing lamp bulb
NOTICE:

The method to install the right rear reversing lamp bulb is same with the installation method 
for left rear reversing lamp bulb.
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8. Install the left rear turning signal bulb
 (a). Tighten the left rear turning signal bulb 

clockwise.
NOTICE:

Gently press the bulb before turning.

(b). Tighten the left rear turning signal socket  
  clockwise.
 (c). Install the left rear combination lamp 

assembly. (Refer to "Chapter 43 Lighting- 
Rear  Combinat ion Lamp Assembly, 
Replacement")

9. Install the right rear turning signal bulb
NOTICE:

The method to install the right rear turning signal bulb is same with the installation method 
for left rear  turning signal bulb.
10. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 

Battery, Replacement")
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TOP BRAKING LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the rear spoiler (Refer to Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Spoiler, 
Replacement)

3. Remove the top braking lamp assembly
 (a). Remove the reaining nuts of the top 

braking lamp assembly.

(b). Remove the top braking lamp assembly.
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4. Install the top braking lamp assembly
 (a). Install the top braking lamp assembly.

(b). Tighten the reaining nuts of the top braking  
  lamp assembly.

5. Install the rear spoiler (Refer to Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Spoiler, 
Replacement)

6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 
Battery, Replacement")
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LICENSE PLATE LAMP
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the right license plate lamp 
 (a). Unscrew the fastening  screws of the 

license plate lamp.

(b). Remove the license plate lamp  housing.

(c). Remove the license plate lamp bulb.

3. Remove the left license plate lamp
NOTICE:

The method to remove the left license plate lamp is same with the removal method for right 
license plate lamp.
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4. Install the right license plate lamp 
 (a). Install the license plate lamp housing.

(b). Install the license plate lamp housing.

(c). Tighten 2 fastening  screws of the license  
  plate lamp.

5. Install the left license plate lamp
NOTICE:

The method to install the left license plate lamp is same with the installation method for 
right license plate lamp.
6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 

Battery, Replacement")
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REAR FOG LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the rear bumper assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims-
Rear Bumper Assembly, Replacement")

fuwx43015

3. Remove the left rear fog lamp assembly 
 (a). Disconnect the rear fog lamp assembly 

connector.

fuwx43041

(b). Unscrew 3 fastening  bolts of the rear fog 
 lamp and remove the rear fog lamp 

assembly.
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(c). Unscrew the rear fog lamp socket from the  
  rear fog lamp assembly counterclockwise.

NOTICE:
To replace the rear fog lamp separately, elevating 
the vehicle is enough and it’s unnecessary to 
remove the rear bumper.
 (d). U n s c r e w  t h e  r e a r  f o g  l a m p  b u l b 

counterclockwise.
NOTICE:

Gently press the bulb before turning.

4. Install the left rear fog lamp assembly 
 (a). Tighten the rear fog lamp bulb clockwise.
 (b). Tighten the rear fog lamp socket clockwise.

fuwx43041

(c). Tighten 3 fastening  bolts of the rear fog 
 lamp assembly and install the rear fog 

lamp assembly.
  Torque :9~12N•m
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fuwx43015

(d). Connect the rear fog lamp assembly 
  connector.

5. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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REVERSING LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

fuwx43072

2. Remove the reversing lamp assembly
 (a). Disconnect the r ight reversing lamp 

assembly connector. 

fuwx43073

(b). Install the se 3 fixing bolts of the right 
 reversing lamp assembly and remove the 

right reversing lamp assembly. 

(c). Screw off the right reversing lamp holder 
 from the right reversing lamp assembly 

counterclockwise. 
NOTICE:

To replace only the right reversing lamp bulb, it is 
unnecessary to remove the rear bumper, and the 
replacement can be done by lifting the vehicle.
 (d). Screw off the right reversing lamp bulb 

counterclockwise.
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3. Refit the right reversing lamp assembly
 (a). Screw on the right reversing lamp bulb 

clockwise.
 (b). Screw on the right reversing lamp holder 

clockwise.

fuwx43073

(c). Tighten  these 3 fixing bolts of the right 
 reversing lamp assembly and refit the right 

reversing lamp assembly.
  Torque :9~12N•m

fuwx43072

(d). Reconnect the right reversing lamp 
  assembly connector. 

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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FRONT INTERIOR LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the front interior lamp assembly
 (a). Open the storage box of front interior lamp 

and unscrew two fastening screws of the 
front interior lamp.

 (b). Remove the front interior lamp assembly.

(c). Disconnect the connector of the front 
  interior lamp.

3. Install the front interior lamp assembly
(a). Connect the connector of the front interior  
  lamp.
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(b). Install the front interior lamp assembly, 
 tighten two fastening screws of front interior 

lamp, and close the storage box of front 
interior lamp.

4 . Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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FRONT INTERIOR LAMP BULB
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Pry out the front interior lamp cover with 
  the interior trim prying plate

3. Remove the front interior lamp bulb

4. Install the front interior lamp bulb
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5. Install the front interior lamp housing

6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  
Chargeing - Battery,Replacement")
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MIDDLE INTERIOR LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & charge-  
 battery, replacement")

2. Remove the middle interior lamp assembly 
(a). Pry out the middle interior lamp cover with  
  the interior trim prying plate.

(b). Unscrew two fastening screws of middle  
  interior lamp.

(c). Disconnect the connector of middle interior  
  lamp.
 (d). Remove the middle interior lamp assembly.
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3. Install the middle interior lamp assembly
 (a). Connect the connector of middle interior 

lamp.

(b). Install the middle interior lamp assembly 
  and tighten two fastening screws of middle  
  interior lamp.

(c). Install the middle interior lamp cover.

4 . Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & charge - 
battery, replacement")
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REAR INTERIOR LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

NOTICE:
The installation/removal method for rear interior lamp assembly is same with that for 
middle interior lamp. 
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MIDDLE INTERIOR LAMP BULB
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & charge-  
 battery, replacement")

2. Remove the middle interior lamp bulb
 (a). Pry out the middle interior lamp cover with  
  the interior trim prying plate.

(b). Remove the middle interior lamp bulb.

3. Install the middle interior lamp bulb
 (a). Install the middle interior lamp bulb.
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(b). Install the middle interior lamp cover. 

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & charge - 
battery, replacement")
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REAR INTERIOR LAMP BULB
REPLACEMENT

NOTICE:
The replacement method is same for the rear interior lamp bulb and middle interior lamp 
bulb. 
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COURTESY LAMP ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & charge-  
 battery, replacement")
2. Remove the door inner guard plate assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/exterior  
 trims - front door inner guard panel, replacement") 

3. Remove the courtesy lamp assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of courtesy lamp.

(b). Remove the courtesy lamp assembly.

NOTICE:
•  The removal method for the left door courtesy lamp is same with that for right door  

courtesy lamp. 
•  The removal method for the rear door courtesy lamp is same with that for front door   

courtesy lamp.
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4. Install the courtesy lamp assembly
 (a). Install the courtesy lamp assembly.

(b). Connect the connector.

NOTICE:
• The install method for the left door courtesy lamp is same with that for right door courtesy  

 lamp.
• The install method for the rear door courtesy lamp is same with that for front door           

courtesy lamp.
5. Install the door inner guard plate assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/exterior 

trims - front door inner guard panel, replacement")
6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & charge - 

battery, replacement")
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WIPER AND WASHER
NOTICES

1. Notices on washer fluid
(a). Usually use ordinary washer fluid for window glass.
(b). Use water if no washer fluid is available.
(c). Be sure to fill the washer with proper fluid in cold areas.
(d). Never use engine antifreeze or other substitutes, which may damage the window  
 glass and/or body paint.
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TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information. 

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Wipers don't work

1.Fuse (damaged) —

2.Wiper switch (damaged)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper and washer, 
checking

3.Wiper motor (damaged)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper assembly, 
replacement

4.Harness (broken or short) —

Wipers don't wo rk (at
HI/LO)

1.Wiper switch (damaged)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper and washer, 
checking

2.Wiper motor (damaged)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper assembly, 
replacement

3.Harness (broken or short) —

Wipers don't work (at 
INT)

1.Wiper switch (damaged)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper and washer, 
checking

2.Wiper timer (damaged)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper assembly, 
replacement

3.Wiper motor (damaged)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper assembly, 
replacement

4.Harness (broken or short) —

Wiper arms do not 
return or return to 
incorrect positions 
(wiper switched off)

1 .Wiper  a rms  ( Ins ta l l ed 
incorrectly)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer – wiper arm 
assembly, replacement

2.Wiper motor (damaged))
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper assembly, 
replacement

3.Harness (broken or short) —

Abnormal noise

1.Worm (rusty or   unlubricated)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper assembly, 
replacement

2.Wiper l inkage (worn or 
deformed)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper assembly, 
replacement

3.Wiper blade (rubber aged    
or cracked)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer – wiper blade, 
replacement
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Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Poor performance

1.Windscreen (oil or wax)) —

2.Washer fluid (inferior) —

3.Wiper  b lade ( improper 
model)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer – wiper blade, 
replacement

4.Wiper blade (rubber aged 
or cracked)

Chapter 44.Wiper & washer - wiper blade, 
replacement

5.Wiper arms (deformed or 
   damaged)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer – wiper arm 
assembly, replacement

6.Wiper arms (deteriorated   
   spring)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer – wiper arm 
assembly, replacement

Washaer doesn't work 

1.Washer switch (damaged)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper and 
washer, checking

2.Washer pump assembly 
   (damaged)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper and 
washer, checking

3.Harness (broken or short) —

No washer fluid 
injection or weak 

injection

1.Washer fluid (inadequate) —

2.Washer fluid (frozen) —

3.Washer fluid hose (damaged   
   or blocked)

—

4.Nozzle (blocked)
Chapter 44. Wiper and washer – wiper nozzle, 
replacement

5.Washer pump assembly 
   (damaged)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer - wiper and 
washer, checking

Improper
nozzle coverage

1.Nozzle (adjustment 
   required)

Chapter 44. Wiper and washer – wiper nozzle, 
checking
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PARTS DRAWING(FRONT WIPER & WASHER)

1 The front wiper arm blanking cap 4 The single side sponge tape

2
The wiper arm assembly of the left 
rudder

5
Hex bolt,  spring washer and f lat 
washer assembly

3
The front wiper motor and moving 
mechanism assembly

6 The washer assembly
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PARTS DRAWING(REAE WIPER)

1 The rear wiper arm assembly 3
The rubber plug of the rear wiper 
motor

2 The rear wiper motor assembly
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CHECKING

1. Check the washer pump assembly
 (a). Connect the battery positive terminal (+) to 

Terminal 2 of the washer pump assembly 
connector.

 (b). Connect the battery negative terminal (-) to 
Terminal 1 of the washer pump assembly 
connector.

 (c). Check whether there is fluid coming out 
of the washer pump assembly outlet.If no, 
replace a new washer pump assembly.

NOTICE:
While connecting the pins, ensure the normal 
voltage of battery and the normal contact of pins.

DANGER:
Complete this process in short time, or it may 
damage the washer pump assembly.

WARNING:
During operation, add proper amount of washer 
fluid into the tank.

fuwx44004

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PULL

MIST

OFF

LO

HI

ON

OFF
REAR

Close

Intermittent

Low speed

High speed

2. Check the front wiper switch and the front  
  washer switch
  (a). Measure the resistance between the 

terminals and perform conduction tests. 
 Standard:

Front Washer
Switch Pin Resistance

OFF All ≥ 1 MΩ

INT 3 - 4 ＜ 2 Ω

LO 2 - 3 ＜ 2 Ω

HI 1 - 3 ＜ 2 Ω

MIST 1 - 3 ＜ 2 Ω

Rear Washer
Switch Pin Resistance

OFF All ≥ 1 MΩ

ON 7 - 5 or 6 ＜ 2 Ω

If the resistance is out of the specification,replace a new combination switch assembly. 
(Refer to"Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Combination Switchassy, Replacement")
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WIPER ARM ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT(FRONT WIPER ARM)

1. Remove the wiper arm
(a). Turn on the wiper switch to position "INT/LO/HI" to run the wiper arm assembly.

DANGER:
Do not turn on the wiper switch while the front windscreen assembly is still dry, in order to 
prevent scratching the front windscreen assembly. 
(b). Turn off the wiper switch to position "OFF" to automatically return the wiper 

assembly.

(c). Take down the wiper arm nut trim cap.

(d). Unscrew the wiper arm nut. 
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(e). Take down the wiper blade and right wiper  
  assembly. 

WARNING:
Turn up the right wiper arm assembly and shake 
the wiper arm assembly vertically to remove.

2. Install the wiper arm
 (a). Clean the spline hole of the right wiper arm 

with a round file or similar tool.
 (b). Use a wire brush to clean the rotating shaft 

spline of the wiper connecting rod.

(c). Properly reset the wiper arm assembly.
NOTICE:

• The wiper arm shall be located on the lower 
edge of front windscreen assembly. 

• Turn up the wiper arm assembly and position it 
in place. 

(d). Install the spring washer and tighten the   
  nut.
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(e). Install the front wiper arm nut trim cap.
WARNING:

• Turn down the wiper arm assembly after 
installation. 

• Ensure that the wiper arm is located on the 
lower edge of front windscreen assembly.

 (f). Check the auto return of the wiper arm 
assembly.
• Turn on the wiper switch to position "INT/

LO/HI" to run the wiper arm assembly.
• Turn off the wiper switch to position 

"OFF" to automatically return the wiper 
assembly.

• Check whether the wiper arm assembly 
is located on the lower edge of the front 
windscreen assembly. 

DANGER:
Do not turn on the wiper switch while the front windscreen assembly is still dry, in order to 
prevent scratching the front windscreen assembly.
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REPLACEMENT(REAR WIPER ARM)

1. Remove the rear wiper arm assembly
(a).  Rotate the wiper switch to position "ON" to run the rear wiper assembly.

DANGER:
Do not turn on the wiper switch while the rear windscreen assembly is still dry, in order to 
prevent scratching the rear windscreen assembly.
(b). Rotate the wiper switch to position "OFF" to automatically return the wiper assembly.

(c). Take down the rear wiper arm nut trim cap.

(d). Unscrew the wiper arm nut.
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(e). Take down the rear wiper arm assembly.
WARNING:

Turn up the rear wiper assembly arm and lightly 
shake the wiper arm assembly vertically to 
remove. 

2. Install the rear wiper arm
 (a). Clean the spline hole of the right wiper arm 

by using the circular file or a similar tool. 
 (b). Clean the wiper connecting rod shaft spline 

by using a wire brush.

(c). Put the wiper arm assembly in place.
NOTICE:

•The wiper arm assembly should be located at the 
lower edge of the rear windshield assembly.

•Turn up the wiper arm assembly, and put it in 
place.
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(d). Install and fix the fixed nut of the wiper arm.

(e). Install the trim cover of the rear wiper arm.
WARNING:

• After installation, turn down the wiper arm 
assembly.

• Confirm that the wiper arm assembly is located 
at the lower edge of the rear windshield 
assembly. 

 (f). Check the self-return of the wiper arm 
assembly.
•  Turn the wiper swi tch to" INT/LO/

HI"posit ion, make the wiper blade 
assembly swing.

• Turn the wiper blade switch to"OFF" 
position, make the wiper blade assembly 
return automatically.

• Check whether the wiper arm assembly 
is located at the lower edge of the rear 
windshield assembly.

DANGER:
Do not open the wiper switch when the front 
windshield assembly is dry so as to prevent 
scratching the front windshield assembly.
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WIPER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT(FRONT WIPER ASSEMBLY)

1. Auto return of wiper assembly
(a). Auto return of wiper assembly.

• Turn on the wiper switch to position"INT/LO/HI"to run the wiper arm assembly.
• Turn off the wiper switch to position "OFF" to automatically return the wiper 

assembly.
DANGER:

Do not turn on the wiper switch while the windscreen assembly is still dry, in order to 
prevent scratching the windscreen assembly. 
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 

Charging – Battery, Replacement")
3. Remove the wiper arm assembly (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer - Wiper 

Arm Assembly, Replacement")

fuwx44038

4. Remove the lower trim panel assembly of  
  front windscreen
(a). Remove the front window left and right 

trimmings. 
(b). Remove  the  sea l i ng  s t r i p  o f  f r on t 

windscreen lower trim panel.

fuwx44039

 (c). Remove the fixing fastener of the front 
  window lower trim panel assembly.
 (d). Remove the lower trim panel assembly of 

front windscreen.
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5. Remove the wiper assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of wiper motor  
  assembly.

(b). Loosen the bolts of wiper assembly. 
 (c). Take down the wiper assembly.

NOTICE:
Carefully preserve the wiper assembly and do not 
pull the wiper connecting rod assembly at will. 

6. Break up the wiper motor and connecting  
  rod assembly
 (a). Remove the fastening nut between wiper 

motor and connecting rod swing arm. 
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(b). Remove the fastening bolts between wiper  
  motor and connecting rod.
 (c). Break up wiper motor assembly and wiper 

connecting rod assembly. 

7. Assemble the wiper motor and connecting  
  rod assembly
 (a). Install the fastening bolts between wiper 

motor and connecting rod. 
 (b). Install the fastening nut between wiper 

motor and connecting rod swing arm.

 (c). Install the fastening nut between wiper   
  motor and connecting rod swing arm. 
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8. Install the wiper assembly
 (a). Install the wiper assembly and install and 

tighten the fastening bolts.
  Torque:18~21N•m

(b). Connect the connector of wiper motor 
  assembly.

fuwx44039

9. Install the lower trim panel assembly of   
  front windscreen
(a). Refit the fixing fastener of the front window 

lower trim panel assembly.
(b). Install the sealing strip of front windscreen 

lower trim panel.
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fuwx44038

(c). Refit the front window left and right 
  trimmings.

10. Install the wiper arm assembly (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer - Wiper 
Arm Assembly, Replacement")

11. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging – Battery, Replacement")

12. Check the auto return of the wiper assembly
• Turn on the wiper switch to position "INT/LO/HI" to run the wiper arm assembly.

NOTICE:
Do not turn on the wiper switch while the front windscreen assembly is still dry, in order to 
prevent scratching the front windscreen assembly.

• Turn off the wiper switch to position "OFF" to automatically return the wiper 
assembly.

• Check whether the wiper blade assembly is located on the lower edge of the front 
windscreen. 

REPLACEMENT(REAR WIPER ASSEMBLY)

1. Auto return of wiper assembly 
(a). Auto return of wiper assembly.

• Turn on the wiper switch to position "ON" to run the wiper arm assembly.
• Turn off the wiper switch to position "OFF" to automatically return the wiper 

assembly.
DANGER:

Do not turn on the wiper switch while the windscreen assembly is still dry, in order to 
prevent scratching the windscreen assembly.
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 

Charging – Battery, Replacement")
3. Remove the rear wiper arm assembly (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer - 

Wiper Arm Assembly, Replacement")
4. Remove the back door guard board (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior and Exterior 

Finisher-Back Door Guard Board, Replacement")
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5. Remove the rear wiper assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of rear wiper   
  motor assembly.

 

(b). Loosen the fastening bolts of rear wiper   
  assembly.
 (c). Take down the rear wiper assembly.

NOTICE:
Carefully preserve the wiper assembly.

6. Install the rear wiper assembly
 (a). Install the fastening bolts of rear wiper 

assembly.
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 (b). Connect the connector of rear wiper motor  
  assembly.

7. Install the back door guard board (Refer to  "Chapter 56 Interior and Exterior 
Finisher-Back Door Guard Board, Replacement")

8. Install the rear wiper arm assembly (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer - 
Wiper Arm Assembly, Replacement")

9. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting And 
Charging – Battery, Replacement")

10. Check the auto return of the rear wiper arm assembly
• Turn on the rear wiper switch to position "ON" to run the rear wiper arm assembly.
• Turn off the rear wiper switch to position "OFF" to automatically return the rear 

wiper assembly.
DANGER:

Do not turn on the wiper switch while the windscreen assembly is still dry, in order to 
prevent scratching the windscreen assembly.
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WIPER RESERVOIR ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect battery negative cable (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging - 
Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the left front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & 
Wheel, Replacement")

3. Remove the left front fender assembly  (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior & Exterior 
Trims - Fender, Replacement")

4. Remove the wiper washer pump assembly
 (a). Remove the wiper washer pump assembly 

connector.
 (b). Remove the washer pump outlet pipe.

(c). Remove the wiper washer pump assembly.
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5. Remove the wiper reservoir assembly
 (a). Remove the bottom fastening bolts of the 

washer fluid reservoir.
 

(b). Remove the fastening bolts from the filler  
  port of washer fluid reservoir.
 (c). Take down the washer fluid reservoir. 

6. Install the wiper reservoir assembly
 (a). Install the washer fluid reservoir and install 

and tighten the bottom fastening bolts. 
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(b). Install and tighten the fastening bolts at the  
  filler port of washing fluid reservoir.
 

7. Install the wiper washer pump assembly 
(a). Install the wiper washer pump assembly to 

the reservoir.

(b). Install the wiper washer pump assembly  
  connector.
 (c). Install the washer pump outlet pipe.

 8. Install the left front fender assembly (Refer 
to "Chapter 56 Interior & Exterior Trims - 
Fender,Replacement")

 9. Instal l  the left  front wheel (Refer to 
"Chapter 33 Tire & Wheel - Front Tire & 
Wheel, Replacement")

 10. Connect the negative cable of the battery 
(Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 
Battery, Replacement")
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WIPER BLADE
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the wiper blade
 (a). Flip up the wiper arm assembly.
 (b). Flip over the wiper blade, push out the 

wiper arm linkage and remove the wiper 
blade.

NOTICE:
The removal method is same for all wiper blades.

2. Install the wiper blade
 (a). Install the wiper blade to the Install the 

wiper blade.
NOTICE:

If hear a click, it means the wiper blade is properly 
installed.
(b). Turn down the wiper arm assembly.

NOTICE:
The Installation method is same for all wiper 
blades. 
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WIPER NOZZLE
CHECKING

1. Check the nozzle assembly
(a). Observe the nozzle assembly for presence of clear blockage.
(b). Turn on the washer switch and check whether the washing fluid is uniformly sprayed 

onto the windscreen.

REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front wiper nozzle
 (a). Open the engine hood and disconnect the 

water inlet pipe of front wiper.

 (b). From the inside of the engine hood, clamp 
  lightly the nozzle snap ring with a pair of  
  nipper pliers to disengage the nozzle.
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2. Install the front wiper nozzle
 (a). Point the water outlet port of the nozzle 

towards the front windscreen and push 
downward. It indicates that the nozzle is 
correctly installed when a "click" sound is 
heard. 

                                       
(b). Connect the water inlet pipe of front wiper  
  nozzle.

3. Remove the rear wiper nozzle
 (a). Lightly pry the nozzle snap ring with a   
  screwdriver to disengage the nozzle. 
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(b). Take down the rear wiper nozzle and 
  remove the water inlet pipe of rear wiper.

4. Install the rear wiper nozzle
 (a). Connect the water inlet pipe of rear wiper  
  nozzle.

(b). Point the water outlet port of the nozzle 
 towards the rear windscreen and push 

downward. It indicates that the nozzle is 
correctly installed when a "click" sound is 
heard.
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AUDIO SYSTEM
PARTS DRAWING

1
The CD p layer  w i th  b luetooth 
assembly

6 The cross recessed pan head

2 The cross recessed pan head 7
The al l - f requency loudspeaker 
assembly

3 The control button assembly 8
The antenna amplifier and cable 
assembly

4 The multimedia interface assembly 9 Hexagonal flange face bolt

5
The A type plastic nut embedded 
through-hole
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PARTS DRAWING

fuwx45026

1

2

3
4

5

6

6

6

7

8

9

10

10

10

11

12

1
The antenna amplifier and cable 
assembly

7 Left high-tone loudspeaker assembly

2 The multimedia interface assembly 8
The al l - f requency loudspeaker 
assembly

3 DVD & navigation assembly 9 GPS antenna assembly

4 Right high-tone loudspeaker assembly 10 The cross recessed pan head

5 The control button assembly 11
The A type plastic nut embedded 
through-hole

6 The cross recessed pan head 12 Hexagonal flange face bolt
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CD PLAYER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the CD player assembly
 (a). Pry out the CD player control panel with a 

plastic rocker. 

(b). Disconnect the control panel connector   
  and remove the CD player control panel. 
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(c). Loosen two fastening screws of central air  
  vent panel and remove the central air vent  
  panel.

(d). Unscrew 4 retaining screws of the CD   
  player assembly.

(e). Remove the CD player assembly and   
  disconnect the CD player antenna and   
  the connector.
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(f). Remove the CD player assembly.

3. Install the CD player assembly
 (a). Connect the CD player antenna and 

the connector, and install the CD player 
assembly.

(b). Tighten 4 retaining screws of the CD player 
 assembly.
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(c). Install the central air vent panel and tighten  
  two fastening screws of central air vent   
  panel.
  

(d). Connect the connector of CD player   
  control panel. 

(e). Install the CD player control panel.
 
 4. Connect the negative cable of the battery 

(Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging - 
Battery, Replacement")

 5. Tune the CD player and radio settings
 6.  Check whether the CD player works 

properly
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DVD & NAVIGATION ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

fuwx45022

2. Remove the DVD & navigation assembly
 (a). Use a plastic rocker to pry out the DVD & 

navigation assembly control panel.  

(b). Disconnect the DVD & navigation assembly 
  control panel connector, and take down the 
  control panel. 
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fuwx45023

(c). Loosen two fastening screws of central air  
  vent panel and remove the central air vent  
  panel.

fuwx45024

(d). Screw off these 4 DVD & navigation 
  assembly fixing screws. 

fuwx45025

(e). Take down the DVD & navigation assembly, 
  and disconnect the DVD & navigation 
  assembly antenna and connector.
 (f).  Take down the DVD & navigation assembly.
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fuwx45025

3. Refit the DVD & navigation assembly.
 (a). Reconnect the DVD & navigation assembly 

antenna and connector, and refit the DVD 
& navigation assembly. 

fuwx45024

(b). Tighten these 4 DVD & navigation 
  assembly fixing screws. 
 

fuwx45023

(c). Loosen two fastening screws of central air  
  vent panel and remove the central air vent  
  panel.
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(d). Reconnect the DVD & navigation assembly 
  control panel connector.

fuwx45022

(e). Refit the DVD & navigation assembly 
  control panel. 

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 
 - Battery, Replacement")
5. Debug the DVD & navigation assembly, and adjust the radio setting. 
6. Check whether the DVD & navigation assembly works normally.
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LEFT FRONT HIGH-TONE LOUDSPEAKER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1 .  Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2 .  Remove the left front door interior panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/ 
Exterior Trims - Front Door Interior Panel, Replacement")

fuwx45019

3. Remove the left front high-tone 
  loudspeaker assembly.
 (a). Remove the left front door triangle trim 

panel.

fuwx45020

 (b). Disconnect the left front high-tone 
  loudspeaker connector.
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fuwx45021

 (c). Remove the left front high-tone 
  loudspeaker fixing screw, and take down 
  the high-tone loudspeaker.

fuwx45021

 4. Refit the left front high-tone loudspeaker 
  assembly. 
(a). Refit the left front high-tone loudspeaker, 
  and tighten the fixing screw.

fuwx45020

 (b). Reconnect the left front high-tone 
  loudspeaker connector.
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fuwx45019

(c). Refit the left front door triangle trim panel.

5 .  Install the left front door interior panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/
 Exterior Trims - Front Door Interior Panel, Replacement")
6.  Check whether the left front high-tone loudspeaker works normally. 
7.  Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
 - Battery, Replacement")

NOTICE:
The right front high-tone loudspeaker assembly is to be removed in the same procedure 
with the left one. 
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LEFT FRONT SPEAKER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1 .  Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2 .  Remove the left front door interior panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/ 
Exterior Trims - Front Door Interior Panel, Replacement")

3. Remove the left front speaker assembly
 (a). Disconnect the left front speaker assembly 

connector.

(b). Unscrew 4 retaining screws of the left front 
  speaker assembly.
 (c). Remove the left front speaker assembly.
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4. Install the left front speaker assembly
 (a). Install the front speaker assembly LH and 

tighten 4 retaining screws of the left front 
speaker assembly.

(b). Connect the left front speaker assembly   
  connector.

5.  Install the left front door interior panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/
Exterior Trims - Front Door Interior Panel, Replacement")

6.  Check whether the front speaker is working properly
7.  Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 

- Battery, Replacement")
NOTICE:

The method to install the right front speaker assembly is same with the Installation method 
for left front speaker assembly 
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LEFT REAR SPEAKER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1.  Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging - Battery, Replacement")

2.  Remove the left rear door interior panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/
Exterior Trims - Rear Door Interior Panel, Replacement")

3. Remove the left rear speaker assembly  
 (a). Disconnect the left rear speaker assembly  
  connector.

(b). Unscrew 4 retaining screws of the left rear     
  speaker assembly.
 (c). Remove the left rear speaker assembly.
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4. Install the left rear speaker assembly
 (a). Install the rear speaker assembly LH and  
  tighten 4 retaining screws of the left rear  
  speaker assembly.
 

(b) . Connect the left rear speaker assembly  
  connector.

5.  Install the left rear door interior panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims- 
Rear Door Interior Panel, Replacement")

6.  Check whether the rear speaker is working properly
7.  Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 

- Battery, Replacement")
NOTICE:

The method to install the right rear speaker assembly is same with the Installation method 
for left rear speaker assembly 
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ANTENNA AMPLIFIER
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the CD player assembly (Refer to Chapter 45 Audio System - Cd Player 
Assembly, Replacement)

3. Remove the instrument panel (Refer to “Chapter 52 Instrument Panel And Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel –Instrument Panel, Replacement”)

4. Remove the roof guard panel assembly (Refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
Trim- Roof Guard Panel Assembly, Replacement”)

5. Remove the antenna amplifier
 (a). Disconnect the connector of antenna 

assembly.

(b). Unscrew the fastening bolts of antenna   
  amplifier.
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(c). Loosen the fastening clamps of antenna  
  amplifier harness and remove the antenna  
  amplifier. 

6. Install the antenna amplifier
 (a). Fix the fastening clamps of antenna 

amplifier harness. 
 

(b). Tighten the fastening bolts of antenna   
  amplifier.
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(c). Connect the connector of antenna amplifier.

7. Install the roof guard panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-
Roof Guard Panel Assembly, Replacement")

8. Install the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel And Auxiliary 
Instrument Panel –Instrument Panel, Replacement")

9. Install the CD player assembly (Refer to "Chapter 45 Audio System - Cd Player 
Assembly, Replacement")

10. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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ANTENNA ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the right C-pillar guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - 
C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

3. Remove the antenna assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of antenna 

assembly.

(b). Use a sharp knife to remove the adhesive 
 from the joints between antenna glass and 

body to enable the pass-through of a thin 
steel wire. 

 (c). Pass through a thin steel wire between 
the body and glass and secure two ends 
of the steel wire on wood blocks or similar 
objects. 

 (d). Pull the thin steel wire back and forth to cut 
the adhesive. 

NOTICE:
While separating the antenna glass, take cautions 
not to damage the pain or interior/exterior trims.
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(e).  Remove the antenna glass assembly with  
  a glass sucker.

NOTICE:
Take cautions not to fall off the antennal glass. 
While removing the antenna glass, leave as many 
adhesive as possible on the body.

4. Install the antenna assembly
 (a). Clean and finish the contact surface of the 

body.
• Use a knife to remove the glass adhesive 

from the contact surface of the body.
• Use a cloth dipped with detergent to 

clean the contact surfaces between the 
body and the antenna glass. 

NOTICE:
Take cautions not to damage the body. 
Clean the body, even all glass adhesives are 
removed.

 (b). Clean the area on which the primer of antenna assembly is to be applied. 
 (c). Apply a thin film of primer onto the installation position of the antenna assembly.

NOTICE:
• After the application of primer, never touch the surface with your hand, otherwise it will 

easily cause water leakage to the portions with application of primer.
• It’s prohibited to apply body primer to the antenna assembly.
• Guard the surfaced applied with primer against contamination of water, dust, and foreign 

material.
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(d). Use an adhesive gun to apply black 
 polyurethane glass adhesive to the 

specified area.
NOTICE:

Do not apply excessive glass adhesive.If the 
glass adhesive is applied to the non-specified 
area due to carelessness, wipe away the glass 
adhesive with a clean cloth before it gets dried. 

(e).  Install the antenna assembly
• Before the installation, peel off the 

isolation paper from the double-sided 
adhesive tape of the antenna assembly.

• Place the antenna assembly with suckers 
and install by aligning with the antenna 
assembly locating pins.

• Press lightly along the edges and when 
necessary correct the position by a 
scraper.

• Fix the antenna assembly with tapes and 
wait for the adhesive to consolidate.

5. Check for water leakage and repair
(a). After the consolidation of the glass adhesive, apply water pressure from the outer  
 side of the vehicle.  Check and ensure that the inside of the vehicle is free of water  
 leakage.
(b). In event of internal water leakage, wait for the water to dry and then apply the glass  
 adhesive.
(c). Remove the tapes.
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6. Install the right C-pillar guard panel
 (a). Connect  the  connector  o f  an tenna 

assembly.
 (b). Install the right C-pillar guard panel (Refer 

to"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - 
C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

7. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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PARKING RADAR
TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information.

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

There is no 
chime within 

specified 
distance

1.Buzzer (Damaged)
Chapter 46 Parking aid, parking radar controller, 
replacement

2.Wire between sensor and 
controller (Damaged)

Inspect the circuits

3.Controller (Damaged)
Chapter 46 Parking aid, parking radar controller, 
replacement

Chime sounds 
when the 

vehicle is out 
of specified 

distance

1.Sensor (Incorrect installation)
Chapter 46 Parking aid, parking radar sensor, 
replacement

2.Sensor (Damaged)
Chapter 46 Parking aid, parking radar sensor, 
replacement

3.Controller (Damaged)
Chapter 46 Parking aid, parking radar controller, 
replacement

No chime in 
combined 

display

1.Combined display (Damaged)
Chapter 52 Instrument panel and auxiliary 
instrument panel- combination instrument, 
replacement

2.Controller (Damaged)
Chapter 46 Parking aid, parking radar controller, 
replacement
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PARTS DRAWING

fuwx46003

1

1

2

3

4

1 Parking Radar Sensor 3 Screw seat

2 The cross recessed pan head 4 Camera
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PARKING RADAR SENSOR
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Lift up the vehicle

3.  Remove parking radar sensor
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the parking 

radar sensor.

(b). Press the retaining clip and push out the  
  parking radar sensor.
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4. Install the parking radar sensor
 (a).  Insert parking radar sensor into the 

installation hole up to the stop position.

(b). Connect the connector of the parking radar  
  sensor.

5. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")
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CAMERA
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
 Charging- Battery, Replacement")
2. Remove the inner guard panel of rear door (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
 Trim- Rear Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")
3. Remove the tailgate trim strip. (Refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior - 
 Replacement, tailgate trim strip”)

fuwx46004

4.  Remove the camera 
(a).  Disconnect the camera connector, and 
  remove the connector from the tailgate.

fuwx46005

 (b). Remove the camera fixing nut. 
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fuwx46006

 (c). Remove the camera. 

fuwx46007

5.  Refit the camera
(a). Put the camera at its mounting position.

fuwx46005

 (b). Tighten the camera fixing nut.
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fuwx46004

 (c). Refit the camera connector onto the 
  tailgate, and reconnect the connector.

6. Refit the tailgate trim strip. (Refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior - Replacement, 
 tailgate trim strip”)
7. Install the inner guard panel of rear door (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
 Rear Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")
8. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
 - Battery, Replacement")



- MEMO -
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IGNITION SWITCH
CHECKING

1. Check the ignition switch assembly
 Standard:

Switch 
position Pin Resistance

LOCK

AM1 - ACC -
IG1 - ST1 -
AM2 - IG2 -

ST2

≥ 1 MΩ

ACC AM1 - ACC ＜ 2 Ω

ON
AM1 - ACC -
IG1， AM2 -

IG2
＜ 2 Ω

START
AM1 - IG1 -

ST1， AM2 -
IG2 - ST2

＜ 2 Ω

If the resistance is out of the specification, replace the ignition switch assembly.(Refer to 
"Chapter 47 Vehicle Control System - Ignition Switch, Relacement")
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REPLACEMENT

1. Notice (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Steering Mechanism, Notice")
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 

Charging- Battery, Replacement")
3. Remove the driver airbag (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - 

Driver Airbag, Replacement)
4. Remove the steering wheel (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism- Steering 

Wheel , Overhaul")
5. Remove the clock spring (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - 

Clock Spring, Replacement")
6. Remove the combination switch assembly (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering 

Mechanism - Combination Switch Assembly, Replacement")
7. Remove the combination switch lower cover (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering 

Mechanism - Steering Column Assembly, Overhaul")

8. Remove the ignition switch assembly
 (a). Disconnect three connectors.
 (b). Remove harness clip.

(c). Remove the anti-theft coil/ignition   
  lock cap.

(d). Press the fastening  clip and remove   
  the ignition switch.
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(e). Insert the ignition key, then turn the ignition 
 switch to the "ACC" position.
 (f). Using a stick, press the ignition switch lock 

latch.
 (g). Pull out the ignition switch.

(h). Use a drill bit to drill a hole in diameter of 
 less than 0.5mm in the center of the 

fastening bolt, unscrew the fastening bolts 
with a broken bolt extractor, and remove 
the ignition lock. 

NOTICE:
The fastening bolts of the ignition lock are of one-
time bolt. Make sure to replace with new bolts at 
the time of reinstallation.

(i). Remove the ignition switch assembly.

9. Install the ignition switch assembly
 (a). After the right to buy new ignition switch 

assembly, instal l  the ignit ion switch 
assembly.
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(b). Install anti-theft bolt of ignition switch 
 assembly.

NOTICE:
During tightening, tighten two bolts uniformly to 
prevent the deflection of pressure plate. 

(c). Tighten the fastening bolts of ignition lock 
 as per the specification and rotate the 

fastening bolts of ignition lock, till the 
hexagon heads fall off.

(d). Insert the ignition key, then turn the ignition 
 switch to the "ACC" position.
 (e). Install ignition switch latch.

NOTICE:
If hear a "click", the ignition switch is installed 
properly.

(f). Install the ignition switch.
WARNING:

Insert and turn the ignition key to align the key 
sets.

(g). Install the anti-theft coil/ignition lock cap.
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(h). Connect three connectors.
 (i). Install the harness clip.

10. Install the combination switch lower cover (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering 
Mechanism - Steering Column Assembly, Overhaul")

11. Install the combination switch assembly (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism 
- Combination Switch Assembly, Replacement")

12. Install the clock spring (Refer to "Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - Clock 
Spring, Replacement")

13. Install the steering wheel (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Steering 
Wheel, Overhaul")

14. Install the driver airbag (Refer to Chapter 42 Supplemental Restraint System - 
Driver Airbag, Replacement)

15. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")

16. Check air bag indicator lamp
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BODY CONTROLLER
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the glovebox assembly on the front passenger side (Refer to "Chapter 52 
Instrument Panel And Auxiliary Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")

3. Remove the body controller
 (a). Unscrew body controller bolts.

(b). Disconnect the body controller connectors.

4. Install the body controller
 (a). Connect the body controller connectors.
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(b). Install the body control unit and install and  
  tighten the fastening bolts. 
  

5. Install the glovebox assembly on the front passenger side (Refer to "Chapter 52 
Instrument Panel And Auxiliary Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")

6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery,Replacement")

7. Check whether all electrical units are working properly
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ACCELERATOR PEDAL
PARTS DRAWING

1 Accelerator pedal 2 Anchor bolt
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the battery negative cable (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging -  
 Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the accelerator pedal
 (a). Disconnect the accelerator connector.

(b). Remove the fastening bolt.
 (c). Take down the accelerator pedal.
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3. Install the accelerator pedal
 (a). Tighten the fastening bolts of accelerator 

pedal.
  Torque : 9~11N•m

 (b). Connect the accelerator pedal connector  
  and place the driver baseplate to original  
  position.

4. Connect the battery negative cable (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging -       
 Battery, Replacement")
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HORN
TABLE OF MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS
The table below can help you to rapidly find out the required malfunction information.

Malfunction 
Symptoms Possible Cause Reference

Horn is 
inoperative

1.Horn (Damaged)
Chapter 48. Horn and Cigarette Lighter - horn, 
replacement

2.Horn switch (Damaged)
Chapter 37. Steering mechanism - steering wheel, 
overhaul

3.Harness (Damaged) —

Horn is always 
on

1.Horn switch (Damaged)
Chapter 37. Steering mechanism - steering wheel 
overhaul

2.Harness (Damaged) —
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PARTS DRAWING

1 Treble horn 3
Hex bolt, spring washer and flat 
washer assembly

2 Bass horn
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REPLACEMENT
NOTICE:

The removal method is same for the horns on the left and right sides. This section takes 
the horn on one side for instance. 

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 
Charging- Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove horn assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the horn.

(b). Remove the retaining bolts of the horn, 
 then take out the horn.
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3. Install horn assembly
 (a). Tighten the retaining bolts of the horn.
  

(b).Connect the connector of the horn.

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")

5. Check after installation
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CIGARETTE LIGHTER
REPLACEMENT
1.  Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 

Charging- Battery, Replacement")
2.  Remove the lower wall of instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel 

And Auxiliary Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")

3.  Remove the cigarette lighter assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the cigarette 

lighter assembly.

(b). Remove the cigarette lighter.
 (c). Remove the cigarette lighter base.
 (d). Remove the cigarette lighter lamp.
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 4.  Install the cigarette lighter
 (a). Install the cigarette lighter lamp.
 (b). Install the cigarette lighter base.
 (c). Install the cigarette lighter.

(d). Connect the  connector of the cigarette
 lighter assembly.

5.  Install the lower wall of instrument panel (Refer to “Chapter 52 Instrument Panel 
And Auxiliary Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement”)

6.  Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &  Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")

7.  Check whether all electrical units are working properly
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FRONT DOOR ELECTRIC REGULATOR
PARTS DRAWING

1 Front Door Glass 3 Front Door Electric Regulator Assembly

2 Toothed Hexagon Flange Bolt
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CHECKING
NOTICE:

Since the left and right doors are mirrored, the front door electric regulators are checked in 
the same way.

1. Check for distortion in the front door electric regulator
(a). If any distortion, replace the front door electric regulator.
2. Check the moving rollers
(a). Check for damage and distortion in the moving rollers.
(b). If any distortion or damage, replace the front door electric regulator assembly.
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REPLACEMENT

1. Turn off  the ignition switch
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to"Chapter 18 Starting & 

Charging- Battery, Replacement")
NOTICE:

• While disconnecting and reconnecting the battery cables, please firstly turn off the ignition 
switch and lighting switch and fully unscrew the cable nuts. Do not pry up the cables 
during these operations.

• If the vehicle is equipped with central control door lock, before disconnecting the negative 
cable of battery, do not leave the key within the vehicle, in order to prevent the doors from 
being locked. 

3. Remove the front door interior panel (Refer to"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

4. Remove the triangular trim panel of front door (Refer to"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
Trim - Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

fuwx51039

5. Remove the electric lifter of the front door
 (a). Remove the front door inner handle bracket 

fixing bolt, and take down the bracket. 

fuwx51002

 (b). Remove the water-proof film of the front 
  door.
 (c). Remove the inner water drain.
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(d). Remove the fastening nuts of rearview   
  mirror and take down the rearview mirror  
  assembly.

(e). Remove the fastening screw of outer water  
  drain and take down the outer water drain.

(f). Remove the fastening bolts of front door 
 shockproof plate and take down the 

shockproof plate. 
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 (g). Turn on the ignition switch, connect the 
 connector of front door control unit, lower 

the glass lifter to an appropriate height, 
unscrew the fastening bolts of front window 
glass, and remove the front window glass.

 (h). Turn off the ignition switch and disconnect 
the connector of front door control unit.

fuwx51008

6. Remove the front window glass lifter
 (a). Disconnect the connector of front window 

electric lifter. 

(b). Unscrew 6 fastening bolts of front window  
  electric lifter.
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(c). Take out the front door electric lifter 
 assembly.

NOTICE:
The removal procedure is same for left and right 
front window electric lifters. 

7. Install the front door electric lifter assembly  
 (a). Install the front door electric lifter assembly.  
 (b). Tighten 6 fastening bolts of front window 

electric lifter.
  Torque:9~12N•m

fuwx51008

(c). Connect the connector of front window 
 electric lifter.
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8. Install the front window glass
 (a). Install the front window glass in place and  
  install the fastening bolts. 

(b). Turn on the ignition switch, connect the 
 connector of front door control unit, lower 

the glass lifter to an appropriate height.
 (c). Turn off the ignition switch and disconnect 

the connector of front door control unit.
 (d). Install the shockproof plate in place and 

install the fastening bolts. 

(e). Install the outer water drain in place and  
  install the fastening screws.
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(f). Install the rearview mirror in place and   
  install the fastening bolts.

 (g). Install the inner water drain.
 (h). Install the water-proof film of the front door.

fuwx51039

(i). Refit the front door inner handle bracket, 
  and tighten the fixing bolt.
9. Install the triangular trim panel of front door 
  (Refer to"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
  Front Door Inner Guard Panel, 
  Replacement")
10. Install the inner guard panel of front door 
  (Refer to"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
  Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")
11. Connect the negative cable of the battery 
  (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging - 
  Battery, Replacement")
12. Turn on the ignition switch and check 
  the lifting and lowering of front window 
  glass for presence of stagnation. 
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REAR DOOR ELECTRIC REGULATOR
PCHECKING

NOTICE:
Since the left and right doors are mirrored, the rear door electric regulators are checked in 
the same way.
1. Check for distortion in the rear door electric regulator
(a). If any distortion, replace the rear door electric regulator.
2. Check the moving rollers
(a). Check for damage and distortion in the moving rollers.
(b). If any distortion or damage, replace the rear door electric regulator assembly.
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REPLACEMENT

1. Turn off  the ignition switch
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 

Chargingk- Battery, Replacement")
NOTICE:

• While disconnecting and reconnecting the battery cables, please firstly turn off the ignition 
switch and lighting switch and fully unscrew the cable nuts. Do not pry up the cables 
during these operations. 

• If the vehicle is equipped with central control door lock, before disconnecting the negative 
cable of battery, do not leave the key within the vehicle, in order to prevent the doors from 
being locked.

3. Remove the inner guard panel of rear door (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
Trim- Rear Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

fuwx51040

4. Remove the rear window glass
 (a). Remove the rear door inner handle bracket 
  fixing bolt, and take down the bracket.

fuwx51010

 (b). Remove the water-proof film of the rear 
  door.
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(c). Remove the inner water drain.

(d). Remove the fastening screw of outer water 
 drain and take down the outer water drain. 

(e). Remove the sealing strip of window.
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(f). Unscrew the fastening bolts of glass 
 slideway.  

(g). Turn on the ignition switch, connect the 
  rear door controller connector, lower the 
  window lifter to a proper height, screw off 
  these 2 fixing bolts of the rear door glass, 
  and take down the rear door glass.
 (h). Turn off the ignition switch and disconnect 

the connector of rear door control unit.

(i). Take down the glass slideway.
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(j). Take down the rear triangular window   
  glass with sealing strip. 
 (k). Take down the triangular window glass   
  sealing strip. 

5. Remove the rear window glass lifter
 (a). Disconnect the connector of rear window 

electric lifter.

(b). Unscrew 4 fastening bolts of rear window  
  electric lifter. 
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(c). Take out the rear window electric lifter 
 assembly.

NOTICE:
The removal procedure is same for left and right 
rear window electric lifters. 

6. Install the rear window electric lifter 
 assembly
 (a). Install the rear window electric l i f ter 

assembly.
 (b). Tighten 4 fastening bolts of rear window 

electric lifter.
  Torque：9~12N•m

(c). Connect the connector of rear window   
  electric lifter.
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7. Install the rear window glass
 (a). Install the rear triangular window glass   
  sealing strip.
 (b). Install the rear triangular window glass   
  sealing strip in place.

(c). Install the glass slideway in place.

(d). Install the rear window glass and tighten  
  the fastening bolts of rear window glass.
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(e). Install the fastening bolts of glass slideway.

(f). Install the sealing strip of window.

(g). Install the inner water drain in place.
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(h). Install the outer water drain in place and  
  install the fastening screws.

(i). Install the water-proof film of the rear door.

fuwx51040

(j). Refit the rear door inner handle bracket, 
  and tighten the fixing bolt. 

8. Install the inner guard panel of rear door (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
Rear Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")
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9. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging 
- Battery, Replacement")

10. Turn on the ignition switch and check the lifting and lowering of front window glass 
for presence of stagnation
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FRONT WINDSCREEN
PARTS DRAWING

1 Buckle of the front wall wind scooper 5 The front windshield assembly

2
The sealing strip assembly of the 
decorating plate under the front 
windshield

6
The glass sealing strip assembly of 
the front windshield

3
The finisher on the right side of the 
front windshield

7
The finisher on the left side of the  
front windshield

4
The decorating plate assembly under 
the front windshield of the left rudder
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the engine hood (Refer to "Chapter 55 Door/Engine Hood - Engine Hood, 
Replacement")

2. Remove the front wiper arm assembly (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer - 
Wiper Assembly, Replacement")

3. Remove the lower windscreen trim (Refer to"Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer – Wiper 
Assembly, Replacement")

4. Remove the rearview mirror (Refer to "Chapter 51 Windows And Rearview Mirrors- 
Interior Rearview Mirror, Replacement")

5. Remove the A column upper panel (Refer to"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - 
A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

6. Remove the front windscreen
 (a). Remove the seal with a special tool.
 (b). Mark the front windscreen and the body as 

illustrated.
NOTICE:

If the front windscreen is not intended to reuse, no 
mark is necessary.

(c). Pass a thin wire through between the body 
 and the glass and tie the two ends of the 

wire on wood or equivalent.
 (d). Pull the wire around the front windscreen 

to remove the adhesive.
NOTICE:

When separating the windscreen, be careful not 
to damage the paint or interior or exterior trims. 
In order not to scratch  the dashboard when 
removing the windscreen, place a piece of plastic 
sheet between the wire and the dashboard.
 (e). Remove the front windscreen assembly 

with sucker.
NOTICE:

Be careful not to drop the front windscreen. 
When removing the windscreen, leave as much 
adhesive as possible on the body.
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7. Clean the front windscreen
 (a). Remove the tape and adhesive on the 

windscreen with a knife.
NOTICE:

Don't damage the windscreen.
 (b). Clean the front windscreen perimeter with 

solvent.
NOTICE:

After cleaning, don't touch the windscreen 
surface. Clean the fonrt windscreen with solvent 
even if it's new.

8. Clean the body
 (a). Clean and modify the interface of the body.

• Remove the rough glass sealent on the 
interface with a knife.

• Clean the interface with cloth containing 
in cleaner.

NOTICE:
Be careful not to damage the body. Clean the 
body even if all glass sealant is removed.

(b). Clean the front windscreen.
 (c). Apply a thin layer of primer on the exterior  
  windscreen.

NOTICE:
• Don't touch the surface with your hands after the
 primer application, or the parts without primer 

may lead to leakage.
• Don't apply body primer on the front windscreen.
• Prevent the application surface from water, dust
 or impurities.
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9. Install the front windscreen assembly
 (a). Apply black polyurethane glass sealant on  
  the specified area with sealant gun.

NOTICE:
Don't apply too much glass sealant. If apply the 
sealant on the non-specified area by accident, 
remove it with cloth before it's dried.

(b). Install the front windscreen assembly.
•Mount the windscreen assembly with 

sucker in place as illustrated.
•Check and confirm the contact surface of 

the windscreen edge is flat.
•Align the mark on the windscreen with 

the body.
 (c). Install the front windscreen assembly.

• Before installation, remove the adhesive 
sheet on the windscreen interior trim 
sealant.

• Mount the front windscreen with sucker 
as marked and gently press the edge.

• Gently press the front surface of the front 
windscreen to ensure close attachment.

• If necessary, adjust the level or position 
of sealant application with scraper.

• Hold the front windscreen with tape until 
the applied sealant is dried.

NOTICE:
Remove the tape after at least 4 hours. Check and confirm the front windscreen stop 
block is installed in the body in place. Check the clearance between the body and the front 
windscreen.
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10. Check for leakage and repair it if needed
 (a). When the glass sealant is dried, apply 

some water from the outside. Check and 
ensure there is no leakage.

 (b). If any leakage, apply glass sealant after it 
is dried.

 (c). Remove the tape.
 

11. Install the A column upper panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - A-Pillar 
Guard Panel, Replacement")

12. Install the lower windscreen trim (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer – Wiper 
Assembly, Replacement")

13. Install the front wiper arm assembly. (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer - 
Wiper Assembly,Replacement")

14. Install the engine hood (Refer to "Chapter 55 Door / Engine Hood - Engine Hood, 
Replacement)

15. Install the rearview mirror (Refer to "Chapter 51 Windows And Rearview Mirrors- 
Interior Rearview Mirror, Replacement")
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REAR WINDSCREEN
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the rear wiper assembly (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer – Wiper 
Assembly, Replacement")

2. Remove the liftgate inner guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims- 
Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

3. Remove the spoiler (Refer to Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Spoiler, 
Replacement)

4. Remove the rear windscreen
 (a). Remove the seal with a special tool.
 (b). Mark the windscreen and the body as 

illustrated.
NOTICE:

If the windscreen is not intended to reuse, no 
mark is necessary.

(c). Pass a thin wire through between the body 
 and the glass and tie the two ends of the 

wire on wood or equivalent.
 (d). Pull the wire around the rear windscreen to 

remove the adhesive.
NOTICE: 

When separating the rear windscreen, be careful 
not to damage the paint or interior or exterior 
trims.
 (e). Remove the windscreen assembly with 

sucker.
NOTICE:

Be careful not to drop the windscreen.When 
removing the rear windscreen, leave as much
adhesive as possible on the body.
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5. Clean the rear windscreen
 (a). Remove the tape and adhesive on the rear 

windscreen with a knife.
NOTICE:

Don't damage the rear windscreen.
 (b). Clean the rear windscreen perimeter with 

solvent.
NOTICE:

After cleaning, don't touch the rear windscreen 
surface. Clean the rear windscreen with solvent 
even if it's new.

6. Clean the body
 (a). Clean and modify the interface of the body.

• Remove the rough glass sealent on the 
interface with a knife.

• Clean the interface with cloth containing 
in cleaner.

NOTICE:
Be careful not to damage the body. Clean the 
body even if all glass sealant is removed.

(b). Clean the rear windscreen.
 (c). Apply a thin layer of primer on the exterior  
  windscreen.

NOTICE:
• Don't touch the surface with your hands after the
 primer application, or the parts without primer 

may lead to leakage.
• Don't apply body primer on the rear windscreen.
• Prevent the application surface from water, dust 

or impurities.
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7. Install the rear windscreen assembly
 (a). Apply black polyurethane glass sealant on  
  the specified area with sealant gun.

NOTICE:
Don't apply too much glass sealant. If apply the 
sealant on the non-specified area by accident, 
remove it with cloth before it's dried.

(b). Install the rear windscreen assembly.
• Mount the rear windscreen assembly 

with sucker in place as illustrated.
• Check and confirm the contact surface of 

the rear windscreen edge is flat.
• Align the mark on the rear windscreen 

with the body.
 (c). Install the rear windscreen assembly.

• Before installation, remove the adhesive 
sheet on the rear windscreen interior trim 
sealant.

• Mount the rear windscreen with sucker 
as marked and gently press the edge.

• Gently press the front surface of the rear
 windscreen to ensure close attachment.
• If necessary, adjust the level or position 

of sealant application with scraper.
• Hold the rear windscreen with tape until 

the applied sealant is dried.
NOTICE:

Remove the tape after at least 4 hours. Check and confirm the rear windscreen stop 
block is installed in the body in place. Check the clearance between the body and the rear 
windscreen.

8. Check for leakage and repair it if needed    
 (a). When the glass sealant is dried, apply 
 some water from the outside. Check and 

ensure there is no leakage.
 (b). If any leakage, apply glass sealant after it 

is dried.
 (c). Remove the tape.
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9. Install the spoiler(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Spoiler, 
Replacement")

10. Install the liftgate inner guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - 
Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

11. Install the rear wiper assembly (Refer to "Chapter 44 Wiper And Washer - Wiper 
Assembly, Replacement")
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INTERIOR REARVIEW MIRROR 
PARTS DRAWING

1 The endoscopy assembly
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the rearview mirror
 (a). Remove the interior rearview mirror along 

the direction shown by arrow. 

2. Install the rearview mirror
 (a). Install the interior rearview mirror along the 

direction shown by arrow. 
NOTICE:

Fully insert the rearview mirror into the base.
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EXTERIOR REARVIEW MIRROR
PARTS DRAWING

1 The left rearview mirror assembly 3 The hexagonal flange face bolt

2 The rearview mirror on the right side
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front door interior panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/
Exterior Trim - Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

2. Remove the triangular trim panel assembly of front door (Refer to "Chapter 56 
Interior/Exterior Trim - Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

3. Remove the side mirror assembly
 (a). Disconnect connector of the the side mirror.
 (b). Unscrew 3 retaining nuts.
 (c). Remove the side mirror assembly.

4. Install the side mirror assembly
 (a). Install the side mirror assembly.
 (b). Tighten 3 retaining nuts.
  Torque：9~11N•m
 (c). Connect the connector of the left side   
  mirror.

5. Install the inner guard panel of left front door (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior 
Trim - Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

NOTICE:
Since the side mirrors LH and RH are mirrored, install them in the same way.
6 .  Install the triangular trim panel assembly of front door (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/

Exterior Trim - Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")
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INSTRUMENT PANEL
NOTICES

1. If the instrument panel is removed, the odometer and clock readings on the 
integrated display shall be cleared.

2. If the instrument is removed, the setting stored in the audio system will be lost.
NOTICE: 

After the instrument panel is installed, the audio system should be reset.
3. Before removing or installing any electrical device, or when making any tool or 

device touching the bare electrical terminal, firstly please disconnect the negative 
cable of the battery, so as to avoid personal injury or vehicle damage. 

4. Unless otherwise specified, the ignition switch should be turned off.
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PARTS DRAWING
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1 The instrument cover assembly 14
The air conditioning control panel 
assembly

2 Panel 15 Lower left guard board

3 Copilot side roof moulding 16 The cover plate of the fuse box

4 The metal buckle 17 Engine hood handle assembly

5
The air outlet assembly on the right 
side

18 The plastic buckle

6
The cross recessed self-tapping 
screw with big half head

19
The air outlet assembly on the left 
side

7 The central reinforced stand 20
The cross recessed self-tapping 
screw with big half head

8
The cross recessed self-tapping 
screw with big half head

21
The combinat ion  meter  baff le 
assembly

9 Spring nut 22 The diagnostic unit stand

10 The glove box assembly 23 The plastic buckle

11
The outer plate of door of the glove 
box assembly

24 Audio panel

12
The inner plate of door of the glove 
box assembly

25
The central air outlet assembly on 
the left side

13 Dashboard lower body assembly 26
The central air outlet assembly on 
the right side
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PARTS DRAWING

1
The sea l ing  s t r ip  o f  the  f ron t 
windshield

7 The defrosting grille on the right side

2
T h e  i n t e r f a c e  s p o n g e  o f  t h e 
defrosting grille on the left side

8
T h e  i n t e r f a c e  s p o n g e  o f  t h e 
defrosting grille on the right side

3 The defrosting grille on the left side 9
The duct of the air conditioning on 
the right side

4 The left defrosting duct 10
T h e  c e n t r a l  d u c t  o f  t h e  a i r 
conditioning

5 The front defrosting duct assembly 11
The duct of the air conditioning on 
the left side

6 The right defrosting duct 12 The damping sponge of the duct
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery
2. Remove the auxiliary instrument panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument 

Panel and Auxiliary Instrument Panel – Auxiliary Instrument Panel,    
Replacement")

3. Remove the steering wheel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism- Steering 
Wheel, Replacement")

NOTICE: 
Some operations listed in this chapter may affect the airbag. Before performing relevant 
operations, please read the notices for the airbag.
4. Remove the combination instrument (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel and 

Auxiliary Instrument Panel - Combination Instrument, Replacement")
5. Remove the A-pillar trim panel at both sides (Refer to "Chapter 56 Inner/Outer Trim 

- A-Pillar Trim Panel, Replacement")
6.  Remove the radio/CD player assembly (Refer to "Chapter 45 Audio System - CD 

Player Assembly, Replacement")
7.  Remove the A/C control panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 41 Heater and Air 

Conditioner - A/C Operating Mechanism, Replacement")

fuwx52022

8. Remove the glove box frame assembly 
 (a). Open the glove box.
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(b). Pull up the glove box to make it separated  
  from the stationary shaft. 
 (c). Take out the glove box at a proper angle.

(d). Remove the glove box frame fixing screw.
 (e).  Remove the glove box frame assembly. 

fuwx52001

9. Remove the left lower shield. 
 (a).  Remove the engine hood handle. 
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fuwx52048

(b). Remove the control cable from the engine 
  hood handle.

fuwx52003

(c). Remove the dashboard left lower shield 
  fixing screw. 

fuwx52049

 (d). Pry out the dashboard left lower shield.
 (e). Disconnect the high beam lamp level 
  control switch and rearview mirror folding 
  switch connector.
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fuwx52005

 (f). Remove the diagnostic instrument 
  interface.
 (g). Take down the dashboard left lower shield.

10. Remove the dashboard lower body 
  assembly.
(a). Remove the dashboard lower body middle 
  fixing screw.

NOTICE:
Remove the lower middle set screw.

NOTICE:
Remove the upper middle set screw.
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fuwx52050

(b). Remove the dashboard body left fixing 
  screw. 

PROMPT：
The right fixing screw is removed in the same way 
with the left one.

fuwx52024

(c). Disconnect the indoor temperature sensor 
  connector, cigarette lighter connector, 
  USB/AUX connector and onboard power 
  supply connector. 
 (d). Take down the dashboard lower body.

11. Remove the instrument panel
 (a). Pry up the instrument panel trim strip.
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(b). Remove the instrument panel set screw.

(c). Disconnect the front passenger airbag 
 connector.
 (d). Remove the bolts for fixing the front 

passenger airbag with the instrument panel 
cross member.

(e). Remove the middle set screws of the 
 instrument panel.
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fuwx52009

(f). Remove the retaining nut at the 
 combination instrument of the instrument 

panel.

(g). Remove the dashboard left upper fixing 
  screw. 

fuwx52051

(h). Remove the dashboard left lower fixing 
  screw. 
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(i). Remove the dashboard right upper fixing 
  screw.

fuwx52052

(j). Remove the dashboard right upper fixing 
  screw.

fuwx52053

(k). Disconnect the dashboard upper sunshine 
  sensor connector.
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fuwx52054

(l). Disconnect the instrument dimmer switch 
  connector and instrument flip-over switch 
  connector on the back side of the 
  dashboard. 

(m). Take out the instrument panel assembly.

12. Install the instrument panel
 (a). Install the instrument panel assembly.

NOTICE: 
Adjust the instrument panel carefully and make 
sure it is fitted in place. 
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fuwx52054

(b). Reconnect the instrument dimmer switch 
  connector and instrument flip-over switch 
  connector on the back side of the 
  dashboard.

fuwx52053

(c). Reconnect the dashboard upper sunshine 
  sensor connector.

(d). Refit the dashboard right upper fixing 
  screw. 
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fuwx52052

(e). Refit the dashboard right lower fixing 
  screw. 

(f). Refit the dashboard left upper fixing screw.

fuwx52051

(g). Remove the dashboard left lower fixing 
  screw. 
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(h). Install the middle set screws of the 
  instrument panel.

fuwx52009

(i). Install the retaining nut at the combination  
  instrument of the instrument panel.

(j). Install and tighten the bolts for fixing the 
 front passenger airbag with the instrument 

panel cross member.
 (k). Connect the front passenger airbag 
  connector.
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(l). Install the fastening screw at the instrument 
 panel trim strip.

(m). Install the instrument panel trim strip.

fuwx52024

13. Refit the dashboard lower body assembly.
(a). Refit the dashboard lower body. 

NOTICE:
Adjust the lower rail of the instrument panel 
carefully and make sure it is fitted in place.
(b). Reconnect the indoor temperature sensor 
  connector, cigarette lighter connector, 
  USB/AUX connector and onboard power 
  supply connector. 
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fuwx52050

(c). Refit the dashboard body left fixing screw.
PROMPT：

The right fixing screw is refitted in the same way 
with the left one.

(d). Refit the dashboard lower body middle 
  fixing screw.

NOTICE:
Install the lower middle set screw.

NOTICE:
Install the upper middle fastening screw.
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fuwx52005

14. Refit the left lower shield 
 (a). Refit the dashboard left lower shield.
 (b). Install the diagnostic instrument interface.

fuwx52049

(c). Reconnect the high beam lamp level 
  control switch and rearview mirror folding 
  switch connector. 

fuwx52003

(d). Refit the dashboard left lower shield fixing 
  screw.
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fuwx52048

(e). Reconnect the engine hood control cable.

fuwx52001

 (f). Refit the engine hood handle. 

15. Refit the glove box frame assembly.
(a). Refit the glove box frame assembly.
(b). Refit the glove box frame fixing screw.
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 (c). Install the glove box at a proper angle.

fuwx52022

(d). Align the mounting clips of the glove box  
  with the stationary shaft and press it. 

NOTICE: 
Make sure the installed glove box can be opened/
closed smoothly without shaking or being stuck.
 (e). Close the glove box.

16.  Install the A/C control panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 41 Heater and Air 
 Conditioner - A/C Operating Mechanism, Replacement")
17. Install the radio/CD player assembly (Refer to "Chapter 45 Audio System - CD 

Player Assembly, Replacement")
18. Install the A-pillar trim panel at both sides (Refer to "Chapter 56 Inner/Outer Trim - 

A-Pillar Trim Panel, Replacement") 
19. Install the combination instrument (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel and 

Auxiliary Instrument Panel -    Combination Instrument, Replacement")
20. Install the steering wheel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - 

Steering Wheel, Replacement")
21. Install the auxiliary instrument panel assembly (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument 

Panel and Auxiliary Instrument Panel - Auxiliary Instrument Panel, Replacement")
22. Connect the negative cable of the battery
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AUXILIARY INSTRUMENT PANEL
PARTS DRAWING
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1
T h e  b e a m  a s s e m b l y  o f  t h e 
instrument panel 

12
The cross recessed self-tapping 
screw with big half head

2 Hexagonal flange face bolt 13 Portable ashtray assembly

3
T h e  h a n d l e  a s s e m b l y  o f  t h e 
secondary instrument panel

14 The handbrake jacket assembly

4
The rubber pad in the second 
level storage box of the secondary 
instrument panel

15 The handbrake jacket assembly

5
The cover plate in the secondary 
instrument panel handle

16 Hexagonal flange face bolt

6 The handle hinge axis 17
The rear panel assembly of the 
secondary instrument panel

7
The snap ring of the handle hinge 
axis

18
The saucer block assembly of the 
secondary instrument panel

8
The body sub-assembly of the 
secondary instrument panel

19 The saucer in the back row

9 The cross recessed pan head 20
The cross recessed self-tapping 
screw with big half head

10
Hexagonal flange face bolt-----bigger 
series

21
The cover of the saucer in the back 
row

11 The hexagonal flange face bolt
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery

fuwx52055
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2. Remove the transmission control 
  mechanism sleeve 
(a). Pull out the gearshift handle ball.

fuwx52012

 (b). Pry out the gearshift sleeve trim panel.

fuwx52056

 (c). Disconnect the gear mode selector switch 
  connector, and take down the gearshift   
  sleeve. 
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fuwx52013

3. Remove the 4WD switch assembly. 
(a).  Remove the 4WD switch assembly fixing 
  screw.

fuwx52057

(b). Disconnect the 4WD switch assembly 
  connector, and take down the 4WD switch 
  assembly.

4. Remove the auxiliary instrument panel
(a). Open the armrest box cover.
(b). Take out the armrest box rubber pad.
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(c). Remove the rear set screws of the auxiliary 
 instrument panel.

fuwx52015

(d). Remove the front set screws of the 
  auxiliary instrument panel.

fuwx52016

(e). Loosen the snap fastener of the dust cover 
 of the parking brake handle and pull up the 

parking brake handle.
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fuwx52027

(f). Take out the auxiliary instrument panel.

fuwx52046

5. Install the auxiliary instrument panel
 (a). Install the auxiliary instrument panel.

fuwx52015

(b). Install the front set screws of the auxiliary  
  instrument panel.
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(c). Install the rear set screws of the auxiliary  
  instrument panel.

(d). Install the armrest box rubber pad.
 (e). Close the armrest box cover.

fuwx52057

6. Refit the 4WD switch assembly.
(a). Reconnect the 4WD switch assembly 
  connector.
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fuwx52013

 (b). Refit 4WD switch assembly fixing screw. 

fuwx52056

7. Refit the transmission control mechanism 
  sleeve.
 (a). Reconnect the gear mode selector switch 
  connector.

fuwx52012

 (b). Refit the gearshift sleeve trim panel in 
  place.
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fuwx52058
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(c). Refit the gearshift handle ball.

8. Connect the negative cable of the battery
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COMBINATION INSTRUMENT
PARTS DRAWING

1 The combination meter assembly 2 The cross recessed pan head
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery

2. Remove the combination instrument
 (a). Pry up and take down the upper mask of  

the combination instrument.

(b). Pry up and take down the lower mask of  
  the combination instrument.
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(c). Remove the set screws of the combination  
  instrument.

(d). Disconnect the combination instrument   
  connector.
 (e). Take down the combination instrument.

3. Install the combination instrument 
 (a). Connect the combination instrument   

connector.
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(b). Install the set screws of the combination  
  instrument.

(c). Install the lower mask of the combination  
  instrument.

(d). Install the upper mask of the combination  
  instrument.

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery
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CROSS MEMBER
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the positive and negative cables of the battery
2. Remove the instrument panel (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument Panel and  Auxiliary 

Instrument Panel - Instrument Panel, Replacement")
3. Remove the instrument panel harness
(a). Disconnect the connectors and ground wires of the instrument panel harness.
(b). Disconnect the cable ties for fixing the instrument panel harness on the instrument  

panel cross member.
(c). Take down the instrument panel harness.

NOTICE: 
Before removing the instrument panel harness, please keep record of the fixing positions 
of the instrument panel harness, so as to facilitate the installation.

4. Remove the instrument panel cross member
 (a). Screw out  the  re ta in ing  nu t  o f  the 

immobilizer controller and take down the 
immobilizer controller.

(b). Screw out the fastening bolt of the fuse   
  box and separate it.
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(c). Screw out the fastening bolts of the body  
  controller and separate it.

(d). Screw out the retaining nut of the transfer  
  case controller and take down the transfer  
  case controller.

(e). Screw out the fastening bolt for connecting  
  the instrument panel cross member with  
  the brake pedal.
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(f). Screw out the front axle electric clutch 
  controller fixing bolt, and take down the 
  front axle electric clutch controller.

(g). Screw out the bolt for connecting the instrument  
  panel cross member with the A/C.

(h). Remove the lower fastening bolts of   
  instrument panel cross member.
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(i). Screw out the bolt for connecting the 
 instrument panel cross member with the 

right side of the body.

(j). Screw out the connecting bolt between the 
  dashboard cross member and the left body

(k). Take out the trim cover of the bolt for 
 connecting the instrument panel cross 

member with the left side of the body.
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(l). Screw out the connecting bolt between the 
  dashboard cross member and the left body

(m). Screw out the bolt for connecting the 
 instrument panel cross member with the 

body.
 (n). Take down the instrument panel cross 

member.

5. Install the instrument panel cross member
 (a). Align the instrument panel cross member.
 (b). Install the bolt for connecting the instrument 

panel cross member with the body.
  Torque : 21~25N•m
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(c). Refit the connecting bolt between the 
  dashboard cross member and the left body. 
  Torque:21~25N•m

(d). Install the trim cover of the bolt for 
 connecting the instrument panel cross 

member with the left side of the body.

(e). Refit the connecting bolt between the 
  dashboard cross member and the left body. 
  Torque:21~25N•m
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(f). Install the bolt for connecting the instrument 
 panel cross member with the right side of 

the body.
  Torque:21~25N•m

(g). Install the lower fastening bolts of 
 instrument panel cross member.
  Torque:21~25N•m

(h). Install the bolt for connecting the instrument  
  panel cross member with the A/C.
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(i). Refit the front axle electric clutch controller 
  fixing bolt, and fix  the front axle electric 
  clutch controller.

(j). Install the fastening bolt for connecting the 
 instrument panel cross member with the 

brake pedal.

(k). Install the retaining nut of the transfer case 
 contro l ler  and f ix  the t ransfer  case 

controller.
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(l). Install the fastening bolt of the body 
 controller.

(m). Install the fastening bolt of the fuse box.

(n). Install the retaining nut of the immobilizer  
  controller.
 6. Install the instrument panel harness
 (a). Connect the connectors and ground wires 

of the instrument panel harness.
 (b). Fix the instrument panel harness on the 

instrument panel cross member with cable 
ties.

7. Install the instrument panel
8. Connect the positive and negative cables 
  of the battery
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SEAT ASSEMBLY
NOTICES

1. Never adjust your seat when driving.
2. After moving your seat forward and/or backward, release the adjustment handle and 

try to slide the seat, to make sure it is locked completely.
3. After adjusting the angle of the backrest, lean your body onto the backrest 

backward, to make sure the backrest is locked completely.
4. Only start to move the vehicle after all pasengers are properly seated.
5. Before moving, make sure all backrests are locked completely. Lean on the backrest 

and fasten your seat belt correctly. Never sit on a folded seat or in the trunk.
6. Do not stand or move between the seats when vehicle is moving.
7. Never place any objects under the seat. Otherwise it may interfere the performance 

of the seat locking system or even cause sudden slide of the seat.
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DRIVER'S SEAT/FRONT PASSENGER SEAT
PARTS DRAWING

1 Front Passenger Seat Assembly 4 Driver's Seat Assembly

2 Front Passenger Safety Belt Buckle 5 Left Bolt Cover

3 Driver Safety Belt Buckle 6 Right Bolt Cover
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ADJUSTMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat -Seat Assembly , Notices")
2. Notices on driver's seat adjustment
(a). Slide the driver seat backward as much as possible, as long as the driver can press  
 the pedal comfortably.
(b). Slightly tilt the backrest so as to keep a distance of at least 250 mm between the   
 steering wheel and your chest.

NOTICE:
Vertically adjust the steering wheel assembly so as to target the horn button assembly 
at the driver's chest. (Refer to "Chapter 37 Steering Mechanism - Steering Wheel, 
Adjustment")

3. Adjust the height of the headrest
 (a). Press and hold the lock button.

(b). Move the headrest up and down until it   
  reaches a comfortable height.
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(c). Release the lock button.

4. Adjust the horizontal position of the seat
 (a). Pull up the adjustment handle.

(b). Move the seat forward and backward, until  
  it reaches a comfortable position.
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(c). Release the adjustment handle.

(d). Try  to  move  the  sea t  fo rward  and 
 backward, to make sure i t  is locked 

completely.

5. Adjust the recline of the backrest
 (a). Pull up the backrest adjustment handle.
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(b). Lean your body onto the backrest and 
 move forward and backward, unti l  i t 

reaches a comfortble angle.

(c). Relase the backrest adjustment handle.

(d). Lean onto the backrest and try to move it,  
  to make sure it is locked completely.

NOTICE:
If the backrest stays firmly, it means it is locked 
completely.
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6. Adjust the height of the seat
 (a). Pull up the height adjustment handle.
 (b). The seat is lifted when the the handle is 

pulled up repeatedly, until it reaches a 
proper height.

NOTICE:
If the seat no longer moves upward, it means it is 
at the peak.

(c). Pull down the height adjustment handle.
 (d). The seat is lowered when the the handle is 

pulled down repeatedly, until it reaches a 
proper height.

NOTICE:
If the seat no longer moves downward, it means it 
is at the bottom.
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REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat -Seat Assembly , Notices")
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 

Charging- Battery, Replacement")

3. Remove the driver's seat assembly
 (a). Press the latch.
 (b). Remove the headrest.

(c). Move the driver's seat backmost.
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(d). Loose 2 bolts with an allen wrench.

(e). Move the driver's seat foremost.

(f). Remove the rear bolt covers of the seat.
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(g). Unscrew two screws.
 (h). Disconnect the connector of the electric 

buckle wire harness.
 (i). Remove the driver's seat assembly.

DANGER:
Since the driver's seat assembly is heavy, be 
careful during handling.

WARNING:
• Take care not to scratch the surface of nearby 

parts and components.
• Store it carefully and protect the guide from
 malposition.

4. Remove the front passenger seat assembly
NOTICE:

• Remove the front passenger seat assembly following the same procedure as the driver's 
seat assembly.

• There is no connector of electric buckle wire harness in the front passenger seat.

5. Install the driver's seat assembly
DANGER:

Since the driver's seat assembly is heavy, be careful during handling.
WARNING:

•Take care not to scratch the surface of nearby parts and components.
•Store it carefully and protect the guide from malposition.

(a). Connect the connector of seat belt alarm 
 switch harness.
 (b). Install but do not tighten 2 bolts.

NOTICE:
To ease the installation, install the front fastening 
bolts of seat and then tighten all bolts. 
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(c). Move the driver's seat backmost.

(d). Tighten 2 bolts.
  Torque : 45~55N•m

(e). Move the driver's seat foremost.
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(f). Tighten 2 bolts.
  Torque : 45~55N•m

(g). Install the bolt covers.

(h). Install the headrest.
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6.  Install the front passenger seat assembly
NOTICE:

• Install the front passenger seat assembly following the same procedure as the driver's             
seat assembly.

• There is no connector of electric buckle wire harness in the front passenger seat.
7. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter18 Starting &  

Charging- Battery, Replacement")
8. Adjust the seat (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat - Driver's Seat/Front Passenger Seat, 

Adjustment")
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MIDDLE ROW SEAT
PARTS DRAWING

1
The knitting seat assembly on the 
right side in the second row

3
The installation of foot cover of the 
forefoot frame in the second row

2
The knitting seat assembly on the 
left side in the second row
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ADJUSTMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat - Seat Assembly , Notices")
2. Height adjustment of head rest (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat - Driver's/Front 

Passenger Seat, Adjustment")

3. Adjustment of seat back angle
 (a). Tilt up the adjuster handle of seat back.

(b). Pul l  the seat  backrest  forward and 
 backward, till an appropriate angle is 

reached.
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(c). Loosen the adjuster handle of seat back.

(d). Attempt to move the seat backrest forward 
 and backward, in order to ensure that the 

backrest is completely locked.
NOTICE:

If the seat backrest can’t be moved forward and 
backward, it indicates that the backrest is locked 
at appropriate angle. 
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REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat -Seat  
  Assembly , Notices")
 2. Remove the right middle row seat
 (a). Pull upward the adjustment handle of seat 

backrest and push the backrest forward to 
horizontal position.

(b). Pull the lock handle of middle row seat   
  and fold forward the middle row seat. 

(c). Remove the rear fastening bolts of middle  
  row seat. 
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(d). Fold the middle row seat and fold the 
 backrest.

(e). Take down the trim cap of fastening bolts 
 on the front of the middle row seat. 

NOTICE:
Pull two sides of the trim cap with two hands at 
the same time to remove the trim cap along the 
forward direction.

(f). Remove the front fastening bolts of middle  
  row seat. 
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(g). Pull upward the seat backrest adjustment 
 handle, pull forward the backrest to the 

horizontal position, and remove the right 
middle seat. 

DANGER:
The seat assembly is really heavy. Take cautions 
during handle.

WARNING:
Take cautions during handle, in order to prevent 
scratching the surfaces of surrounding parts.

3. Remove the left middle row seat
NOTICE:

The removal procedure for the left middle seat assembly is same with that for right middle 
row seat assembly. 

4. Install the right middle row seat
 (a). Fold the seat and move the seat to the 

internal installation position. 
DANGER:

The seat assembly is really heavy. Take cautions 
during handle.

WARNING:
Take cautions during handle, in order to prevent 
scratching the surfaces of surrounding parts.
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(b). Install the front fastening bolts of seat. 
NOTICE:

Install but do not tighten the front fastening bolts 
of seat, in order to ease the installation of rear 
fastening bolts of seat. 

(c). Pull upward the adjustment handle of seat 
 backrest and push the backrest forward to 

horizontal position.

(d). Pull the lock handle of middle row seat and  
  fold forward the middle row seat.
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(e). Install and tighten the rear fastening bolts  
  of middle row seat.
  Torque : 45~55N•m

(f). Fold the middle row seat and fold the 
 backrest.

(g). Tighten the front fastening bolts of middle  
  row seat.
  Torque : 45~55N•m
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(h). Install the trim cap of fastening bolts on the  
  front of the middle row seat.
 5. Install the left middle row seat

NOTICE:
The Installation procedure for the left middle 
seat assembly is same with that for right middle 
rowseat assembly.
 6. Adjustment of seat back angle (Refer 

to "Chapter 53 Seat- Middle Row Seat, 
Adjustment")
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REAR ROW SEAT
PARTS DRAWING

1
The knitting seat assembly on the 
right side in the third row

5 The cross recessed pan head

2
The foot cover of the seat installation 
on the right side in the third row

6 Flat washer

3
The foot cover of the central seat 
installation in the third row

7
The hex bolt and the spring washer 
assembly

4
The installation of foot cover on the 
left side of the seat in the third row

8
The knitting seat assembly on the 
left side in the third row
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ADJUSTMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat -Seat Assembly , Notices")
2. Height adjustment of head rest (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Driver's/Front Passenger 

Seat, Adjustment")
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REPLACEMENT

1. Notices (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat -Seat  
  Assembly , Notices")
 2. Remove the right rear row seat
 (a). Remove the fastening screws of the front 

trim cap of rear row seat.

(b). Open the liftgate and pull the locking straps 
 of the rear row seat cushion on two sides.

(c). Fold forward the rear row seat cushions on  
  two sides. 
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(d). Take down the front trim cap of rear row   
  seat.

(e). Remove the front fastening bolts of rear   
  row seat.

(f). Remove the trunk toolbox assembly.(Refer 
 to "Chapter 56 Interior/exterior trim- trunk 

toolbox, replacement")
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(g). Remove the rear fastening bolts of rear row 
  seat.

(h). Remove the rear fastening bolts of rear row 
  seat.

(i). Lift up the middle trim cap of rear row seat 
 and remove the middle fastening bolts and 

nuts of rear row seat.
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(j). Remove the middle fastening bolts of rear  
  row seat.
 (k). Take out the right rear seat assembly.

DANGER:
The seat assembly is really heavy. Take cautions 
during handle.

WARNING:
Take cautions during handle, in order to prevent 
scratching the surfaces of surrounding parts.

3. Remove the left rear row seat
NOTICE:

The removal procedure for the left rear row seat is same with that for right rear row seat.

4. Install the right rear row seat
 (a). Move the seat to the internal installation   
  position.

DANGER:
The seat assembly is really heavy. Take cautions 
during handle.

WARNING:
Take cautions during handle, in order to prevent 
scratching the surfaces of surrounding parts.
 (b). Install the middle fastening bolts of rear 

row seat.
  Torque : 21~25N•m

(c). Lift up the middle trim cap of rear row seat 
 and install the middle fastening bolts and 

nuts of rear row seat.
  Torque : 21~25N•m
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(d). Install the rear fastening bolts of rear row 
 seat.
  Torque : 21~25N•m

(e). Install the rear fastening bolts of rear row 
 seat.
  Torque : 21~25N•m

(f). Install the trunk toolbox assembly. (Refer to 
 "Chapter 56 Interior/exterior trim- trunk 

toolbox, replacement")
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(g). Install the front fastening bolts of rear row  
  seat.
  Torque : 21~25N•m

(h). Install the front trim cap of rear row seat.

(i). Fold the rear row seat cushions on two   
  sides.
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(j). Install the fastening screws of the front trim  
  cap of rear row seat.
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FRONT DOOR LOCK
NOTICES

1. If it's necessary to disconnect the connector during the removal, firstly disconnect  
 the negative cable of battery.
2. It's prohibited to unlock under abnormal conditions (such as damage or breakage  
 of key), in order to prevent damaging the lock cylinder.
3. After the repair or replacement of door lock, turn on the power supply and test the  
 door lock, window lifting, and other related parts for normal working. 
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REPLACEMENT

1. Turn off  the ignition switch
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 

Charging- Battery, Replacement")
NOTICE:

• When disconnecting and reconnecting the battery cable, switch off the ignition and lighting 
switch and fully unscrew the cable nuts. Don't pry the cable during these operations.

• If the vehicle is equipped with centrol console lock, don't leave the key inside the vehicle 
before disconnecting the negative battery cable, or it may automatically lock up.

3. Remove the front door interior panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-  
Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

4. Remove the front door lock
 (a). Remove the fastening screws of front door  
  lock.
 (b). Disconnect the connecting rod connection 

between front door outer handle and front 
door lock.

NOTICE:
It's necessary to disconnect the connecting rod 
connection between front door outer handle and 
front door lock for the driver door of the cab. 

(c). Remove the fastening screws of window  
  glass slideway. 

NOTICE:
It's necessary to remove the fastening screws of 
window glass slideway for the driver door of cab. 
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(d). Disconnect all cables and connectors of   
  front door lock and take down the front   
  door lock.

 (e). Remove the fastening screw plugs of the  
  front door outer handle.

(f). Remove the fastening screw of the front   
  door outer handle. 

NOTICE:
It 's unnecessary to completely remove the 
fastening screws. Loosen the fastening screws in 
such manner that the front part of the front door 
outer handle can be removed.
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(g). Take down the front door outer handle.

(h). Loosen the fastening screws of front door  
  outer handle fixing bracket.
 (i). Take down the front door outer handle   
  fixing bracket.

5. Install the front door lock
 (a). Install the front door outer handle fixing 

bracket in place, install the washers, and 
tighten the fastening bolts. 
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(b).  Install the front door outer handle.

(c). Tighten the fastening bolts of front door   
  outer handle.
 

(d). Install the fastening screw plugs of the   
  front door outer handle.
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(e). Install all cables and connectors for front  
  door lock.
 (f). Connect the connecting rod connection 
 between front door outer handle and front 

door lock and install the front door lock in 
place. 

NOTICE:
It's necessary to install the connecting rod 
connection between front door outer handle and 
front door lock for the driver door of the cab.

(g). Install the fastening screws of front door   
  lock.
  Torque : 6N•m

(h). Install the fastening screws of window   
  glass slideway.
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6. Install the front door interior pane (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Front 
Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

7. Connect the negative cable of the battery(Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting &    
 Charging - Battery, Replacement")
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REAR DOOR LOCK
REPLACEMENT

1. Turn off  the ignition switch
2. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & 

Charging- Battery, Replacement")
NOTICE:

• When disconnecting and reconnecting the battery cable, switch off the ignition and lighting 
switch and fully unscrew the cable nuts. Don't pry the cable during these operations.

• If the vehicle is equipped with centrol console lock, don't leave the key inside the vehicle 
after disconnecting the negative battery cable, or it may automatically lock up.

3. Remove the rear door interior panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
Front Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

4. Remove the rear door lock
 (a). Remove  the fastening screws of rear door  
  lock.

(b). Disconnect all cables and connectors of
 rear door lock and take down the rear door 

lock.
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 (c). Remove the fastening screw plugs of the 
 rear door outer handle.

(d). Remove the fastening screw of the rear 
 door outer handle.

NOTICE:
It's unnecessary to completely remove the 
fastening screws. Loosen the fastening screws in 
such manner that the front part of the front door 
outer handle can be removed.

(e). Take down the rear door outer handle.
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(f). Remove the fastening screws of rear door  
  outer handle fixing bracket. 
 (g). Take down the rear door outer handle fixing 

bracket. 

5. Install the rear door lock
 (a). Install the rear door outer handle fixing 

bracket in place, install the washers, and 
tighten the fastening bolts.

(b). Install the rear door outer handle.
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(c). Tighten the fastening bolts of rear door 
 outer handle.

(d). Install the fastening screw plugs of the rear 
 door outer handle.

(e). Install all cables and connectors for rear   
  door lock.
 (f). Install the rear door lock in place.
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(g). Install the fastening screws of rear door 
 lock.
  Torque : 6N•m

6. Install the rear door interior panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- Front 
Door Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

7. Connect the negative cable of the battery(Refer to "Chapter 18 Starting & Charging- 
Battery, Replacement")
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ENGINE HOOD LOCK
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front grill (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Front Grill, 
Replacement")

2. Remove the engine hood lock assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the engine 

hood lock.
 (b). Unscrew 3 retaining bolts of the engine 

hood lock.

(c). Disconnect the cable of the engine hood  
  lock.
 (d). Remove the engine hood lock assembly.
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3. Install the engine hood lock assembly
 (a). Connect the cable of the engine hood lock.

(b). Install the engine hood lock assembly.
 (c). Tighten 3 retaining bolts of the engine hood 

lock.
 Torque : 9~12N•m
 (d). Connect the connector of the engine hood 

lock.

4. Install the front grill (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Front Grill, 
Replacement")

5. Check the opening and closing of the engine hood lock
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LIFTGATE LOCK
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the liftgate inner guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - 
Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

2. Remove the liftgate lock assembly
 (a). Disconnect the connector of liftgate lock.

(b). Unscrew 3 fastening screws from the 
 liftgate lock.
 (c). Take down the liftgate lock assembly.
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3. Install the liftgate lock assembly
 (a). Install the liftgate lock in place.
 (b). Tighten 3 fastening bolts of liftgate lock.  
  Torque : 6N•m

(c).  Install the connector of liftgate lock.

4. Install the liftgate inner guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - 
Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")
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LIFTGATE SWITCH
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the liftgate switch assembly
 (a). Remove the liftgate trim strip. (Refer to 

"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Liftgate 
Trim Strip, Replacement)

(b). Unscrew fastening screws from the liftgate  
  switch.
 (c). Take down the liftgate switch assembly.

2. Install the liftgate lock assembly
 (a). Install the liftgate switch in place.
 (b). Tighten the fastening screws of liftgate   
  switch.
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(c). Remove the liftgate trim strip. (Refer to 
 "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims - Liftgate 

Trim Strip, Replacement")
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ENGINE HOOD
PARTS DRAWING

1 Welding assembly of Engine Cover 8
The hexagonal flange surface with 
tooth bolts

2
The air spring stand of the engine 
cover

9
The left hinge assembly of the 
engine cover

3
The air spring assembly of the 
engine cover

10
The sealing strip of the engine cover 
at the front end

4 The air spring ball 11 Buckle

5 Hexagonal flange face bolt 12
The hexagonal flange face bolt with 
tooth bolts

6
The side sealing strip of the engine 
cover

13
The lock assembly of the engine 
cover

7 The insulator of the engine cover 14
The hexagonal flange face bolt with 
tooth bolts
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ADJUSTMENT

1. Check the engine hood
(a). Check whether the clearance of the engine hood meets standard.

StandardA: Fender

Gap B:  3.5 +/-1.0 mm

Surface differenceC: 0.5（The engine hood is lower）+/-0.5mm

Standard D:  Front grille

Gap E:  6+/-1.5mm
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2. Adjust the engine hood
 (a). Adjust the engine hood horizontally.
  • Release the hinge bolt on one side of the  
    engine hood.

  • Move the engine hood to adjust the   
    clearance to standard.

  • After adjustment, fasten the hinge bolt of  
    the engine hood.
    Torque :  22~28N•m
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 (b). Rotate the rubber pad and adjust the front  
  height of the engine hood.

• Adjust the rubber pad so that the engine 
hood is aligned to the wing.

NOTICE:
Rotate the rubber pad and move it up and down.

 3. Adjust the engine hood
 (a). Adjust the engine hood lock.

• Move the lock to adjust the position of 
the engine hood lock, so that the lock 
can smoothly hold the engine hood.

• After adjustment, fasten the bolt of the 
engine hood lock.

  Torque : 9~12 N•m
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front cleaner tube
 (a). Remove the front cleaner tube from the 

front nozzle assembly.
 (b). Pull off the front cleaner tube from the front  
  cleaner tube clip.

2. Remove the engine hood
 (a). Remove the air brace rod.

NOTICE:
Two or more mechanics are required to remove 
the engine hood and guarantee safety.

 (b). Unscrew 4 retaining bolts of the engine 
  hinges LH and RH.
 (c). Remove the engine hood.
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3. Install the engine hood
 (a). Install the engine hood.
 (b). Tighten 4 retaining bolts of the engine 

hinges LH and RH.
  Torque : 22~28 N•m

NOTICE:
Two or more mechanics are required to install the 
engine hood and guarantee safety.

 (c). Install the air brace rod.

4. Install the front cleaner tube
 (a). Insert the front cleaner tubes into two  

nozzle assemblies.
 (b). Fix the front cleaner tube onto the clip.

5. Adjust the engine hood (Refer to "Chapter 55 Door/Engine Hood - Engine Hood,   
 Adjustment")
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FRONT DOOR
ADJUSTMENT

NOTICE:
Adjust the left front door and RH in the same way.

1. Check the left front door
(a). Check whether the clearance of the left front door meets standard.

Standard A:  A-pillar

Gap B: 4.5+/-1.5mm

Surface differenceC: -3.5（the door is lower）+1.0/-1.0 mm
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Standard A: Side wall

Gap B: 4.5 +/-1.5 mm

Surface difference C: -3.5（the door is lower）+1.0/-1.0 mm

Standard D: 6.5+/-1.5 mm
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Standard A: Fender

Gap B: 4.5 +/-1.5 mm

Surface difference C: 0

Standard D: Rear door
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1. Adjust the front door
 (a). Release the side hinge bolts and adjust the  
  door horizontally and vertically.

NOTICE:
Remove the left front wing before releasing the 
side hinge bolts.

(b). Ad jus t  t he  ho r i zon ta l  and  ve r t i ca l 
 clearances of the door.
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(c). After adjustment, fasten the side hinge 
 bolts.
  Torque : 22~28N•m

(d). Slightly release the buckle retaining screws 
 and knock the buckle with rubber hammer 

to adjust the buckle position.
 (e). Af ter  adjustment,  fasten the buckle 

retaining screws.
  Torque : 23 N•m
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the A-pillar lower guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims 
– A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

2. Remove the left front door wire harness  
 connector
 (a). Disconnect the connector of the left front  
  door wire harness.
 (b). Remove the left front door wire harness.

3. Install the left front door assembly
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the left front  
  door stopper.
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(b). Unscrew 4 retaining bolts of the left front  
  door hinge.
 (c). Remove the left front door assembly.

NOTICE:
Since the left front door and RH are mirrored, 
remove the front doors in the same way.

4. Install the left front door assembly
 (a). Install the left front door assembly.
 (b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the left front 

door hinge.
  Torque : 22~28N•m
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(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the left front 
  door stopper.
  Torque : 22~28N•m

5. Install  the connector of the left front door wire  
  harness
 (a). Install the left front door wire harness.
 (b). Connect the connector of the left front door  
  wire harness.

NOTICE:
Since the left front doors and RH are mirrored, 
install the front doors in the same way.

6. Install the A-pillar lower guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior  Trims-A-
Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
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REAR DOOR
ADJUSTMENT

NOTICE:
Adjust the left rear doors and RH in the same way.

1. Check the left rear door
(a). Check whether the clearance of the left rear door meets standard.

Standard  A: Side wal

Gap B: 4.5 +/-1.5 mm

Surface difference C: -3.5（the door is lower）+/-1.0mm

Gap D： 6.5 +/-1.5 mm
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Standard  A: Front door

Gap  B: 4.5+/-1.5mm

Surface difference C: 0/-1.5mm

Gap  D: Rear side wall
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2. Adjust the rear door
(a). Unscrew the side hinge bolts and adjust  

the door horizontally and vertically.

(b). Ad jus t  t he  ho r i zon ta l  and  ve r t i ca l 
 clearances of the door.

(c). After adjustment, fasten the side hinge bolts.
  Torque : 22~28N•m
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(d). Slightly unscrew the buckle retaining 
 screws and knock the buckle with rubber 

hammer to adjust the buckle position.
(e). Af ter  adjustment,  fasten the buckle 

retaining screws.
  Torque : 23N•m
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the B-pillar lower trim panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims –  
 B-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

2. Disconnect the connector of the left rear  
  door wire harness
 (a). Remove the cover of the wire harness.

(b). Disconnect the connector of the rear door 
  wire harness.
 (c). Take out the rear door wire harness.
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 3. Remove the left rear door assembly
 (a). Unscrew the retaining bolts of the left rear  
  door stopper.

(b). Unscrew 4 retaining bolts of the left rear   
  door hinge.
 (c). Remove the  left rear door assembly.

NOTICE:
• Two or more mechanics are required to remove 

the left rear door assembly and guarantee 
safety.

• Since the left rear door and the right rear door  
are mirrored, remove the rear doors in the same 
way.

4. Install the left rear door assembly
 (a). Install the left rear door assembly.
 (b). Tighten the retaining bolts of the left rear  
  door hinge.
  Torque : 22~28N•m
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(c). Tighten the retaining bolts of the left rear  
  door stopper.
  Torque : 22~28N•m

NOTICE:
Two or more mechanics are required to install the  
left rear door assembly and guarantee safety.

5. Install the connector of the left rear door   
  wire harness
(a). Connect the  connector of the left rear door wire 

harness.
 (b). Install the rear door wire harness.

(c). Install the wire harness cover.
NOTICE:

Since the left rear door and the right rear door  
are mirrored, install the rear doors in the same 
way.

6. Install the B-pillar lower trim panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims –   
 B-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
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LIFTGATE
PADJUSTMENT

1. Adjust the liftgate
 (a). Unscrew the hinge bolts on the liftgate and 

adjust the liftgate horizontally and vertically.

(b). Adjust the horizontal and vertical gaps of  
  the liftgate. 
 (c). After adjustment, tighten the hinge bolts on  
  the liftgate. 
  Torque : 28~32N•m

(d). Slightly unscrew the fastening screws of 
 lock catch and knock the lock catch with 

a rubber hammer to adjust the position of 
lock catch.

 (e). Tighten the fastening screws of lock catch  
  after adjustment.
  Torque : 23N•m
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REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the left C-pillar guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims –  
 C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

2. Remove the liftgate assembly
 (a). Disconnect the wire harness connector of  
  liftgate.

(b). Disconnect the wear wiper spray pipe.
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(c). Take out the water pipe and wire harness  
  from the body. 

(d). Remove the air brace rods of liftgate.

(e). Unscrew four fastening bolts of liftgate 
 hinges.
 (f). Remove the liftgate assembly.

NOTICE:
While removing the liftgate assembly, operate 
by two operators through cooperation and take 
cautions. 
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3. Install the liftgate assembly
 (a). Install the liftgate assembly.
 (b). Tighten four fastening bolts of liftgate 

hinges.
  Torque : 28~32N•m

NOTICE:
While installing the liftgate assembly, operate 
by two operators through cooperation and take 
cautions. 

(c). Install the air brace rods of liftgate.
  

(d). Pass the water pipe and wire harness   
  through the body.
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(e). Connect the rear wiper spray pipe and 
 install the rear nozzle.

(f). Connect the wire harness connector of 
 liftgate.

4. Install the left C-pillar guard panel (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trims – 
C-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
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INTERIOR/EXTERIOR TRIM
NOTICES

1. When it's necessary to operate within the vehicle, cover the parts such as seats and 
steering wheel to prevent the contamination of oil dirt. 

2. The special removal tools are required for the removal of interior trims. If no special 
tool is available, substitute with screwdriver or similar tool, provided that such tool is 
wrapped. 

3. To remove parts with a sharp tool, wrap the tool with tape to prevent scratching the 
parts. 

4. In event of parts difficult to remove, instead of removing forcibly, check for presence 
of fastening screw not removed. 

5. The snap rings are of wearing part. Check the snap rings removed for presence of 
damage and replace with any damaged snap ring with new one. 

6. During the installation of parts, check the parts for presence of any missing 
fastening snap ring. 
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FRONT GRILL
REPLACEMENT

fuwx56079

1. Remove the front grill
 (a). Open the engine hood.
 (b). Remove the grid upper cover plate fixing 

screw and take down the grid upper cover 
plate.

 (c). Remove the retaining bolts of the front grill.
 (d). Remove the front grill.

2. Install the front grill
 (a). Install the lower end of front grille onto the 

bumper.
NOTICE:

Align the fixed card under the front grid at the 
mounting hole of the bumper.
 (b). Install and tighten the fastening bolts of   
  front grille.
 (c). Close the engine hood.
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fuwx56079

 (d). Install the grid upper cover plate and 
  tighten the fixing screw. 
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FRONT BUMPER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front grill (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/exterior trims - front 
grill,replacement")

fuwx56002

2. Remove the front bumper assembly
 (a). Remove the upper fastening screws of the  
  front bumper. 

fuwx56003

(b). Remove the middle fastening screws of the  
  front bumper.
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(c). Remove the left and right fastening screws  
  of the front bumper. 

(d). Remove the lower fastening screws of the  
  front bumper.

fuwx56006

(e). Disconnect the front fog lamp and day 
 running lamp connector, and take down the 

front bumper assembly.
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fuwx56006

3. Install the front bumper assembly
 (a). Connect the connector  of front fog lamp 

and install the front bumper assembly.

(b). Install and tighten the lower fastening 
  screws of the front bumper.

(c). Instal l  and t ighten the left  and r ight 
  fastening screws of the front bumper.
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fuwx56003

(d). Install and tighten the middle fastening 
  screws of the front bumper.

fuwx56002

(e). Install and tighten the upper fastening 
  screws of the front bumper.
 

4. Install the front grill (Refer to "Chapter 56. Interior/exterior trims - front grill, 
replacement")
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REAR BUMPER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the rear bumper assembly
 (a). Remove the rear wheel mudguard.(Refer 

to"Chapter 56 interior/exterior trim – 
mudguard, replacement")

 (b). Remove the fastening screws on two sides  
  of the rear bumper.

fuwx56008

(c). Remove the tailgate limiter fixing bolt, and 
  take down the tailgate limiter.

(d). Remove the lower fastening screws of the  
  rear bumper.
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(e). Pry up the liftgate sealing strip and remove  
  the fastening screws of rear bumper.

fuwx56011

(f). Disconnect the rear bumper wiring harness 
 connector, and take down the rear bumper 

assembly. 

fuwx56011

2. Install the rear bumper assembly
 (a). Reconnect the rear bumper wiring harness 

connector and ref i t  the rear bumper 
assembly.
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(b). Install and tighten the fastening screws of  
  the rear bumper.
 (c). Install the liftgate sealing strip.

(d). Install and tighten the lower fastening 
  screws of the rear bumper.

fuwx56008

(e). Install the tailgate limiter,  refit the fixing bolt 
  and tighten it. 
  Torque: 6.5~8.5N•m
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(f). Install the fastening screws on two sides of  
  the rear bumper.

(g). Install the rear wheel mudguard. (Refer to "Chapter 56 interior/exterior trim – 
mudguard, replacement")
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MUDGUARD
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the front wheel (Refer to "Chapter 33 tire and wheel – front tire and wheel, 
replacement")

2. Remove the front wheel mudguard
 (a). Remove the fastening screws of the front 
 wheel mudguard and take down the front 

wheel mudguard.

(b). Remove the fastening screws and snap 
 rings of the front wheel mudguard and take 

down the front wheel mudguard. 
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3. Remove the rear wheel mudguard
 (a). Remove the fastening screws of the rear 
 wheel mudguard and take down the rear 

wheel mudguard.

4. Install the rear wheel mudguard
 (a). Install the rear wheel mudguard and install  
  and tighten the fastening screws.

5. Install the front wheel mudguard
 (a). Install the fastening screws and snap rings  
  of the front wheel mudguard. 
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(b). Install the front wheel mudguard and install  
  and tighten the fastening screws.

6. Install the front wheel (Refer To "Chapter 33 Tire And Wheel - Front Tire And Wheel, 
Replacement")
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SUN VISOR ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the left sun visor assembly
 (a). Unscrew the bracket bolts.

(b). Remove the left sun visor assembly.

2. Remove the right sun visor assembly
NOTICE:

The method to remove the right sun visor assembly is same with the removal method for 
left sun visor assembly.
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3. Install the left sun visor assembly
 (a). Install the left sun visor assembly.

(b). Tighten the bracket bolts.
  Torque: 9~11N•m

4. Install the right sun visor assembly
NOTICE:

The method to install the right sun visor assembly is same with the Installation method for 
left sun visor assembly.
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FRONT DOOR INNER GUARD PANEL
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery  (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & Charge- 
Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the front door inner guard panel
 (a). Remove the fastening screws of window  
  lifter switch.

(b). Pry out the front window lifter switch with a  
  straight screwdriver. 

NOTICE:
Take cautions not to damage the switch. The 
straight screwdriver to be used shall be wrapped 
with tape on the front.
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(c). Disconnect the connector of front window 
 lifter switch and take down the front window 

lifter switch.

(d). Remove the fastening screws of front door  
  inner handle.

(e). Pry out all snap rings of the front door inner 
  guard panel.
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(f). Disconnect the connector of central control  
  door lock. 

(g). Disconnect the connector of front door 
 electric rearview mirror switch and take 

down the front door electric rearview mirror 
switch. 

(h). Disconnect the connector of courtesy lamp. 
 (i). Take down the front door inner guard 

panel. 
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(j). Disconnect the front door inner handle cable. 

(k). Pry up the triangular trim panel and take 
  down the front door triangular trim panel.

fuwx56080

(l). Remove the front door inner handle bracket 
  fixing bolt, and take down the bracket.
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fuwx56028

(m). Take down the front door water-proof film. 

fuwx56028

3. Install the front door inner guard panel
 (a). Install the front door water-proof film. 

fuwx56091

(b). Install the  front door inner handle bracket,  
  and tighten the fixing bolt. 
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(c). Install the front door triangular trim panel.

(d). Install the front door inner handle cable. 

(e). Connect the connector of courtesy lamp.
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(f). Connect the connector of front door electric 
  rearview mirror switch. 

(g). Connect the connector of central control  
  door lock.

(h). Install the front door inner guard panel. 
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(i). Install the fastening screws of front door
  inner handle.
 

(j). Connect the connector of front window lifter 
  switch. 

(k). Install the front window lifter switch.
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(l). Install the fastening screws of window lifter  
  switch.

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & Charge -  
Battery, Replacement")
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REAR DOOR INNER GUARD PANEL
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery  (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & Charge- 
Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the rear door inner guard panel
 (a). Remove the fastening screws of rear door  
  inner guard panel armrest housing. 

(b). Remove the fastening screws of rear door  
  inner handle.
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(c). Pry out all snap rings of the rear door inner  
  guard panel.

(d). Disconnect the connector of window lifter. 

(e). Disconnect the connector of courtesy lamp.
 (f). Take down the rear door inner guard panel.
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(g). Disconnect the rear door inner handle cable.

fuwx56081

 (h). Remove the rear door inner handle bracket 
  fixing bolt, and take down the bracket.

fuwx56035

(i). Take down the rear door water-proof film. 
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fuwx56035

3. Install the rear door inner guard panel
 (a). Install the rear door water-proof film.

fuwx56081

(b). Install the rear door inner handle bracket, 
  and tighten the fixing bolt.

(c). Install the rear door inner handle cable.
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(d). Connect the connector of courtesy lamp.

(e). Connect the connector of rear window lifter  
  switch.

(f). Install the rear door inner guard panel.
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(g). Install the fastening screws of rear door 
  inner handle.

(h). Install the fastening screws of rear door 
  inner guard panel armrest housing.

4. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & Charge -  
Battery, Replacement")
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TAILGATE INNER SHIELD 
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the liftgate inner guard panel
 (a). Pry out the liftgate upper guard panel with 
  a straight screwdriver. 

(b). Remove the fastening screws of the left 
  and right inner guard panels of the liftgate.

(c). Pry out the left and right guard panels of 
  liftgate with a straight screwdriver. 
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(d). Pry out the liftgate inner guard panel with a  
  straight screwdriver.

2. Install the liftgate inner guard panel
 (a). Install the liftgate inner guard panel.

(b). Remove the left and right guard panels of  
  the liftgate.
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(c). Install the fastening screws of the left and  
  right inner guard panels of the liftgate.

(d). Install the liftgate upper guard panel.
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A-PILLAR GUARD PANEL
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the left A-pillar upper guard panel
 (a). Pry out the fastening bolt trim cap of the 

A-pillar handrail with a straight screwdriver. 

(b). Unscrew 2 fastening bolts of A-pil lar 
  handrail and remove the A-pillar handrail. 

(c). Disengage the fastening snap rings and 
  remove the A-pillar upper guard panel.
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2. Remove the right A-pillar upper guard panel
NOTICE:

The removal procedure for right A-pillar upper guard panel is same with that for the left 
A-pillar upper guard panel.

fuwx56044

3. Remove the left A-pillar lower guard panel
 (a). Remove the front threshold guard panel.
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(b). Remove the fastening nut of left A-pillar
  lower guard panel. 
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(c). Remove the fuel tank cover handle.
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(d). Remove the control cable from the fuel 
  tank cover slide door handle.
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(e). Pry out and remove the left A-pillar lower  
  guard panel.
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4. Remove the right A-pillar lower guard panel
NOTICE:

The removal procedure for right A-pillar lower guard panel is same with that for the left 
A-pillar lower guard panel.
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5. Install the left A-pillar lower guard panel
(a). Put the left A pillar lower shield at the 

mounting position.
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(b). Reconnect the control cable of fuel tank 
  cover handle. 
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(c). Install the fuel tank cover slide door handle.
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 (d). Refit the fixing nut and tighten it. 
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(e). Install the front threshold guard panel.
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6. Install the right A-pillar lower guard panel
NOTICE:

The Installation procedure for right A-pillar lower guard panel is same with that for the left 
A-pillar lower guard panel.

7. Install the left A pillar upper shield
 (a). Install the A-pillar upper guard panel.
 (b). Install the A-pillar handrail and tighten 2 

fastening bolts of A-pillar handrail. 
  Torque: 9~11N•m

(c). Install the trim cap of the A-pillar handrail.

8. Install the right A-pillar upper guard panel
NOTICE:

The Installation procedure for right A-pillar upper guard panel is same with that for the left 
A-pillar upper guard panel.
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B-PILLAR GUARD PANEL
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the left B-pillar guard panel
 (a). Disengage the fastening snap rings and 

remove the front door carpet pressure bar 
assembly. 

(b). Disengage the fastening snap rings and 
 remove the rear door carpet pressure bar 

assembly.

(c). Unscrew the bolt of front row seat belt. 
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(d). Take downe the B-pillar lower guard panel.

(e). Take down the trim cap.

(f). Unscrew the bolt.
 (g). Take downe seat belt.
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 (h). Pry out the fastening bolt trim cap of the 
  B-pillar handrail with a straight screwdriver.

(i). Unscrew 2 fastening bolts of B-pillar 
  handrail and remove the B-pillar handrail.

(j). Unscrew 2 screws. 
 (k). Take out the B-pillar upper guard panel.
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2. Remove the right B-pillar guard panel
NOTICE:

The removal procedure for right B-pillar guard panel is same with that for the left B-pillar 
guard panel.

3. Install the right B-pillar guard panel
 (a). Install the B-pillar upper guard panel.
 (b). Tighten 2 bolts.

(c). Install the B-pillar handrail and tighten 2 
  fastening bolts of B-pillar handrail.
  Torque: 9~11N•m
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(d). Install the trim cap of the B-pillar handrail.

(e). Install the seat belt.
 (f). Tighten the bolt.
  Torque: 45~55N•m

(g). Install the trim cap.
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(h). Install the B-pillar lower guard panel.

(i). Tighten the bolt of front row seat belt.
  Torque: 45~55N•m

(j). Install the rear door carpet pressure bar 
  assembly.
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(k). Install the front door carpet pressure bar 
  assembly.

4. Install the right B-pillar guard panel
NOTICE:

The Installation procedure for right B-pillar guard panel is same with that for the left B-pillar 
guard panel.
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C - PILLAR GUARD PANEL
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the left C-pillar lower guard panel
 (a). Remove the rear row seat.(Refer to 

"Chapter 53  Seat - Rear Row Seat, 
Replacement")

 (b). Remove the trunk toolbox. (Refer to 
"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- Trunk 
Toolbox, Replacement")

 (c). Remove the rear threshold guard panel.

(d). Remove the lower fastening bolt of middle 
  row seat belt. 
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(e). Remove the lower fastening bolt of rear 
  row seat belt.
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(f). Remove the fastening screw of C-pillar 
  lower guard panel.

(g). Pry out the C-pillar lower guard panel.

(h). Disconnect the charger connector.
NOTICE:

This place is different from the right guard panel, 
as the right guard panel has no charger connector.
The fan speed switch is installed on the right 
guard panel. 
 (i). Take down the C-pillar lower guard panel.
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2. Remove the right C-pillar lower guard panel
NOTICE:

The removal procedure for the right C-pillar lower guard panel is basically same with that 
for the left C-pillar lower guard panel and the differences are differentiated in the contents.

3. Remove the left C-pillar upper guard panel
 (a). Pry out the C-pillar upper guard panel snap 

rings and take down the C-pillar upper 
guard panel. 

4. Remove the right C-pillar upper guard panel
NOTICE:

The removal procedure for right C-pillar upper guard panel is same with that for the left 
C-pillar upper guard panel.

5. Install the left C-pillar upper guard panel
 (a). Pass the seat belt through the C-pillar 

upper guard panel and install the left 
C-pillar upper guard panel.

6. Install the right C-pillar upper guard panel
NOTICE:

The Installation procedure for right C-pillar upper guard panel is same with that for the left 
C-pillar upper guard panel.
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7. Install the left C-pillar lower guard panel
 (a). Connect the charger connector.

NOTICE:
This place is different from the right guard panel, 
as the right guard panel has no charger connector. 
The fan speed switch is installed on the right 
guard panel.

(b). Install the fastening screws of C-pillar lower 
  guard panel.
  Torque: 9~11N•m

(c). Install and tighten the lower fastening bolt 
  of middle row seat belt.
  Torque: 45~55N•m
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(d). Install and tighten the lower fastening bolt 
  of rear row seat belt.
  Torque: 45~55N•m

(e). Install the rear threshold guard panel.
 (f). Install the trunk toolbox. (Refer to "Chapter 

56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Trunk Toolbox, 
Replacement")

 (g). Install the rear row seat .(Refer to "Chapter 
53 Seat - Rear Row Seat, Replacement")

8. Remove the right C-pillar lower guard panel
NOTICE:

The Installation procedure for the right C-pillar lower guard panel is basically same with 
that for the left C-pillar lower guard panel and the differences are differentiated in the 
contents.
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CEILING GUARD PANEL ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the ceiling
(a). Remove the sun visor.(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Sun Visor 

Assembly, Replacement")
(b). Remove the safety handrail.(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- Safety 

Handrail, Replacement")
(c). Remove the interior roof lamp. (Refer to "Chapter 43 Lighting - Front/Rear Interior 

Lamp Assembly, Replacement")
(d). Remove the A-pillar upper guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-

A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
(e). Remove the B-pillar upper guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-

A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
(f). Remove the C-pillar upper guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-

A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
(g). Remove the fastening snap rings of ceiling and remove the ceiling from the liftgate.
2. Install the ceiling
(a). Install the ceiling to the roof and install the fastening snap rings of ceiling.

NOTICE:
Before the installation of plastic snap rings, make sure to properly arrange the interior roof 
lamp harness to prevent pressing the harness into the ceiling.
(b). Install the A-pillar upper guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 

A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
(c). Install the B-pillar upper guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 

A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
(d). Install the C-pillar upper guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 

A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
(e). Install the interior roof lamp. (Refer to "Chapter 43 Lighting - Front/Rear Interior 

Lamp Assembly, Replacement")
(f). Install the safety handrail. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Safety 

Handrail, Replacement")
(g). Install the sun visor.(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Sun Visor 

Assembly, Replacement")
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CARPET
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the carpet
(a). Remove the auxiliary instrument panel assembly. (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument 

Panel And Auxiliary Instrument Panel - Auxiliary Instrument Panel, Replacement")
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(b). Remove the front threshold guard panel.

(c). Remove the A-pillar lower  guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-  
 A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

(d). Remove the rear threshold guard panel.

(e). Remove the B-pillar lower  guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-  
 A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
(f). Remove the C-pillar lower  guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-  
 A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
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(g). Remove the lower bracket fastening bolt 
 for driver seat belt and front passenger 

seat belt. 

(h). Remove the driver seat. (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Driver's/Front Passenger Seat, 
Replacement")

(i). Remove the front passenger seat. (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Driver's/Front 
Passenger Seat, Replacement")

(j). Remove the middle row seat. (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Middle Row Seat, 
Replacement")

(k). Remove the rear row seat. (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Rear Row Seat, 
Replacement")

(l). Remove the trunk toolbox. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Trunk 
Toolbox, Replacement")

(m). Lift up and take out the carpet.
2. Install the carpet
(a). Pave the carpet onto the interior floor. 
(b). Install the trunk toolbox. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Trunk Toolbox, 

Replacement")
(c). Install the rear row seat. (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Rear Row Seat, Replacement")
(d). Install the middle row seat. (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Middle Row Seat, 

Replacement")
(e). Install the front passenger seat. (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Driver's/Front 

Passenger Seat, Replacement")
(f). Install the driver seat. (Refer to "Chapter 53 Seat- Driver's/Front Passenger Seat, 

Replacement")
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(g). Install and tighten the lower bracket 
 fastening bolt for driver seat belt and front 

passenger seat belt. 
  Torque: 45~55N•m

(h). Install the C-pillar lower  guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

(i). Install the B-pillar lower  guard panel. (Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")

(j). Install the rear threshold guard panel.
 (k). Install the A-pillar lower  guard panel. 

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim- 
A-Pillar Guard Panel, Replacement")
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(l). Install the front threshold guard panel.
 (m). Install the auxil iary instrument panel 

assembly. (Refer to "Chapter 52 Instrument 
Panel And Auxiliary Instrument Panel - 
Auxiliary Instrument Panel, Replacement")
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FOOTBOARD 
REPLACEMENT

1. Elevate the vehicle
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2. Remove the footboard assembly
 (a). Screw out these 5 fixing bolts and 1 fixing 

nut.
NOTICE:

To ease the removal and installation, loosen 
the lower fastening nut of middle support of the 
middle footboard.
 (b). Take down the footboard assembly.

NOTICE:
The removal method is same for left and right 
footboard assemblies.
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3. Install the footboard assembly
 (a). Install the footboards carefully.
 (b). Tighten the locating nut.
 (c). Tighten 5 fastening bolts. 
  Torque: 22~30 N•m

NOTICE:
The installation method is same for left and right 
footboard assemblies. 
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TRUNK TOOLBOX 
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the left trunk toolbox
 (a). Take down the cover plate of left trunk 

toolbox. 

(b). Remove the fastening screws of left trunk 
 toolbox and take down the left trunk 

toolbox.

2. Remove the right trunk toolbox
NOTICE:

The removal method is same for left and right trunk toolbox.
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3. Remove the middle trunk toolbox
 (a). Take down the cover plate of middle trunk 

toolbox.

(b). Remove the fastening screws of middle 
 trunk toolbox and take down the middle 

trunk toolbox.

4. Install the middle trunk toolbox
 (a). Install the middle trunk toolbox and install 

and tighten the fastening screws. 
  Torque: 9~11N•m
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(b). Install the cover plate of middle trunk 
 toolbox.

5. Install the left trunk toolbox
 (a). Install the left trunk toolbox and install and 

tighten the fastening screws.
  Torque: 9~11N•m

(b). Install the cover plate of left trunk toolbox.
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6. Install the right trunk toolbox
NOTICE:

The installation method is same for left and right trunk toolbox.
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SAFETY HANDRAIL
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the safety handrail
 (a). Pull down the safety handrail. 
 (b). Pry out the screw trim caps.

(c). Remove the fastening screws of safety 
 handrail and take down the safety handrail.

2. Install the safety handrail
 (a). Install the safety handrail and install and 

tighten the fastening screws. 
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(b). Install the screw trim caps.
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FENDER
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the fender
 (a). Remove the front wheel .(Refer to "Chapter 

33 Tire And Wheel – Front Tire And Wheel, 
Replacement")

 (b). Remove the f ront  bumper.(Refer  to 
"Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Front 
Bumper Assembly, Replacement")

 (c). Remove the front combination lamps. 
( R e f e r  t o  " C h a p t e r  4 3  L i g h t i n g  - 
Front Combinat ion Lamp Assembly, 
Replacement")

 (d). Remove the mudguard.(Refer to "Chapter 
56 Interior/Exterior Trim – Mudguard, 
Replacement")

 (e). Remove the wheel inner lining.

(f). Remove the fender triangular plate. 
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(g). Remove the left cover plate of front wall 
 ventilation panel. 

(h). Remove the fastening bolts of fender and 
 take down the fender. 

2. Install the fender
 (a). Install the fender, properly adjust the gap, 

and install and tighten the fastening bolts.
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(b). Install the left cover plate of front wall 
 ventilation panel.

(c). Install the fender triangular plate.

(d). Install the wheel inner lining.
 (e). Install the mudguard.(Refer to "Chapter 

56 Interior/Exterior Trim – Mudguard, 
Replacement")

 (f). Install the front combination lamps (Refer 
to "Chapter 43 Lighting - Front Combination 
Lamp Assembly, Replacement")

 (g). Install the front bumper.(Refer to "Chapter 
56 Interior/Exterior Trim - Front Bumper 
Assembly, Replacement")

 (h). Install the front wheel .(Refer to "Chapter 
33 Tire And Wheel – Front Tire And Wheel, 
Replacement")
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SPOILER 
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the spoiler
 (a). Remove the liftgate upper inner guard 

panel. 

(b). Disconnect the connector of high-mount 
  brake lamp. 

(c). Remove the fastening nuts of spoiler and 
  take out the spoiler.
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(d). Remove the fastening nuts of high-mount 
 brake lamp and take down the high-mount 

brake lamp from the spoiler.

2. Install the spoiler
 (a). Install the high-mount brake lamp onto the 

spoiler and install and tighten the fastening 
nuts. 

  Torque: 9~12N•m

(b). Install the spoiler onto the liftgate and 
 install and tighten the fastening nuts. 
  Torque: 9~11N•m

NOTICE:
While installing the spoiler, pass the high-mount 
brake lamp harness through the liftgate. 
 (c). Connect the connector of high-mount 

brake  lamp.
 (d). Install the upper guard panel of liftgate. 

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-
Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")
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LIFTGATE TRIM BAR
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the liftgate trim bar
 (a). Remove the liftgate inner guard panel. 

(Refer to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-
Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")

 (b). Disconnect the connector of license plate 
lamp. 

 (c). Disconnect the connector of l i f tgate 
opening switch. 
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(d). Remove the fastening bolts of liftgate trim  
  bar and remove the liftgate trim bar. 
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2. Install the liftgate trim bar
 (a). Install the liftgate trim bar.

NOTICE:
Before the installation, firstly properly arrange the 
harness.
 (b). Install and tighten the bolts of liftgate trim 

bar. 
  Torque: 6.5~8.5N•m
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(c). Connect the connector of liftgate opening 
  switch.
 (d). Connect the connector of license plate 

lamp.
 (e). Install the liftgate inner guard panel. (Refer 

to "Chapter 56 Interior/Exterior Trim-
Liftgate Inner Guard Panel, Replacement")
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SUNROOF 
PARTS DRAWING
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1

1

2

2

3
3

3
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4

5

6

6

7

1 Front sunroof drain pipe rubber plug 5 Sunroof left rear drain pipe

2 Sunroof front drain pipe 6 Rear sunroof drain pipe rubber plug

3 Sunroof drain pipe clamp 7 Sunroof left rear drain pipe

4 Sunroof assembly
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REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery  (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & Charge- 
Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the headlining panel assembly (refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior - 
Replacement, headlining panel assembly”)
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3. Remove the sunroof assembly
 (a). Remove the sunroof drain pipe clamp, and 

disconnect the sunroof drain pipe.
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 (b). Disconnect the sunroof motor connector.
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 (c). Remove these 5 fixing bolts and 8 fixing 
  nuts of the sunroof assembly. 

NOTICE:
•To remove the sunroof bracket easily, remove 

the fixing bolts in the sequence shown in the left 
figure. 

•The help from the assistant is required to avoid 
damaging the sunroof assembly. 
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 (d). Take down the sunroof assembly under the 
  help from the assistant.
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 4. Install the sunroof assembly
(a). Put the sunroof assembly at its mounting 

position under the help from the assistant, 
and tighten these 5 fixing bolts and 8 fixing 
nuts of the sunroof assembly. 

NOTICE:
The help from the assistant is required to avoid 
damaging the sunroof assembly. 
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 (b). Reconnect the sunroof motor connector. 
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(c). Reconnect the sunroof drain pipe, and refit 
  the sunroof drain pipe clamp. 

5. Install the headlining panel assembly (refer to “Chapter 56 Interior/exterior - 
Replacement, headlining panel assembly”)

6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & Charge -  
Battery, Replacement")
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SUNROOF MOTOR
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the negative cable of the battery  (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & Charge- 
Battery, Replacement")

2. Remove the front cabin lamp assembly (refer to “Chapter 56 Lighting - 
Replacement, front cabin lamp assembly”)
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3. Remove the sunroof motor
 (a). Remove these 3 fixing bolts of the sunroof 

motor. 
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 (b). Disconnect the sunroof motor connector, 
  and take down the sunroof motor.
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4. Install the sunroof motor
 (a). Refit the sunroof motor, and reconnect the 

sunroof motor connector. 
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 (b). Tighten these 3 fixing bolts of the sunroof 
  motor. 

5. Install the front cabin lamp assembly (refer to “Chapter 56 Lighting - Replacement, 
front cabin lamp assembly”)

6. Connect the negative cable of the battery (Refer to "Chapter 18 Start & Charge -  
Battery, Replacement")
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